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Abstract 
Documentation and listings are presented for a sequence of computer 
programs to be used for problems in continental shelf dynamics. Three of the 
programs are to be used for computing properties of free and forced 
coastal-trapped waves. A final program may be used to compute wind-driven 
fluctuations over the continental shelf and slope. 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In a recent sequence of papers (Brink, 1982a,b; Chapman, 1983; Clarke and 
Brink, 1985) a number of computer programs have been described which compute 
properties of linear coastal-trapped waves and wind-driven motions over the 
continental shelf. These programs, since they allow rather arbitrary choices 
of topography, stratification, etc., may be of fairly general use to the 
oceanographic community. For this reason, listings and documentation for 
these algorithms have been assembled here in an accessible form. 
Some definitions are common to all of the following routines. Specific-
ally, we use the coordinate system shown in Figure 1, such that the coast (if 
present) lies at x = 0 and the ocean in the region x > 0. The alongshelf 
_ __.c_oo~d_i.nate_i_s_y __ and_the_v_ect_i.caJ-coo~d.i.nate-i-S-Z-(-pos-i-t-i-ve-upwa~d~-)-,-such-----­
that z = 0 at the ocean surface. The x, y and z velocity components are 
then u, v and w respectively. Depth-integrated u and v velocities are 
defined as U and V, respectively. Pressure and density are given as p and 
p, respectively. A few other commonly used variables are N2, f, g, h, oo 
and Q.,. which represent the Brunt-Vaisala frequency squared, the Coriolis 
parameter, the acceleration due to gravity, the water depth, wave frequency 
and alongshelf wavenumber. 
A few assumptions are common to all programs below. First, only linear 
problems are considered. Second, the water depth is always assumed to be a 
function of x only. Third, the Brunt-Vaisala frequency may vary in z only, 
and must be non-zero everywhere. The only exceptions are in computing baro-
tropic continental shelf waves (program BTCSW, Chapter 2) where the problem is 
linearized and the Brunt-Vaisala frequency is not specified. 
The general free-wave programs BTCSW and BIGLOAD2 (coastal-trapped waves 
with continuous stratification; Chapter 3) search for free-wave solutions us-ing 
resonance iteration. The general approach is to assume that the dependent var-
iables are sinusoidal in time and the alongshelf direction, e.g. 
U(x,y,t) = U(x)_exp[i(oot + Q.y)] 
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Figure 1: Topography and coordinate system definitions used in all 
programs: (upper) with a coast, (lower) without a coast. 
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reducing the problem to a two-dimensional eigenvalue problem in (w, £ ): 
z(u(x;w,£)) = 0 • 
This is solved for arbitrary forcing and a fixed £ • The frequency w is then 
varied until the free~ode resonance is reached. Resonance is defined as the 
frequency at which the integrated field variable squared, 
or 
I = v 
is at a maximum. 
A few comments are in order about the working_s __ o_f_tbe_p_m_g~ams._Ih-=-------­
units internal to all programs ~re cgs, although input values are often in 
convenient units (e.g. km for x). The input file is always number 5, and the 
output file number 6. All programs are self-contained except·for BIGLOAD2, 
which requires the use of IMSL subroutine LEQT1B. This subroutine is used to 
solve the banded matrix equation by L-U decomposition. 
The programs described below can be briefly summarized as follows: 
1) BTCSW: barotropic continental shelf waves (e.g. Buchwald and Adams, 1968) 
and barotropic bank or trench waves (e.g. Brink, 1983; Mysak, LeBlond and 
Emery, 1979). Dispersion curves, modal structures, and wind coupling coef-
ficients can be computed for arbitrary topography and mean alongshore flow. 
2) BIGLOAD2: Coastal-trapped waves in the presence of continuous stratifica-
tion (e.g. Wang and Mooers, 1976; Huthnance, 1978; Brink, 1982a,b). Dis-
persion curves (up tow~ 0.9f), modal structures and wind coupling coef-
ficients can be computed for arbitrary topography and (horizontally 
uniform) stratification. 
3) CROSS: Finding flat-bottom baroclinic modes and where w = f for general 
coastal-trapped waves (Chapman, 1983). The program allows arbitrary 
stratification and monotonic bottom topography. 
3 
4) BIGDRV2: Wind-driven motions over the continental margin (e.g. Clarke and 
Brink, 1985). The velocity, pressure and density fluctuations driven by a 
wind stress of the form i(x) exp[i(wt + £y)] can be computed for general 
topography, stratification and bottom friction. 
Finally, the user should be aware that programs BTCSW and CROSS require 
- . - ----
----
----
very little CPU time to complete, whereas program BIGLOAD2 uses approximately 
one minute of CPU time for each point on a dispersion curve and program 
BIGDRV2 requires approximately one minute of CPU time to complete (both on a 
VAX 11/780). 
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A. Introduction 
CHAPTER 2 
BAROTRO.P I C SHELF WAVES 
Documentation for BTCSW 
This program computes modal structures and dispersion curves for free 
barotropic shelf waves. It can also compute bottom friction and wind coupling 
coefficients as in Brink and Allen (1978). Either a free surface or a rigid 
lid may be used, and a stable mean alongshelf flow can also be included. A 
variety of boundary conditions are available as options. 
B. Formulation 
For a linearized, inviscid barotropic ocean, the depth-integrated equa-
--- --- ----t-ions-of-mot-ion--are:-------- --------------------------
- fV = -gh r; X ' (2.1a) 
Vt + v V + Uv + fU = -g h s ( 2 .1b ) 0 y OX y 
o r; t + v r; + U + V = 0 ( 2 .1c) 0 y X y ' 
where the onshore; and alongshelf directions are x and y, respectively, and 
there are no alongshelf variations in the mean flow vb(x) or in the depth h. 
U and V are the depth-integrated velocities in the x and y directions. The 
free surface elevation is r;, and subscripts x, y and t represent partial 
differentiation. The constants g and f are the acceleration due to gravity 
and the Coriolis parameter. The variables & and o are defined as follows: 
& = 0 for the long-wave approximation, 
& = 1 for general frequencies and wavenumbers, 
o = 0 for the rigid-lid approximation, 
and o = 1 for a free surface. 
With the assumption that U, V and r; vary as exp[i(wt + ~y)], (2.1) 
become 
5 
where 
and 
i w 1 e U - fV = -g h z;; X , 
i w1 V + f 1 U = -i £ gh z;; , 
i w1 o z;; + U + i £ V = 0 , 
X 
f 1 = f + v ox • 
These can be reduced to either: 
12 2 
0 = u [o ~ - h £ ]h XX g 
2w 1 £ V o 
+ u [h £2 - ox ]h 
X X g 
+! h £2(ff 1 - 2··· 12 ~ + 2f 1v ) g w ~ ox 
or 2 0 = z;;xx [ff 1 - ew 1 ]h 
+ r.; [- ! ( ff 1 - ew 1 2) 2 + h 4 ( ff 1 - ew 1 2) g X w 
f.Q, 
- h ~ ( fvoxx - 2ew 1 £v0x) 
2 2 
-h £ e ( ff 1 - w 1 e)] 
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(2.2) 
(2.3} 
Each of these equations presents a practical difficulty. The s equa-
tion (2.3) possesses a spurious solution. For example, when v0 = 0 this sol-
ution has w = f, and s = s0exp(-Q,x). (See Pedlosky, 1979, pp. 79-81 for an 
explanation.) This spurious mode may, in turn, affect the true solutions. The 
U equation (2.2) does not possess a spurious mode, but can lead to numerical 
difficulties for very shallow water (e.g. solving for a laboratory case where 
h < 1m everywhere). In general, it is preferable to use the U equation, 
and to check it against the results of the s equation. The program allows 
the choice of the U or s equation. 
C. Program Input 
As explained below, the user provides a bottom topographic profile, a 
mean flow profile (if desired), and choices for boundary conditions. The 
- - ·· -· - - pl"egr-am-r-etur-ns-meda~ -s-tru€-t-ur-es-f.er---U -and---s--,--anEI--frequene-'ies--for-"C-he--
prescribed wavenumbers. All outputs are in either cgs or arbitrary units, 
although inputs are in convenient units. Two geometries are possible 
(Figure 1, p. 2). The first case (Figure 1a) contains a coastal barrier, 
while the second case (Figure 1b) does not. The second case is useful for 
bank- or trench-trapped waves. Note that w > 0 is assumed, so that waves 
propagating in the positive y direction (opposite to standard shelf waves in 
the northern hemisphere) must be found using Q, < 0. 
The following presentation of input parameters describes the user 
options. A compact list of parameters is given in section 2E. All data are 
read from file 5. 
line 1: IMDM NN 
IMDM is the number of cases to be studied. If IMDM ~ 1, all of the 
other lines of input must be repeated for each case. This is useful 
if, for example, several geometries are to be studied in--one run .. 
NN is the number of grid points in the x direction. Presently, 
NN ~ 100, but this could be easily changed by the user. 
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line 2: NITM ISO EPS DEL 
These are all parameters used in the search for the resonant frequency. 
NITM is the maximum number of iterations allowed for finding a resonant 
frequency (typically 20-40). 
ISO directs the frequency search. 
For ISO = 0, the program searches for the free-wave frequency closest 
to the initial guesses. 
For ISO = 1,· the program searches only towards lower frequencies. 
For ISO= -1, the program searches only towards higher frequencies. 
EPS is the nominal fractional accuracy desired for w. This is always 
less than the true error range within which w is known. Typically, 
EPS = 0.005 (0.5 percent accuracy). 
DEL is the fractional step size used for initially searching for w. 
Typically, DEL= 0.05 (5 percent). 
line 3: IUP ILLW 
IUP provides the choice of searching with the U or r.; equation (see 
section 2B). 
IUP = 0 specifies a search using U. 
IUP = 1 specifies a search using r.;. 
If some other value is given, the program defaults to IUP = 0. 
ILLW allows the option of making the long-wave approximation exactly. 
ILLW = 0 for long waves (e = 0 in section 2B). 
ILLW = 1 for the general case (e = 1 in section 2B). 
If some other value is given, the program defaults to ILLW = 0. 
Also, if ILLW = 0, NCALM (see below) is set to 1, since the waves 
will be nondispersive. 
line 4: IDOl IDD3 IDD4 
These parameters select the boundary conditions. 
IDOl= 0 for a rigid lid (o = 0 in section 2B). 
IDOl = 1 for a free surface (o = 1 in section 2B). 
Other values set the default of IDOl = 0. 
IDD3 = 0; the boundary condition at x = XMAX is Ux = 0. This is not 
the 11 real 11 condition, but is used for comparison with the stratified 
wave program (Chapter 3). 
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1003 = 1; the boundary condition at x = XMAX is U = 0. This simulates 
a channel problem. 
1003 = 2 sets up the real, exponentially decaying condition at x = XMAX. 
This is the preferred condition, but it is only valid if h and v0 
are constant near x = XMAX. 
If another choice is made for I003, the program reverts to I003 = 0. 
I004 = 0, the boundary condition at x = 0 is U = 0. This may be X 
useful for bank or trench waves. 
I004 = 1 sets U = 0 at x = 0. This is the desired condition for shelf 
waves. 
I004 = 2 uses the exponential decay condition at x = 0. This is again 
the preferred condition for bank or trench waves, but it is only valid 
for h and v0 constant at x = 0 (geometry of Figure 1b). 
Other values of I004 cause the program to revert to I004 = 1, the shelf 
·· ·-wave-case~ - - -· ·· 
line 5: NCALM ILW 
-·-·--·--··---·-----
NCALM is the maximum number of (w, ~) pairs to be calculated for a 
given dispersion curve. 
ILW provides an option on calculating parameters valid for the long-
wave limit. These will only be computed for the first (w, ~) pair. 
If ILW = 0, then no long-wave parameters are computed. 
If ILW ~ 0, then the "streamfunction" -n(x), wind-coupling coeffi-
cient bn and bottom drag coefficient ann are computed. The 
definitions follow from Brink and Allen {1978). 
For computation and conceptual reasons, these parameters will not be 
computed if either I004 ~ 1 or if h(O) = 0, even if ILW = 1. 
ILLW need not be set to 0. 
line 6: RLF ORL 
These parameters define the wavenumbers for which w is calculated. 
The wavenumbers used in the program wi 11 be: 
~ = (RLF + (n - 1) ORL) x 10-8cm-1 
when n represents the number of the (w, ~ ) pair on the dispersion 
curve. n ranges from 1 to NCALM (see line 5). 
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For example, if RLF = 0.5 
to be computed is ~ = 0.5 
) -8 -1 2.5, 3.5,... x 10 em • 
and DRL = 1.0, then the first wavenumber 
-8 -1 . (1 x 10 em and the others w1ll be .5, 
line 7: !PC 
If !PC~ 0, then the program prints out modal structures as well as 
search information for each (w, Q,) pair. 
If !PC= 0, then the modal structure is printed only for the first (w, ~) 
pair. 
1 i n e 8 : F XMA X 
F is the Coriolis parameter, which is multiplied by 10-5 within the 
program. Thus, F = 7.5 represents f = 7.5 x 1o-5s-1• 
XMAX is the distance (in km) from x = 0 to the offshore boundary of 
the grid (Figure 1). Typically, XMAX- 2L, so that about one half 
of the domain has a flat bottom. 
1 i ne 9: NRX 
This is the number of [x,h(x)] pairs to be input to define the bottom 
topography. 
line 10 and following: X H 
NRD 
X V 
These are pairs of offshore distance (x) in km and depth (h) in m. These 
can be arbitrarily spaced, and the information is linearly interpolated 
to the grid points. The first pair must have x = 0. For x > (the last 
x value read), depth is set to the last h value read. 
This is the number of [x, v0 (x)] pairs to be input. If NRD = 0, the 
program sets v0 = 0 everywhere. 
These are the NRD pairs of offshore distance (x) in km and mean along-
shelf velocity (v 0 ) in cm/s. These can be arbitrarily spaced. For x < (the first x value read), the programs sets v0 = 0. For x > (the last 
x value read), the program sets v0 equal to the last v0 value read. 
WW(1) WW(2) WW(3) 
These are three initial guesses at the free-wave frequency w for the 
first value of Q,(= RLF x 1o-8cm-1). The program multiplies WW(I) 
-5 ( -5 -1 by 10 , so WW 1) = 0.5 corresponds to w = 0.5 x 10 s • 
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NW 
X WF 
This is the number of x (in km) and friction weight functfon (WF, non-
dimensional) pairs to be input. This is useful for x dependent bottom 
drag, i.e. 
E112 = E1 WF{x) , 0 
where E0 is the Ekman number, E• is the Ekman number at x = 0, and 
WF(x) a weighting function such that WF(O) = 1. If NW = 0, then 
WF(x) = 1 for all x as in Brink and Allen (1978). If WF varies, then 
J
L 2 
a = WF{x)(0 (x)) dx , 
nn 0 nx 
where 0n is the streamfunction modal structure. 
- -- - - -- - -- -- - ----
These are [x (in km), WF (non-dimensional}] pairs to be input. The 
first pair must sta~t at x = 0. For x >(last x value read), WF 
is set to the last value read. 
D. General Comments 
i.) The program will work with h = 0 at x = 0 only in the U equation 
mode. Thus, if h(O) = 0, use !UP = 0. Alternatively, h(O) can 
be very small with either !UP= 0 or 1. 
ii.) When the ~;; equation is being used (e.g. !UP= 1), there is a 
check for small diagonal elements in the finite-difference matrix 
equation. If a diagonal element is less than 1o-36 , a message 
is printed and the solution is omitted. 
iii.) As a check of the Ux boundary condition against the "real" 
boundary condition, calculations were run for XMAX = 2L, no mean 
flow and n = 1, 2. The worst error in w was 3.6 percent for 
n = 1, and the error decreased for 1 arge £ • The n = 2 1 ong-
wave coefficients (a 22 and b2) varied substantially, however. 
The error in b2 was about 50 percent. 
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iv.) Identifying modes. The Kelvin wave mode will have no zero cross-
ings of z;. The first shelf wave mode will have 1 zero crossing, 
the second 2, etc. The first shelf wave mode will have no sign 
changes in U, although U = 0 at x = 0. The second mode has one 
zero crossing, etc. 
v.) When v
0 
~ 0, the program checks for critical layers, and prints 
out the number of.critical layers in the solution. Further, the 
program checks to see if the necessary condition for barotropic 
instability is satisfied. That is, if 
f + vox ( h ) X 
changes sign, a warning is given. 
12 
E. Input Summary 
The input file should include: 
IMDM NN 
NITM ISO EPS DEL 
IUP ILLW 
I DOl !003 !004 
NCALM ILW 
RLF DRL 
IPC 
F XMAX 
NRX 
X H 
NRX times 
NRD 
X V 
NRD times 
WW(l) WW(2) WW(3) 
NW 
X WF 
NW times 
F. Program Output 
The output (file 6) includes statements about which boundary conditions 
were used, and listings of h(x), v0 (x), Un(x), l';n(x), WF(x) and 0n(x). The 
functions of x(h, v0 , U, 1';, WF, ~) are listed at Ax increments across the 
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page, beginning at x = 0 and proceeding to x = XMAX. ~x is given in the 
header information. 
All units in the output are cgs, except for U and~ which are in arbi-
trary units. ~(x) is normalized as 
f 
L hx 2 
1 = 2 ~n dx , 0 h 
so that ~ has units of cm112 • 
The coefficients bn and ann for ~n are only strictly valid for 
v0 = 0, and for a rigid lid. Two different ann' bn pairs are given. The 
first (streamfunction) set is as defined in Brink and Allen (1978). The second 
analogous set is defined for the long-wave problem in terms of pressure. This 
is useful if there is a free surface, since the streamfunction is invalid. In 
this case 
P = I F (x) Y (y,t) 
n n n 
where the free-wave modal structures F (x) 
n 
are orthogonal by 
5 = (hF F ) I + Joo h F F dx , 
nm n m x=O 0 x n m 
and Y n obeys 
b • T Y - Yny - L Y t - r I 
n o - en n o m 
The program prints out bn', ann' and the pressure normalized as above. 
The bottom stress is taken to have the form 
where WF is as above, r 0 
and p the fluid density. 
-1 is a bottom resistance coefficient in em s 
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G. An Example 
Input File: 
1 100 
20 0 0.001 0.05 
0 1 
0 2 1 
1 1 
1.0 1.0 
0 
10.0 400. 
3 
0. 10. 
100. 150. 
200. 4000. 
3 
0. 0. 
50. 100. 
100. 0. 
0.5 0.52 0.54 
0 
The result is, after 14 iterations, w = 0.6867 x lo-5s-1, a11 = 
0.19865 x lo-7cm-1 and b1 = 0.1428 x lo-
1cm-112 • This is then= 1 mode. 
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CHAPTER 3 
COASTAL-TRAPPED WAVES WITH STRATIFICATION AND TOPOGRAPHY 
Documentation for BIGLOAD2 
A. Introduction 
This program calculates free-wave dispersion curves (oo, ~ pairs) by 
resonance iteration, given input parameters including arbitrary bottom topog-
raphy and stratification. Options include the choice of a free-surface or a 
rigid-lid boundary condition, and the inclusion of the component of planetary 
a perpendicular to the coast. 
Note that this program uses an external (IMSL) subroutine in the solution 
procedure. 
B. Formulation 
The problem is formulated in the geometry of Figure 1a. Note that the 
depth at the coast h(O) is non-zero, although it can be arbitrarily small. 
and 
The governing equations are 
1 
e: ut - f v = - - p 
PO X 
1 
vt + fu = -- p 
Po Y 
0 = - Pz - gp 
ux + v + w = 0 y z 
pt + Wp = 0 • oz 
(3.1) 
The variables u, v and w are the velocity components in the x, y and z 
directions, respectively. The Coriolis parameter is f, the acceleration due 
to gravity is g, and the pressure is p. Density is defined by 
16 
p(x,y,z,t) = p0 (z) + p(x,y,z,t) • 
The Boussinesq approximation is made throughout. Finally, subscripts x, y, z 
and t represent partial differentiation. The quantity e is set to either 0 
(long-wave approximation) or 1 (general frequency and wavenumber). 
All variables are taken to vary as exp[i(wt + £y)], so that equations 
{3.1) reduce to: 
O=p + 2fs P -p[-e£2+_1&._ 2f~s£ 2 ]+(f2-ew2)(P~) XX {f2-ei) X w w(f -ew ) N. Z 
subject to 
and 
-w+hu=O· X 
u = 0 
u = 0 X 
at z = 0 
at- z = -h( x) 
at x = 0 
at x = XMAX. 
where N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency. The fourth boundary condition 
(Brink, 1982b) replaces the more desirable 
p bounded as x ~ oo , 
which is not very practical on a finite difference grid. The parameter o is 
either 0 (rigid-lid surface) or 1 (free surface) at the user's discretion. 
Note that only the component of s perpendicular to the coast has been includ-
ed, so that f = f0 - sx. This means that if the land is north of the ocean, 
then s > 0, while if the land is south of the ocean, then s < 0. The com-
ponent of s parallel to the coast is not included because of the considerable 
complications involved. 
The problem is solved by using the coordinate transformation 
17 
This maps the domain into a rectangle, where the problem is solved on a fixed 
17 (vertical) by 25 (horizontal) point grid. Thus, vertical resolution is far 
better close to shore, in shallow water. 
C. Program Input 
The user must supply stratification, topography, the Coriolis parameter, 
and other information. The program then, after converging to a free wave 
solution, prints out frequency, wavenumber and the modal structure. All 
program outputs are either in arbitrary or cgs units. 
The contents of the input file (file 5) are as follows. 
line 1: EPS EST DOl. 
EPS is the nominal fractional accuracy desired for the free-wave 
frequency, i.e. ~w/w. The program stops searching when its next 
frequency estimate agrees with the previous best estimate to this 
accuracy. Typically, EPS = 0.005. 
EST is the fractional initial search increment for w. Typically, EST= 
0.05. 
DOl determines whether there is a rigid lid (DOl= 0.) or a free surface 
(DOl= 1.0). This corresponds to the o in section 3B. 
line 2: ICCM NCALM NITM ISO 
ICCM is the number of dispersion curves to be calculated. If ICCM ~ 1, 
all of the remaining lines of input must be repeated for each disper-
sion curve. 
NCALM is the number of (w, t ) pairs to be calculated along each disper-
sion curve. 
NITM is the maximum number of iterations allowed for finding a single 
frequency on the dispersion curve. If NITM is exceeded, the program 
terminates. 
ISO determines the direction of search for frequency. 
If ISO = 0, the program searches for the free-wave frequency closest 
to the initial guesses. 
If ISO = 1, the program searches only toward frequencies lower than 
the initial estimates. 
If IDS = -1, the program searches only towards higher frequencies. 
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1 ine 3: F XMAX 
F is the Coriolis parameter, which is multiplied by 1o-5s-1 within the 
1 -5 -1 program. For example, F = 5, represents f 0 = 5 x 0 s • 
XMAX is the offshore extent of the grid in km. Typically, XMAX- 2L 
(see Figure 1a). 
line 4: BETA ILWW 
BETA is the component of planetary a perpendicular to the coast (see 
-1 -1 
section 3B) entered in units of s em • 
ILWW is e of section 3B. 
If ILWW = 0, the long-wave limit is taken exactly. 
If ILWW = 1, the program runs for general frequency and wavenumber. 
If ILWW is not equal to 0 or 1, the program terminates. 
line 5: NCAL, WH(1) 
For a new dispersion curve, NCAL = 1 and WH(1) is any number. 
When resuming an older ~urve which has been-partially completed-, NCAL- = 
2 · and WH(1) is the frequency of the last £ of the previous run. 
This must correspond to RLF (see line 7). This information will allow 
better estimates at succeeding frequencies. Note that WH(1) is multi-
-6 -1 ( plied by 10 s , so that WH 1) = 0.5 corresponds to w = 0.5 x 
-6 -1 10 s • 
1 ine 6: IDIAG 
If IDIAG ~ 0, then the v, u and p fields (as well asp) will be 
output for the first (w, 9., ) pair on the dispersion curve. 
If IDIAG = o, then only v (and of course p) will be output. 
Regardless of IDIAG, only p will be output for points after the first 
(w, 9.,) pair. 
line 7: RLF DRL 
These parameters determine the wavenumbers for which w is computed. 
Specifically, 
-7 -1 
£ = (RLF + (n-1) DRL) x 10 em , 
for n = 1, 2, 3, ••• NCALM. 
line 8: WW(1) WW(2) WW(3) 
These are three initial estimates of the free-wave frequency for the 
~6 -1 
starting wavenumber. The program multiplies these values by 10 s , 
-6 -1 so a value of 0.5 corresponds to w = 0.5 x 10 s • 
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1 i ne 9: NRX 
This is the number of [x, h(x)] pairs to be input. NRX > 1 is 
required. 
line 10 and following: X H 
These are values of offshore distance (x) in km and water depth (h) in m. 
There must be NRX pairs, and the first pair must have x = 0. The spac-
ing in x is arbitrary, and the program fills out the topography by 
linear interpolation. For values of x greater than the last value 
read, the program assigns the last depth read. 
NR DZR ALPH 
CMLT 
These are parameters used for reading the profile of N2 (the Brunt-
Vaisala frequency squared). 
NR is the number of N2 values to be read. 
DZR is the vertical spacing of N2 values in m. 
ALPH describes the exponential tail on the N2 profile. Often N2 
is not available from surface to bottom. In this case, an exponential 
extrapolation is used: 
2 2 N = N0 exp ( z;; 0 - z;;)/ALPH) 
where 
N 0 
2 i s the 1 as t N 2 v a 1 u e read , 
z;; 0 is the depth of the last N
2 
value read, and 
z;; is the depth of the point, i.e. z;; = -z. 
ALPH is then the exponential length scale of N2 decay, in km. 
This is a conversion factor by which the input N2 are multiplied in 
order to get units of (rad/s) 2• Specifically, 
N2(rad 2ts 2) = CMLT x N2(user units) 
following lines: N2 
NRR 
These are the values of N2 in user units, one per line. There must 
be NR regularly spaced values. The first N2 value should be at 
z = 0, and N2 should never equal zero. 
This is the number of [x, r(x)] pairs to be input, where r(x) is a 
bottom resistance coefficient in em s-1 defined by 
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X R 
1 
- To = r( X) V (X, -h) • 
p -o -0 
This information is used in subroutine LGWH for computing the bottom drag 
coefficient. NRR > 1 is required. 
These are the NRR pairs of offshore distance (x) in km and bottom resis-
tance coefficient (r) in cm/s. The first x value read must be zero. 
The x spacing is arbitrary, and is filled out by linear interpolation. 
For values of x greater than the last value read, the last value of R 
will be used. 
D. General Comments 
i.) Identifying modes. Generally, the barotropic Kelvin wave (n = 0-) 
will have no zero crossings in pressure. The first coastal-trapped 
wave (n = 1) will have one zero crossing, etc. Occasionally, iso-
lated small pockets of reversed sign in p will exist, represent~ 
ing numerical error. These extraneous zero crossings are usually 
obvious when the modal structure is plotted. 
ii.) The program does not generally work well when the shelf-slope width 
is small relative to the first internal Rossby radius of the deep-
ocean. For such a case, the user should experiment to see if w 
is stable with respect to small changes in XMAX. 
iii.) Since the governing equation is formulated in terms of pressure, a 
spurious mode exists for s = 0 and w =f. It has 
with p = 0. 
z 
(See Pedlosky, 1979, pp. 79-81 for more detail.) 
This mode makes the program•s performance suspect near w =f. 
iv.) For w > f, the inertia-gravity wave continuum is quantized by the 
offshore boundary condition, and the results are useless. The 
program will stop after three iterations if w > f is sought. 
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-E. 
v.) The program has trouble finding the barotropic Kelvin wave. 
vi.) The program uses an external (IMSL) subroutine to solve the matrix 
equation. 
lnEut Summary 
EPS 
ICCM 
F 
BETA 
NCAL 
IDIAG 
RLF 
WW( 1) 
NRX 
X 
NR 
CML T 
N2 
NRR 
X 
EST 
NCALM 
XMAX 
ILWW 
WH(l) 
DRL 
WW( 2) 
H } 
DZR 
R 
DOl 
NITM ISO 
WW( 3) 
NRX times 
ALPH 
NR times 
NRR times 
F. Program Output 
The program first lists the boundary conditions chosen, and a few param-
eters, such as f and a. 
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Next, N2 at x = XMAX is listed at grid point locations, starting at 
the bottom of the water column. (The first point is at z = -h, and the last at 
z = O). The ~z can be found in the pressure listing. 
Then, information about the frequency search is listed. For each itera-
·tion, w, ~ and c = w/~ are listed, along with 
R I = J ~2 dzdx 
a measure of resonance, and IER, an IMSL error code. A message announces 
convergence. 
The v (alongshelf velocity) field is listed, beginning at x = 0. Total 
depth (h) and depth increment (DZ) are given for each x. Then v is listed, 
beginning at z =-h. The v field is computed after p has been normalized 
so that 
. f 0 2 roo 
1 = -h p dz I x=O + J 0 hxp2dx I Z=-h • 
The pressure field is also listed, and (optionally) u and p. All units are 
consistent so that if p were in dyne/cm2, then v would be in cm/s. 
After the first (w, ~) point on a dispersion curve, only p will be 
listed, and in this case it is not normalized. 
Immediately after the v printout, ann and bn are listed. (See 
Brink, 1982a.) This is an improved version due to Clarke and Van Gorder 
(1985). Finally, at various points in the output, t~e contributions of u and 
v to wave kinetic energy, and of p and free-surface height to wave potential 
energy are given. These can be used to compute the diagnostic 
kinetic energy 
R = potential energy 
This quantity approaches 1 for a baroclinic Kelvin-like wave, and becomes large 
(> 10) for a barotropic shelf wave. 
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G. An Example 
Input file: 
0.005 0.05 0. 
1 1 20 0 
10.0 200. 
o. 0 
1 0. 
0 
0.1 0.5 
3.0 3.1 3.2 
2 
o. 10. 
100. 4000. 
2 5000. 5. 
1.0 E-06 
1.375 
1.37 5 
1 
0.0 0.05 
This represents a uniform N2 and a uniformly sloping shelf. After 
seven iterations, oo/ ~ = 315.05 cm/s for then = 1 mode. The coupling coeffi-
cients are 
-8 -1 ann = 0.18207 x 10 em • 
Note that the sign of bn can be positive or negative, depending on the 
sign of p. 
This result can be compared to that obtained by Huthnance (1978) of 
oo/~ = 310 cm/s. Note that he had h(O) = 0. 
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CHAPTER 4 
NEAR-INERTIAL COASTAL-TRAPPED WAVES WITH STRATIFICATION AND TOPOGRAPHY 
Documentation for CROSS 
A. Introduction 
This program finds the wavenumbers (if any) at which the dispersion 
curves for free coastal-trapped waves approach w =f. Also determined is the 
lowest-order pressure field at w = f. Input parameters include arbitrary 
bottom topography and vertical stratification. Options include the choice of 
a free-surface or a rigid-lid boundary condition. The program is designed to 
be compatible with BIGLOAD2 (Chapter 3). 
This program can also be used to find the vertical structures and phase 
speeds of flat-bottom baroclinic Kelvin waves for arbitrary vertical 
stratification. 
B. Formulation 
The solution procedure is based on the near-inertial analysis of 
Huthnance (1978, Section 6c, see also Chapman, 1983). For a coastal-trapped 
wave with frequency w slightly less than f, i.e. w = f(1-y} where y << 1, 
then the pressure may be assumed to take the form 
where x is positive offshore, z positive upwards and ~ the alongshelf 
wavenumber. The topography is shown in Figure 1a. It can be shown that with 
these assumptions, the lowest order pressure field obeys 
d (f2 -2 ~"X(z) dpo) + 
-:r= e - ~z az 2 uL N- (z) 
( 4.1) 
where N2(z) is the squared Brunt-Vaisala frequency, and !(z) is the inverse 
topography defined by z = -h(!) where h is the depth. Note that the topog-
raphy must be monotonic to be inverted uniquely. The program checks for this. 
Boundary conditions are 
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dpo 
-+ dz 
at z = -H 
at z = 0 
( 4. 2a) 
(4.2b) 
where H is the maximum depth at L < x < XMAX, g gravitational acceleration, 
and o = 1 for a free surface or o = 0 for a rigid lid. Thus, for known f, 
topography and stratification, equations (4.1, 4:2) can be solved to find the 
wavenumber( s) Q., at which oo = f. 
Solutions are found by a shooting technique in which (4.1) is represented 
in finite difference form and (4.2b) is assumed satisfied. Then Q., is varied 
until the integration of (4.1) from z = 0 to z = -H results in a pressure 
distribution which satisfies (4.2a). The wavenumber 9., is found to a relative 
-7 fractional accuracy of 10 • 
C. Prpgram Input 
The user must supply such information as stratification, topography, the 
Coriolis parameter, etc. All program outputs are either in arbitrary or cgs 
units. 
The contents of the input file (file 5) are as follows. They are 
designed to be similar to the contents of the input file used with BIGLOAD2. 
line 1: NV DOl 
NV is the number of grid points (in the vertical) to be used in the 
solution. First, the topography is computed exactly as in BIGLOAD2 to 
obtain 25 depths. Then the topography between the coast and the flat 
bottom (0 < x < L) is filled with NV points by linear interpolation. 
The maximum NV is 101. 
DOl determines whether there is a rigid lid (DOl= 0.0) or a free surface 
(DOl= 1.0). This corresponds to o in (4.2b). 
1 i n e 2 ~ F XMA X 
F is the Coriolis parameter, which is multiplied by l0-5s-1 within 
-5 -1 the program. Thus, F = 5.0 corresponds to f = 5. x 10 s • 
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XMAX is the offshore extent of the BIGLOAD2 grid in km. It is used here 
only to insure that the original 25 depths (before interpolation) are 
computed as in BIGLOAD2. 
1 i ne 3: NRX 
This is the number of [x, h(x)] pairs to be input. (NRX ~ 1). 
line 4 and following: X H 
These are values of offshore distance (x) in km and water depths (h) in 
m. There must be NRX pairs, and the first pair must have x = 0. The 
spacing in x is arbitrary, and the program fills out the topography by 
linear interpolation. For values of x greater than the last value 
read, the program assigns the last depth read. 
NR DZR ALPH 
CMLT 
These are parameters used for reading the profile of N2 (the Brunt-
Vaisala frequency squared). 
NR is the number of N2 va 1 ues to be read. 
DZR is the vertical spacing of N2 values in m. 
ALPH describes the exponential tail on the N2 profile. Often N2 is 
not available from surface to bottom. In this case, an exponential 
extrapolation is used: 
N2 = N0 
2 
exp(( r;; 0 - r;; )/ALPH) 
where 
N 0 
2 i s the 1 as t N 2 v a 1 u e read , 
r;; 
0 
is the depth of the last N2 value read, and 
r;; is the depth of the point, i.e. r;; = -z. 
ALPH is then the exponential length scale of N2 decay, in km. 
This is a conversion factor by which the input N2 are multiplied in 
order to get un-its of ~rad/s-) 2 • Specifically, 
following lines: N2 
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NRS 
These are the values of N2 in user units. There must be NR 
regularly spaced values. The first N2 value should be at 
z = 0, and N2 should never equal zero. 
This is the number of wavenumber searches to be made. For each search, 
an ( Q_ • • , Q_ • , flQ_ ) set is read. This allows several 
_______ mJ_mmum _ max 1mum 
searches for the same mode or searches for several modes. 
following lines: X5 X6 X7 
X5 is the minimum Q_ to start the search 
X6 is the maximum Q_ to end the search 
X7 is the flQ_ used to locate the solution. 
The program multiplies these values by 10-7 to obtain cm-1• Thus, 
(X5, X6, X7) = (2., 3., .1) corresponds to Q_min = 2. x w-7cm-1, 
-7 -1 -7 -1 Q_max = 3. x 10 em , AQ_ = 0.1 x 10 em The program then 
locates a root by shooting using Q_ = Q_ • + nAQ_ (n = 0, 1, 2 ••• ) 
m1n 
up to Q_ = Q_ • 
max If a root is located, Newton's method is used to 
home in on it. If no root is found between Q_min and Q_ max' 
then the search moves to the next choice for X5, X6, X7. There must 
be NRS sets of X5, X6, X7. 
D. General Comments 
i.) Identifying modes. The barotropic or Kelvin wave (n = 0) will have 
no zero crossings in pressure. It will exist only if a free sur-
face is used (DOl= 1.0). The first coastal-trapped wave (n = 1) 
will have one zero crossing, the second (n = 2) will have two, etc. 
ii.) The program is probably best used when BIGLOAD2 predicts a dis-
persion curve which reaches w ~ .9f, above which BIGLOAD2 has 
problems. The BIGLOAD2 dispersion curve can be used to estimate 
the search parameters for CROSS. The same topography and stratifi-
cation should be used in both. It may be dangerous to use CROSS if 
the dispersion curves are unknown, because they may never reach w = 
f and CROSS will only report that no root was found in the specific 
interval (i.e. CROSS cannot tell whether or not a dispersion curve 
ever reaches w = f, only whether or not it reaches w = f in the 
specified interval). 
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E. 
iii.) This program can find flat-bottom baroclinic Kelvin wave modal 
structures and phase speeds by using one depth and the desired 
stratification (NRX = 1, [x, h] = [0., H]). Since Kelvin waves 
are nondispersive, the phase speed at f is the same as at any 
other frequency. 
Input Summary 
NV DOl 
F XMAX 
NRX 
X H} NRX times 
NR DZR ALPH 
CML T 
N2 } NR times 
NRS 
X5 X6 X?} NRS times 
F. Program Output 
The program first lists the surface boundary condition chosen, and the 
parameters used (f, XMAX). Then Az is listed followed by the inverse topog-
raphy at z = -(nAz) where n = 0, 1, 2 ••• NV-1. Next N2 is listed also 
at z = -(Mz). 
For each search, if a solution is found, the wavenumber £ and phase 
speed (f/£) are listed followed by the pressure structure (p
0
e- £ x) 
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------
I 
0 2 1/2 
normalized by ( p0 dz) • The pressure is listed at z = -(n + 1/2) ~z 
-H 
where n = 1,2,3 ••• NV-1. That is, the pressures are given midway between the 
topography grid points. 
-G. An Example 
51 0. 
10. 200. 
2 
0. 1. 
100. 4000. 
2 5000 5. 
1. 0 E-6 
56.25 
56.25 
2 
2. 3. .1 
4. 5. .1 
This represents a uniformly sloping shelf with uniform stratification. 
The analytical solution of (4.1,4.2) is £ = n~ [(~~) 2 - l)r112 (Huthnance, 
) -7 -1 -7 -1 1978, p. 83 from which £ 1 = 1.11 x 10 em , £ 2 = 2.22 x 10 em • The 
values predicted by CROSS are £ 1 = 1.11 x l0-
7cm-1, £ 2 = 2.22 x l0-
7cm- 1• 
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A. Introduction 
CHAPTER 5 
WIND-DRIVEN MOTIONS 
Documentation for BIGDRV2 
This program computes the velocity, pressure and density response of 
stratified shelf and slope waters to a time and space harmonic wind stress. 
Options include using 
a) rigid lid or free surface, 
b) 11 long wave 11 or general parameters, 
c) alongshelf or cross-shelf winds. 
The cross-shelf distributions of bottom resistance coefficient and of 
wind stress are at the user's discretion. 
B. Formulation 
The interior region (away from surface and bottom boundary layers) is 
described by the linear, inviscid equations: 
-1 
£Ut - fv =- p 
PO X 
f -1 v + u =- p t p
0 
y 
0 = - Pz - gp 
ux + v + w = 0 y z 
(5.1a) 
( 5 .1b) 
(5.1c) 
(5.1d) 
(5.1e) 
The variables u, v and w are the velocity components in the x, y and z 
directions, respectively. The Coriolis parameter is f, the acceleration due 
to gravity is g, and the pressure is p. Density is defined by 
p(x,y,z,t) = p0(z) + p(x,y,z,t) 
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The Boussinesq approximation is made throughout. Finally, subscripts x, y, z 
and t represent partial differentiation. The quantity E is set to either 0 
(long-wave approximation) or 1 (general frequency and wavenumber). Equations 
(5.1} can be reduced to a single field equation for pressure, 
2 a2 Pz 0 = Pxxt + EPyyt + (f + E -2)(2)zt 
at N 
where N2 is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency squared. 
or 
The problem is solved by assuming wind stress in the form of 
'oy = TY(x) exp[i(oot + ~y)] 
T x = Tx(x) exp[i(oot + ~y)] , 
0 
(5.2} 
and all of the variables (u, v, p, p) are assumed to have a similar y and t 
dependence. Given these assumptions, (5.2) reduces to 
2 2 2 Pz 0 = p - ~ EP + ( f - €00 ) ( -2) • 
XX N Z 
The boundary conditions are 
0 = w + hxu + (f2 - oo2)-1[-(frv8 + ioorEUB)x + oo ~ Erv8 + i ~ fEru8] 
at z = -h(x), 
0 = -p w + iwog-lp + (f2- Eoo2)-1[(iwdx+ fTY} + E ~ (-ifTx- ooTY)] 
0 X 
0 = u X 
and 
0 = -i ( ~ f p + oopx)h + f(Ty- p
0
rv 8) + iooE(Tx - p 0ru 8) 
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at z = 0, 
at x = XMAX , 
at x = 0. 
(5.3} 
( 5. 4a} 
(5.4b} 
(5.4c) 
( 5. 4d) 
.. 
-' 
The variables uB and vB are the interior velocities evaluated at the 
bottom: 
and 
(5.5a) 
( 5. 5b) 
The parameter 6 is either 0 (rigid-lid surface) or 1 (free surface) at the 
user•s discretion. Implicit in (5.4a,b) is the assumption that the surface 
and bottom frictional boundary layers are infinitesimally thin. The offshore 
boundary condition, (5.4c) has been shown to be reasonably accurate for free 
coastal-trapped waves (Brink, 1982b), and is applied here as well. 
The coastal boundary condition (5.4d) has been justified by Clarke and 
Brink (1985). It states that the net onshore transport (interior plus Ekman) 
sums to zero, with the further assumption that u ~ 0 at x = 0. In practic~, 
. z 
this appears to be reasonable. The work of Mitchum and Clarke (1985) suggests 
that the 11 Coast 11 be placed such that 
(5.6) 
where r(x) is defined by 
The gen·eral problem defined by (5.3) and (5.4) reduces to that of Clarke 
and Brink (1985) when 
6 = 0 
e: = 0 
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Note that the cross-shelf component of wind stress only enters when the long-
wave assumption is not made. Our sensitivity studies suggest that the cross-
shelf wind stress is rarely an effective driving agency except near resonance 
with a coastal-trapped wave. 
C. Program Input 
The user provides an N2 profile, bottom topography information, choices 
of assumptions (e.g. rigid lid), the bottom resistance coefficient, wind stress 
profiles, f, w and t. The program returns v, u, p and p in the form of 
amplitude and phase, as well as diagnostic information. 
A full explanation of input is given here, and a compact listing in 
section 5E. All data are read from file 5. 
line 1: ICCM 
This is the number of (w, t ) pairs for which the program will run. All 
other parameters stay the same for each run. 
line 2: F XMAX 
F is the Coriolis parameter, multiplied by 10-5s-1 within the program. 
-5 -1 For example, F = 5. represents f = 5. x 10 s • 
XMAX is the offshore extent of the grid in km. Typically, XMAX should 
be about twice the shelf-slope width. 
line 3: ILW IRL IXY 
ILW determines whether the long-wave assumption is made. It is € in 
section 58. 
If ILW = 1, general frequency and wavenumber. 
If ILW = 0, long-wave limit. 
If ILW is neither 0 nor 1, the program defaults to ILW = 0. 
IRL determines whether the rigid-lid assumption is made. It is o in 
section 58. 
If IRL = 1, free surface. 
If IRL = 0, rigid lid. 
If IRL is neither 0 nor 1, the program defaults to IRL = 0. 
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IXY determines which wind stress component is used. 
If IXY = 1, cross-shelf (Tx) winds. 
If IXY = 0, alongshelf (TY) winds. 
If IXY is neither 0 nor 1, the program defaults to IXY = 0. 
If the user sets IXY = 1 and ILW = 0, the program automatically stops and 
prints out an error message. 
1 i ne 4: NRX 
This is the number of [x,h(x)] pairs to be input. 50 > NRX > 1 is 
required. 
line 5 and following: X H 
These are the values of offshore distance (x) in km and water depth 
(h) in m. There must be NRX pairs, and the first pair must have x = 0. 
The spacing in x is arbitrary, and the program fills out the topography 
by linear interpolation. For values of x greater than the last value 
read, the program assigns the last depth read. 
NR DZR ALPH 
CMLT 
These are parameters used for reading the profile of N2 (the Brunt-
Vaisala frequency squared). 
NR is the vertical spacing of N2 values to be read. 
DZR is the vertical spacing of N2 values in m. 
ALPH describes the exponential tail of the N2 profile. Often N2 
is not available from surface to bottom. In this case, an exponential 
extrapolation is used: 
2 2 N = N0 exp((~0 - ~)/ALPH) 
where 
N
0
2 is the last N2 value read, 
~0 is the depth of the last N2 value read, and 
~ is the depth of the point, i.e. ~ = -z. 
ALPH is then the exponential length scale of N2 decay, in km. 
This is a conversion factor by which the input N2 are multiplied in 
order to get units of (rad/s) 2• Specifically, 
N2(rad2!s2) = CMLT x N2 (user units). 
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following lines: N2 
NF 
These are the values of N2 in user units, one per line. There must be 
NR regularly spaced values. The first N2 value should be at z = 0, 
2 
and N should never equal zero. 
This is the number of [x,r(x)] pairs to be read. NF ~ 1 is required. 
The format for reading the bottom resistance coefficient r is exactly 
like that for depth h. 
following lines: X R 
NW 
These are values of offshore distance (x) in km and of the resistance 
coefficient (r) in cm/s. There must be NF pairs, and the first pair 
must have x = 0. The spacing in x is arbitrary, and the program fills 
out r by linear interpolation. For values of x greater than the last 
value read, the program assigns the last r value read. 
This is the number of values of T(x) to be read. 
or TY depends upon the choice of IXY in line 3. 
dyne/cm2 for all x. 
Whether it is Tx 
If NW = 0, T = 1 
following lines: X T 
These are values of offshore distance (x) in km and wind stress amplitude 
in dyne/cm2• If NW = 0, these lines should not be inserted. The first 
pair must be for x = 0. The x spacing is arbitrary, and the program 
fills out the wind stress by linear interpolation. For values of x 
greater than the last value read, the program assigns the last wind 
stress read. 
following lines: W RL 
These are the frequency, wavenumber (w, £) pairs for which the program 
runs. There should be ICCM lines. Units are s-1 and cm-1 respectively. 
The program includes no internal multiplications for these parameters. 
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D. General Comments 
i.) Using r = 0 results in a divide by zero. Thus, inviscid problems 
should not be attempted. 
ii.) Using£= 0 causes no problem until the program is about to print 
the last values of pressure. An error message will result, but 
there is nothing wrong with the program•s output, which is virtu-
a 11 y camp 1 ete. 
iii.) No external subroutines are required. 
iv.) The program uses the same 25 x 17 stretched grid as in BIGLOAD2. 
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E. Input Summary 
ICCM 
F XMAX 
I LW IRL IXY 
NRX 
X H]- NRX times 
NR DZR ALPH 
CML T 
N2 
NR times 
NF 
X R-
NF times 
NW 
X T _ 
NW times 
W RL 
ICCM times 
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F • Program Output 
The program first lists f and XMAX in s-1 and em respectively. The 
assumptions chosen on line 3 of input are then stated. 
Input functions are then listed: 
i.) N2 (rad/s) 2 at x = XMAX, beginning at z = -h up to z = 0 in 
increments of AZ at x = XMAX (i.e. h(XMAX)/16). 
ii.) r(x) (cm/s), beginning at x = 0 out to x = XMAX in increments of AX 
(i.e. XMAX /2 4) • 
iii.) T(x) (dyne/cm2) in the same format as r(x). 
(I) (s-1) ( -1) Following this, the program prints out and Q. em , and the 
results for this particular input pair. All field variables (v, u, p, p) are 
listed as amplitude and phase at each grid point, beginning at the bottom for 
each x. For each x, water depth h (em) and AX (em) are also given. The 
phase is negative for wind leading the response. The field variables are: 
iv.) v (cm/s), followed by the v contribution to kinetic energy per unit 
length of coast (erg/em), and the alongshelf bottom stress beginning at 
x = 0 (dyne/cm2). 
v.) u (cm/s), followed by the u contribution to kinetic energy per unit 
length of coast (erg/em). 
vi.) p (crt units), followed by the p contribution to fluctuating potential 
energy per unit length of coast (erg/em). This is followed immediately 
by the free-surface height contribution to fluctuating potential energy. 
The free-surface contribution is set to zero if a rigid lid·is imposed. 
At this point, the total (kinetic plus potential) fluctuating energy per 
unit length of coast (erg/em) is given, along with the ratio of kinetic 
to potential energy R (Brink, 1982b). For R > 10, the response is 
'\, 
generally highly barotropic, and for R < 2, it can be regarded as very 
'\, 
baroclinic. 
vii •) p ( dyne/cm2). 
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G. An Example 
Input File: 
1 
10.0 200. 
1 1 0 
2 
o. 30. 
100. 4000. 
2 5000. 5. 
1.0 E-06 
1. 37 5 
1.375 
1 
0.0 0.05 
0 
1. 0 E-05 2.0 E-08 
The resulting output has the following energy components: 
v ~ 2.94 x 1014 erg/em 
u ~ 0.08 x 1014 erg/em 
p ~ 0.31 x 1014 erg/em 
12 p ~ 0.45 x 10 erg/em 
and R = 9 .6. 
The alongshelf velocity (Figure 2) is uniform in depth at x = 0 at 
34.2 cm/s and a phase of -9°. The v maximum is at the surface at x = 8.33 km 
(85, -48°). 
The cross-she)f velocity is depth-independent at x = 0 (2.5, -21°), and 
has a maximum at the surface at x = 8.33 km {6.6, -136°). 
The maximum in density is at the bottom at x = 8.33 km with p = 0.032 at 
and a phase of -39°. Density goes nearly to zero at the surface, and its phase 
is consequently unreliable there. When a rigid lid is used and NW = 0, density 
fluctuations are zero at the free surface in the long-wave limit. 
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Figure 2: Alongshelf velocity for the example in section 5G. Amplitude (cm/s) 
is shown in solid lines and phase is shown by dashed contours. Only 
the upper 1250 m is shown. 
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The pressure is depth-independent and at a maximum at x = 0 (0.190 x 
105 dyne/cm2, phase= 131°). To get sea level, divide by g = 981 cmts2 
to obtain 19 em. 
All fields become weaker far offshore and at great depth. The v and p 
fields have a roughly 180° phase change far offshore. The strength and struc-
ture of response vary radically near (w, £) resonances with free coastal-
trapped waves. 
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.· 
Word of Caution 
We have performed what we feel are extensive tests with all of the 
programs contained herein. However, we cannot guarantee that the programs 
will give sensible results in all situations. That is, it may be possible to 
find parameter combinations for which a program·will complete the run, but the 
computed results will not make physical sense. Therefore, we cannot be 
responsible for the ways in which the programs are applied. On the other hand, 
if actual programming bugs or inconsistencies appear which are not mentioned 
in this document, please contact us with the details. 
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Program BTCSW 
Listing 
46 
10 
___ l,J;_ ------
30 
40 
PRCGI<AM BTSh 
__ C OM_MO N _RH ( 4 0 0) t RHX ( 4 C 0), A__(_12C_QJ,_EU 4 Q_C_)_, ~J~_Q_QJ_,_VX_(~O Q_) _ _,_VXX (_4 00) 
Dl~ENSION BH(4CQ),w~(3J,RX(3),RLH(40C),WH(4QO),C~(40C) 
Dl~ENSION ~F(400) 
--~_Q ___ <:; ______ -- - --·- -····--··-·--- ---·--·---·---------~- --·· 
60 c MAIN PROGRAM CALLS ALL OF Tr.E PIECES 
70 c 
__ e_Q ________ C_ _ _ __ _ _____ N_N __ LE SS~JJ:iA_~ __ CR __ j:Q!U~I-_l.{!_() ____ _ 
90 IMO = l 
100 REA0(5,*) I~DM,NN 
110 C .. ___ DO 1 _:::: ___ l. __ t=_R_E ~-S_UB E..!Ct _________________ ~-----···--··-- -·-· 
120 C DOl = a. RIGIC LIC 
130 C 1003 = 1 U = 0 AT X = XMAX 
140 ___ C___ IO_C_3 __ :::: __ 0_l.._~ =_O __ AI__)( ___ ::_)<~A~ 
150 C IDC3 = 2 REAL B.C. AT X = X~AX FOR VX,HX = O. THERE 
160 C 1004 =1 U = 0 AT X = 0 
170 ______ C _________ . ________________ I_DC~ = ~Q___!j_)5_~Q_A_l~_1_- = C ----·--··-------
180 C 1004 = 2 DECA~ B.C. AT X = C FOR ~X,HX = 0 THERE 
1q0 C IPC = 0 REDUCED PRINT OUT 
2 co C _ . __ _ _ I_l) ~>~-== ~Q-~.E.AR~ t:i_ I ~-!J,__' ___ _ 
210 C IUP = 1 SEARCH IN P 
220 C lLlR = 0 STRICTLY LONG WAVE 
230 __ C__ _ ~---------_IL_l~ = __ 1_G_~f'!f_BA_l,__Ej(E(;UENCY A"'D ._AVENUMB~-----·------- ________ _ 
240 C RE~ISEO 11/9/S4 
250 2 REA0(5,*) ~IT~,ISO,EPS,DEL 
26C _READ( 5,*_) __ _l_ll~-~J.b_L_IN ___ _ 
270 READC5,*J IDD1,IDD3,ID04 
280 DOl = FLOATCIDOl) 
290 NCAL __ ": __ l ____ ~---------
300 READC5,*) NCALM,IL~ 
310 REA0(5,*) RLF,ORL 
320 REA0(5,*1 IPC 
·- -- ----·-·----.----
330 ORL = DRL*l.CE-08 
340 RLF = RLF*l.OE-08 
3 50 REA 0 ( ~--•-!J __ f~J< MAX 
36C XMAX = XMAX*l.OE+05 
370 F = F*1.0E-05 
380 OX = XMAX/FLOAT(NN-1) 
3 9 o -- --·- · ~ R:fTE.( 6-; q-oi·) --F;X"M-ix , c x --------------- ------- ---------··----
400 IF CIUP.NE.O) GO TO 315 
410 312 WRITEC6,924) 
..•..• ,..~.------· -·-·· ··- ·---- -----·-----------
420 IUP = 0 
430 GO TO 320 
44C 315 IF CIUP.NE.1) GO TC 312 
·- ---· ~----~-----·---··-·-··---
------------------······-- --··-· 450 wRITEt6,925) 
460 32C IF liD04.NE.Ol GO TO 3C5 
470 wRITE(6,921) 
-li-at _______ ·-- · Gci--tc-·-3ra·------
49o 305 IF liDD4.EC.2J GO lG 3C6 
500 IDD4 = 1 
-510 _____ ------- --- --- ~flU TET6;9I2T __ _ 
520 GO TO 310 
530 306 WRITE(6,g2f) 
5"Lio--~-31 c IF --fi ooL:E't~~-l ,---G-d--To--3- -------~--------------~~---~-----·- ---·--·· 
550 DOl = O. 
560 wRITEC6,917J 5-70____ GO TO 4----····-·-·- ·-·-·-···~-- ·-------·-- --·-·--------·-------------·-------------··--------·---·------------·· 
580 3 WRITEt6,9181 
590 4 IF li003.EC.l) GO TO 6 6ao·------- IF llOD3-.EQ.2) G0--10_7 ___ 
4
;-- . -- ---------- - ----. 
610 1003 = 0 
--~l_Q ____________________ ~KIJI:JQ,9_l5l _________________________________________________________________ ... ----··-
630 GO TO 6 
6~0 6 WRITE(6,92C) 
_ t; 5o _____ GO _ I Q __ a ___ ·----·-· 
660 7 WRITE(6,923) 
670 8 IF CILLw.EC.l) GO TO 11 
J;JtO ------··- ___ lt,._l_W = Q _____ _ 
690 NCAlM = 1 
700 WRITE(6,926) 
7..19 ____________ ~Q _ _It]_l,_Z 
_ _220 11 WRITEC6,<127) 
730 12 REPS = FLOAT(Illw) 
7_40 ___________ ----······· -~/J..I..{-__ Q_EJ~j_N_t-. _ _,_1(_~~--~) ·---------------------
750 CAll VRO(NN,XMAX,F) 
76C DO 10 I = lt~CALM 
7..70 ____ ,l_O _______ ~lh (J_L = O_B_L *FLJJA l.LI -l_j_~_1U .. _,_F _____________ _ 
780 Rl = RLH(NCAL) 
790 REA0(5,*) (W~(J),J=lt3) 
8 0 0_. 0 Q_ ..2--~---=----l.t __ l_ ___ _ 
810 5 WW(J) = WW(J)*l.OE-05 
€20 1 RB = O. 
83C _________________ W~!.1~.i~_,908=-) _____________________________________ _ 
8~0 DO 16 J = lt3 
850 W = WW(J) 
860 IF (lUP.EQ.l) GO TC 330 
·-·········----·-··· ······· ... ··-·-·-·····--------:-"---='-----------=--=-=---=-=--=-=-----· 870 CALL MUTS(NN,XMAX,ODltFt~tRLti003,RltiD04,REPS) 
880 GO TO 9 
8 90 ~_3_Q ________ <;AI, I.,_ ~~!.~-~-~-' XM AX tOOl ,F ~, RL, 1003, R I, 10 04, REPS) 
900 9 CP = W/RL 
910 CALL CRLC(w,RL,NN,ICR) 
9? 0 _________ -----· _W~_IJ EJ 6.!...'!0::..:5::....:....) _w~, R:..:.:L=....!..t C~P::........!...., R::..:.=...I ~' I=-C=-R::......_ _____________ _ 
930 RX(J) = RI 
9~0 IF ( RI.LT.RB) GO TO 16 
· · ·- 95.0 _______________ BJL . :=_.J~..:..::I=---------------------------
960 ICRH = ICR 
970 WB = W 
9_8_9 _____________ Q_() __ l5c._::I,__=---'l:...ct'-=-N.:..:N-=------------------------
990 15 BH(l) = BCI) 
1000 16 CONTINUE 
1010 NIT = 3 
.. ···-···--------··- --------------------------------·· 1020 IGP = 0 
1C30 20 CALL NGW(Ww,RX,wB,WN,ISUCtEPS,OEL,IN,ISO,IGP) 
lCitO IF (ISUC.EC.l) GO TO lCO 
··-·····- --·-·-----·----···-·-····------· :...::-=:c.....=..:~~:-=-::~~~='----------------1050 IF CIUP.EQ.l) GO TO 340 
1C60 CALL MUTS(hN,XMAX,ODltftWN,RL,I003,RitiDD4tREPS) 
1070 GO TO 345 
1080 34C CALL MATS(~N,XMAX,OOltFt~N,RLtiD03,RltiD04tREPS) 
1090 345 IF (JN.NE.O) GO TO 2~ 
1100 IF (RI.GT.RBJ GO TO 21 
111 o -·-n=- 'wl\ .iT. rn-w-c-, ,-=-2=-,=--,:--G-=-c=-, -,T=-o=--2-=-3---------------
1120 22 IN = 3 
1130 GO TO 29 111t 6--T3-- -----~ tf_,;-_1 ___ _ 
1150 GO TO 2q 
1160 21 IF (WN.GT.~w(2)) GO TO 23 ii.7() ________ ----- G 0 --To--22 ____________ -----------------------· 
1180 2q RX(ll\) = RI 
11q0 WWCINJ = W~ ii(:fa-···--- ·--··-·-· -·--· CP ~ ii(N/RC ------------·----·--·
4
·8----------·------···--·----·-········ ··-·-·--·····--·- ..... . 
1210 
12_2 0 ____ -- - . 
1230 
1240 
12_~_9 _____ 
1260 
1270 
1280_ 25 
12'lC 30 
"1300 
1310 
1320 
1330 lOC 
1340 llC 
1350 
1360 
1370 
1380 115 
1390 
1400 
1410 l2C 
1420 
1430 
1440 35C 
1450 36C 
1460 
147 0 
l48C 
1490 14:3 
1500 
' 1510 
1520 13~ 
1530 
1540 
1550 13C 
15 60 
1570 
1580 
1590 14 ~ 
1600 
1610 
1620 
'1630 
1640 
1650 15C 
1660 
1670 
1t8C 
1690 
1700 
1710 
. 1720 
1730 ~oc 
--1740 
. 1750 
1760 
1770 2C~ 
1780 
1790 
.. 
1800 25C 
CALL CRLC(~~,RL,NN,ICR) 
____ WRITE ( 6,905) _~I\ ,RL_,CP_, i<_I,_I_C_R ____________________________________________ _ 
IF ( RI.LT.RB) GO TO 30 
,;B = WI\ 
I C R H = IC R ________________ -------------------------------------------- _______ . _ 
RB = RI 
DO 25 I = l,NN 
BH (I) := _ B_( I) _____________________ -------------------------------------------
NIT = NIT + 1 
IF ( NIT.LT.NITM) GO TO 20 
WRITE { 6, 90 2 L_N IT _____________ _ 
GO TO 140 
00 110 I = l,NN 
BH (I) ::::: BH ( 1 )IR_B __________________________ _ 
CC = WB/RL 
IF ( ICRH.EQ.O) GO TC 115 
WRITE ( 6, 9J U _I C_Rij _____ _ 
WRITE(6,903) wB,RL,CC,EPS,OX,~IT 
IF tNCAL.EC.1J GO TO 120 
IF ( I PC. EQ. 0 ) __ § 0_ JC __ _l 5_() .. ------------------------------- __ 
IF liUP.EQ.l) GO TO 35C 
WRITE(6,913) 
GO TO 3_~0 ______________ _ 
WRITEC6,912) 
~RITE(6,904) lBH(l),l=l,NN) 
IF (IUP.EQ.O) GO TO 13~ 
-- ~ ---·- -- ----- ------ ------------- --- --· ---------------
CALL MUTSl~N,X~AX,CDltftW8,RLtiDD3,RI,ID04,REPSJ 
DO 143 I = 1,Nt-i 
Btl)= 8(I)/Rl 
- ----- - --· ---- --·--· -------------~---
WRITE(6,913) 
~RITE{6,904) (8(1),1 = l,N~) 
IF lRHl1J.EC.O.O) GO TC 150 
CALL MATS ( Nl\ ,x~A-x;·coj ;T;w·a-;RL;IDD3 ,R I, 1004 ,REPS) _________ _ 
DO 130 I = 1tNN 
8(1) = 8(1)/RI 
------ ·----···-- ---------------------------IF liUP.EQ.l) GO TO 145 
wRITEl6,912J 
WRITE(6,904) (8{IJ,I=l,NN) 
... ··- ... . . - - ···-- -- . --·-·· _.c.:____:__ __________ _ 
IF liLW.EQ.O) GO TO 150 
IF {NCAL.NE.11 GO 10 150 
IF ( RH(1l.EQ.O.) GO 10 150 
IF·- l ID04-~Nr~Tf-GO--fo--T5 70--'------------
WRITEtt:,qoel 
CALL LGWV(NN,XMAX,F,~F,~B,RL) 
Vi H ( N C AL ) ;,;.; - k B --- -- ·- --
CHlNCAL) =CC 
NCAL = NCAL + 1 
IF .. l NtAC. GT-~-NC-ALM-1 -(;-(]TC-2-50 
RL = RLH(NCAL) 
IF lNCAL.GE.3l GO 10 200 ww c 2, :;;;··cc * RI _____________________ _ 
GO TO 205 
11 = NCAL - 2 I 2 ----~- --N tAl- -.:·---1- -------·-----·----·--·-·---- --·--·-----·-------------------------------------------
CG = l~H(I2)- WH(Il))/lRL~ti2J- RL~(l1)) 
WWl2)= WHCI2) + CG*(RLh(NCAll-RLH(I2)) 
W W { 1 ) = W W { 2 ) * ( 1 • - . D El ) - -- - - . --- -- --- - - -
WW(3) = WW(2)*(1. +DEL) 
GO TO 1 
WRITEf6tf10g) 49 
1810 DO 260 I = l,NCALM 
l8.2JL" ...... 2~L ......... -~RlJE:J6,9J.CLJiHJ11.t..RLHJ.JJ.t.(:J::tlLL ______________________ .................. _. ___________ _ 
1830 IMD = IMD +1 
1840 IF (IMD.LE.I"DM) GO TO 2 
Ht~.9 ____ C102_ _____ .. fOR~_AJJ /'/ ' ___ US_I;_[L_l,l_f.!_,_t_J_,_•_I_li_B~_T {_OJ\ S 'l1. _______ _ 
1860 ~C3 FO~MAT(// 1 CONVERGED: ~,L,C,EPS,OX,J\11 =1 ,5El5.5tl5) 
1670 90~ FORMAT(10El3.5) 
l8!!<L_Ci.()_2 _______ F DB.t1A.T_t..~. }tj_,.RL_,_c.E..,JU_,_l_CR = • .~E 15. s, 1 :u;l...!:) _______ _ 
1690 G07 FORMATl// 1 F,XMAX,OX =1 ,3El5.5/) 
1900 90€ FORMAT(///) 
191 0 _____ 9 0.5 --·-- ____ f 0 R f'lAl J.//.1 • __ ___,w""'·- -------""'----------C~_) ________ __ 
1920 91C FORMATt3El5.5) 
~30 <ill FORMAH/ 1 SOLUTION t1AS 1 tl3t 1 CRiliCAL LAYERS 1 /) 
19.~0 ....... 912 -····· ___ f.OR~AilL~---Z~J-~J.) ____________________ _ 
1950 913 FORMAT(/' U'/1 
1960 Gl/ FORMAT(/' RIGID LID'/) 
1970 .... 51L __ . ______ fORMAIJL'_E.KE..E_S1.l_REAC.e.IJ ________________ _ 
1980 G1G FORMAT<' UX = 0 AT X = XMAX 1 /) 
1990 92C FORMAT(' u = 0 AT X= XMAX 1 /) 
2COC 9.21 FORMAJ(_~ ____ I,J)L = __ Q~_l_L.=_~L_)'!:__ ___________ _ 
2010 922 FORMAT(' U = 0 AT X = 0 1 /) 
2C20 923 FORMAT(' REAL B.C.AT X = XMAX'l 
2C30 .. 9.2Lt FQ_R~AlJJ' SEARCH I_!,!.,...~U...,....'~) ______________ _ 
2C40 925 FORMAT(/' SEARCH IJ\ P') 
2C5C 92t FORMAT(' LCNG WAVE EXACTLY') 
2060 G27 FQ~fiAJ_( ~ .... G_f_NE_R_A_L F~~QUENCY AND WA~V-=-'E~N~U~M~B~E~R~'~) _____ _ 
2070 S2f FORMAT(' DECAY CONCITIC~ AT ) = 0 1 ) 
2C80 l~C STOP 
2090 END 
-- ------- --- - --·--··- --· ------
2100 
2110 
2120 
- -- ---------
2130 c 
2140 c 
SUBROUTINE NGW(WW,RX,WB,WN,ISUC,EPS,OEL,IN,ISO,IGP) 
DIYENSION ~~(3),RX(3) 
- ----------~--------
SUBROUTINE TC GUESS THE NE)l ~ 
2 1 5 c ___ . J:. __ _ -------· ..... 
2160 5 IC = 0 
2170 DO 10 I = 1,2 
2180 Il = I +1 
. - .. ________ , ____________ -------------------------
2190 AA = ABS(WWlllJ) 
2200 BB = ABS(WM(l)) 
221C IF (AA.GT.BB) GO TC 10 
...... ___ ........ ___ . ______ .. _ .. ,_____ -------------- :..__.:~_.:._:=---.:~-------------------
2220 IC = 1 
2230 RI = RXCI) 
224C WX = WW(l) 
.................. - ... -....... . .. ·----··------ =-::--:-----------------------· 2250 RX(l) = RXCll) 
2260 WW(IJ = WWCI1) 
2270 WW(l1) = WX 
_____ ,, __________ ...................... :::...::---------------------------
2260 RX(ll) = RI 
2290 10 CONTINUE 
2300 IF tiC.NE.Ol GO TO 5 ,_,_,_ ........... _._, _______ ..... _, ____________ .=__...::...=.--=. _________________ _ 
2310 IS~C = 0 
2320 IF ( RX(3l.Gl.RX(2)) GC TO 150 
2330 IF (RX(l).GT.RX(2)) GO TO 160 2340----------------~ -- IL ··-;;---1·-----·- -------- ~~----------- ----------------------
2350 IH = 3 
23 6 0 IF ( R >.< (_3 )_. _G.I.!_~_)(_l_l:_J_L_~_(J _ _1_9_~----·------------.. ------- ....... ______ ... 
2370 IL = 3 
2360 IH = 1 
2 3 9 0 9 W B 1 = ( W 1ft t 1 ) + ~ W ( -~ )_) !..?.~----...... - .............. _______________________ ... ....... __ ...... . 
2~00 WB2 = CWW(2) + W~C3))/2. 
50 
2410 R~l = (RX(2)- RX(l))/(WW(2)- WWCl)) 
2!12_0 _____ -·--·-- .. ___ R W2_ ~- _( RX(3 L""' _RX ( 2 U.l ( w w(_3_) ___ ..,_W k l2JJ ________ -----------·· _. ···-~·-·-· -··-- _ .. _ ....... . 
2430 A = CRW2 -Rwl)/CwB2 - wBl) 
2440 B = RWl - A*W81 
2~~-p ________ .. W~ = ~B/A_ -------·-·-------··-·--·--·------------------~--~~--· ·--·-------····· 
2460 EP= (WN -WB)/WB 
'2470 EP = ABSCEP) 
2~8_0 _______________ If= ( _E_fi_.L_T.~EfSl ____ GO_.T.O ___ lOQ~------·-·--~------·--·------~---
24qo IGP = IGP + 1 
·2500 IF CWN.LT.Mw(l)) GC TO 15 
2 51 0_____ ___ IF ( W N .• LJ. k W (_3) .L_G(J __ l_O __ ZJL _____ ~------------------------·----------· ·--· ..... 
2520 15 WN = tWW{2) +~W(IH))/2. 
2530 20 IN = 0 
2540 GQ T0 __ 130 
2550 lOC ISUC = 1 
2560 IF CIGP.NE.Ol GO TC 130 
2 5 7 0 I G P . =: . .l G ~~_-t__l _____ _ 
2580 ISUC : 0 
25q0 WN = lWW(2) + WW(ll))/2. 
2600 GO TO 20 __________________ --------~-
2610 15C IF CRXtll.GT.RX(2)) GO 10 18C 
2620 155 IF IISD.EQ.l) GO TO 165 
2630 WN = _WW_(3) __ ~_L1.~--~---Q~~) ______________ _ 
2640 WW(1) = WN 
2650 RX(l) = O. 
2660 IN = 1 
- - . - - -·.- .. ---------- ~- -------------
2670 GO TO 130 
2680 16C IF CRX(3l.GT.RX(2)J GC TO 18C 
2690 16~ IF tiSD.E0.-1) GO TO 155 
- . ·- ........ ---·- --· .. -- -·--------
2700 WN = WWCll*Cl. - DEL) 
2710 WW{3) = WN 
2720 RX(3) = O. 
----· .. -·· ·---- ------------- ----------· 
2730 IN = 3 
274C GO TC 130 
2750 18C IF CRX(3l.GT.RX(l)) GO TO 155 
··-. . .. --·-····-·-··----·-··---------·- -=----
2760 GO TO 165 
2770 13C RETURN 
2780 END • 
- - .... -------·-·----- -------------------
------------------------·-- ·-·--· ---··· 
2790 
"2800 
2810 
2820 
2830 
2840 
2850 
2860 
2870 
2880 
2890 
21100 
2c;10 
,2c;zo 
2930 
c 
c 
c 
5 
zq4o · 
2950 
zq6o 
2c;7c 
~q8o c 
zqc;o c 
3000 . c 
SUBROUTINE CALCtNN,R)) 
COMMON RHC400l,RhXC40CJtA(l200),8(40CJ,V(4COJ,VX(400J,VXX(400) DOUBLE .PREC isTti"N- Ri-~tSCRT___________ . ·-------······ ------·--· --····· .. 
SUB j( Q_{JTJ J'-4!= _'TQ_~_~L ~-l!~AJ~ THE It. li_G RAL_Q.L..B_~-~-~0 N_S~ SQUARE 0 
Rl = (8(1)**2 + BCNNJ*•2l/2. 
NX = NN - 1 
. ------· --··------
00 5 I = 2tNX 
RI = RI + E(IJ**2 
RI = DSC!RTtRIJ 
. ---- -- ---- ---· ---------------------------------·-· 
RX = Rl 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DEPCNN,X~AX) 
CO~MCN RH(400),RHXl4CC),A(l2C0),8(400)tVC400) 9 VXC4CO),VXXC400) READCS,*J t.R) .. - . .. . -- . ··--- ···-·- -·- . -
SUBROUTINE TO READ A~D INTERPOLATE THE DEPTH PROFILE 
RH = OE PTH - - -
51 
3Cl0 C RHX = X DERI~ATIYE Of DEPTH 
3 C_?_(L_ ___ ~------------- _____ .. _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ 
3C30 00 10 I = l,NRX 
3C40 REA0(5,*) A(ll 9 B(I) 
30~Q _____________ A( I) ..,. A( I l*l._Q __ E_~Q~---------------------
3060 10 BliJ = B(ll*lOC. 
3C70 DX = Xf.AX/FLOAT(NN-1) 
~~-----7---- _ RH_( __ :U __ _:: ___ 6J !_)_ _________________ _ 
3C<W ·-f}-Q... 20_.N = Z,N.N .. 
3100 X = DX*FLO~l(N-ll 
3llQ __________________ lE _tX .{;I. A_( NRXJ.l ___ GQ_lD._l.5_ ____________ _ 
-3-1-2 0 I C = 0 
3130 DO 8 J = 2,NRX 
3140 ... ____ ·-·--- .IF ___ UC_. NE. C LG_O_T_0 __ 8_ 
)150 I = J 
3160 IF (X.GT.A(l)) GO TO 8 
31 7 0. _____________ _ l_C = _ _I 
3180 8 CONTINUE 
3190 IM = I -1 
3 200 _ AA __ = ___ (_B_tU ___ ~Il {1f'UJJU_(_U_~ __ A111tt1.. _________ _ 
~210 XX = X - A(l~) 
3220 RHlNl = BCI~l +AA*XX 
)230 .GO_l'JL2_0_ --------------------------- _________ _ 
3240 15 RH(N) = BtNRXl 
)250 20 CONTINUE 
> 2 6 C .. RH X.tl ) __ __:= ___ UUttZ_l~J< H ( l._,J_,l__._/__,0'-"X,,___ ____________ _ 
)270 NM = NN -1 
>280 RHX(NN) = (R~lNNl - RHCNM))/OX 
3290 _. ____________ D2_ ~ _z~~o~ 
3300 00 30 N = 2,NM 
D10 IP = N +1 
3320 . _ __ _IM_ ='-t'_.=_l_ ______________________ _ 
3330 30 RHX(N) = CRHCIP) - RHtlM))/02 
3340 WRITE(6,903J 
33 50 __ _________ ___ _ .WRI_T 1:!!>_,_9_0_2 !_l ~J:Ul!h.:.:.fti_=-=l..zt_,_,N=Nc..:.l ______________ _ 
)360 90L FORMATflOE13.5) 
i370 903 FORMAl(//' DEPTH IN C~'/) 
338_0 ________________ R.I;JJ,JRN __ _ 
3390 END 
HOO 
3410 SUBROUTINE LGWYCNN,XMAX,F 9 WFF 1 WB,RL) 3 4"io ___________ -----------co~ r•f0NRHC4oo"f;RH·x l 4 c 01::-,=-.;A:-l:-:l=::-:2::-=C:::-O~-=,::-:,~B:-:C-:-::.4::-:0::-C:::-):-,-:Y:7""1:::-4-:-0:::-0=-=-t.-:Y:-:-:X~l 4-:-o=-o=-)=--,-:-v}fiTif-cf(fi ____ __ 
3430 DIMENSION WFF(400) 
3440 c 
-·--·--·---· -- . ---··-·· -- -- ---···· -- ---- ------- --------·· ::--:::::-=--=---:--:::-,-,---c:=-=--=--=--=--:-::-:-::=----:---=-------- ------- -----· --. 3450 C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE BN AND ANN Ih THE LONG ~AYE 
3460 C Ll~IT 
3470 c 
··--·-----·-------·------··· -- ········-----------·-· ~::-:-:---:-:------------------- --------· 3480 OX = XMAX/FLOATtNN -ll 
3490 oxx = z.•ox 
3500 Gf = 960./F 
3 s1 o - tALC -w-t="RcN~-, x-M.fx, w ,:·F , 
3520 A(l) = 0. 
3530 DO 100 N = 2tNN 35if·a-··------------- A< N ,--;;· --, RrfS(fN-, •s-rN-,-~-..-----RH·x·-,-IJ·-.-ac·i--1,, z. 
3550 NX = N - 1 
3560 IF (NX.LE.l) GO TO 90 
----·--- ·-----·---- -----·----------------------------·------------------- --------·------~ 3570 00 20 I = 2,NX 
3560 20 A(N) = A(N) + RHX(IJtB(l) 
3590 90 A(N) = A(NI*OX 
-- --- "'-- -- -- ------ --·---. -- ------ -- ----- --·--- ---------------------------- ---------· ------- -----3600 A(N) = A{N) + RH(lJ*f{l) -RH(NI*B(~) 
52 
3610 lOC AOd = -GF~A(N) 
3620 ____ .... 
. ....... N X _ = N N .. ~- .... 1 ........... _ .... __ ...... _ _ .. _ ........ _ _ _ ................. -.----·--- ... ----.. ----··-· --·---.......... _ ---·- --· - .. .. 
3630 WF = RHX(l)*(A{l)/RHtl))**2 
36~0 WF = WF + RHX(NN)*(A(NN)/RH(~~))t*2 
3 6.50 _______ . 
... __ .. _ IFZ _= 0 .... .. ....................... --------------------------------·-------·--.. -----.. --------
}660 
3670 
3 6 8 0 ...... -·-· .. 
3690 
3700 
3710 .. ___ 1~C. 
"3720 15C 
3730 
37it0 
3750 
3760 
3770 
3780 
3790 
3800 
3810 
3820 
3830 
3840 
3850 
3860 
3870 
'3880 
3890 
3900 
3'110 
3G20 
3'130 
3940 
3950 
3960 
3970 
3980 
3990 
4COO 
4010 
~C20 
'4C30 
40~0 
4050 
4C6C 
4070 
4C80 
4C90 
4100 
4lio· 
•4120 
4130 
4140 
.4150 
4160 
4170 
4180 
4 1<~0 
4200 
16C 
18C 
21C 
215 
22C 
WF = WF/2. 
DO 150 N = 2,NX 
IF. t .. IF..I.NE._Ol .. GO.T0 ... ...150 ____________ _ 
IF (RHXtN).~E.O.) GO TO 14C 
IFl = N 
. .. wF = WF ... ~ __ RHX( N) * ( An.JLRI::I Ud l~-~2 
CONTINUE 
WF = WF*DX 
ioi F. = .. S 0 RT ( ~ F~JW) ___ ---------------------· 
WF = SCRT(~f) 
DO 160 N = l,NN 
. A ( N) __ ::::: ___ A(Nl/Wf 
NH = IFZ - 1 
PX = (A(2) -A(l))/(DX*RHll)) 
WF = 0. 5*P X*~ X.*WFF (1) -·----·-----.. ·---
BN = 0.5*R~X(NH)*AtN~)/(RHlNHJ**2) 
NH = NH -1 
D 0 18 ()_ N. =:. __ 2 , Nl"! ___ -·----
BN = B~ + RHX(N)*AlN)/(RH(N)tt2) 
11 = N - l 
12 = N + l 
- ----·---- -- ·-------------------- ·--------·--.... -- ......... 
PX = (Atl2) -A(l1))/CXX 
PX = PX/RHltd 
WF = WF+ PX*PX*Wff(N) 
. ··-· . ·- --- _ _. ____ ·-- --. -- ·- - ·--- ---.--
BN = BN*OX 
WF = WF*RH(l)tOX 
WRITE ( 6,90~__) .. 
wRITEt6,901) WF 
WRITEl6,903) BN 
................... _______ ... __________ _ 
WRITE (6,90'tJ. _________________ _ 
WRITEtb,902) (A(IJ,I=1,NN) 
C = ~B/RL 
NX = NN - 1 
... .. ..... -·--· -- ...... -- -----· ·-----------
WF = RHX(ll*BCl)*BC11*C.5 
00 210 I = 2tNX 
WF = WF +RHX(l)t8(l)t8(IJ 
WF = WF··--C~S*RHX{N-Nl.BT~N)-.B(NN.) 
WF = WF*OX 
wF = WF + RH(l)t8(1)*8Cl) 
. ............ .... . ... ....... --· --------- .. ----·----
WF = SORTt~F) 
DO 215 I = 1tNN 
BtU= BCIJ/'-F 
------------
B X ;. :.:.; F * B t 1 "i It ...... ------------·--·--------------- --·- -----.............. . 
WF = 0.5*WFF(l)*BX*BX 
DO 220 I = 2tNX IP = f + i- -----------------------.. -- .. ---------·--------.. --··. 
IM = I - 1 
BX = CBtiPJ - BIIM))/DXX 
WF = WF + ~FFti)*BX*BX 
wF = WF*DX/F 
BN = BCU 
wRITEt6,906) 
WRITEt6,907) WF 
WiRITE!Ea908) BN 
WRITEf6,90<1) 53 
4210 WRITE(6,902) lB(lJ,I = l,NNJ 
4 2_2_0 _____ C1.QJ___ __ F_PR M/J. JC /l~ _____ A_N_N __ _:=__~_,El5 ~~' ' ____ l_l_C_~~J _______________________________________ , ________________ _ 
423C '102 FORMAT(l0El3.5J 
4240 '103 FORMAT(/' BN =',El5.5t' CM-l/2 1 /J 
4,l~__Q_-~_O~--- ____ f O~MA T_( I__ / 1 __ -~HI __ =_'/J __ _ 
4260 '105 FORMAT(' USING STREA~ FU~CTICN 1 ) 
4270 qQ{: FORMAT(//' USING PRESSURE') 
42_8JL_5JLL_ __FOR_M~T_L~ _ _ANN __ := ____ • __ , __ I:_l-_2_~_5_, __ ~ __ S_E__<:_I_k~.__.,2'--'_.J _________ _ 
42~0 C10E FORMAT(' BN ='tE15.5, 1 CM-1/2 1 ) 
4300 G09 FORMAT(' NGR~ALIZED PRESSURE CCM-1/2) 1 ) 
431Q __________________ RET_l)~N ______ _ 
4320 END 
4330 
4 3 40 __ __ _____ _ _S_U 8ROljJI Nf: __ _!1_lH_S_CNN,_X_f'I_AX ,_OD1_,_E_,__!t_~_R_t,__, __ t_DD_h_!U_,_l_Q].h~EP S __ J _______________ _ 
4350 COMMON RH(40CJ,RHX(4CQ),A(12COJ 9 8(40CJ,V(400),VXC400J,VXX(400J. 
4360 DOUBLE PRECISION A1tA2,A3tAL,DSCRT 
4 3 7 0 ----'~--- ·---- --- -------------
4380 C SUBROUTINE T~ SET UP AND SOLVE THE U EQUATION 
'i3<;0 c 
4400 
4410 
4420 
4430 
4440 
4450 
4460 
4470 
4480 
44'10 
450C 
4510 
4520 
4530 
4540 
- 4550 
456C 
4570 
4580 
45'10 
't600 
4610 
2 
4 
5 
a 
~- --- .. ----- ···--· 
4{:20 
4630 
4640 
4650 
4660 
4670 
-~---. --···. 
4680 
46C1Q 
4700 4 7io ______ _ 
4720 
4730 4i4o ___ _ 
4750 
4760 20 
·--- ------ . 
4770 
4780 
4790 
4800 25 
N U _ := __ N N ___________ _ 
IF CIDD3.NE.1J GO TO 2 
NU = NN - 1 
lf __ J_l_O[)~_..__~~~_!LG!L.J_g_ 4 
NU = NU - 1 
OX = XMAX/FLOAT(NN-1) 
G _c;_ = _ DQ_:Jd9_~_Q_. 
RLL = RL*Rl 
OXX = DX*DX 
DO 0 _ = __ Q_)(_/_~ • 
DO 100 N = l,NU 
Nl = N 
------------------- -----------
IF tiD04.NE.1J GO TO 8 
--- --· - ------------------- --"'------"'------------------
N1 = N + 1 
BOd = C. 
WP_ ::: ___ ~--~ _ _gl,_!~ ( N_l_) _________________________________ _ 
\oil2 = WP*WP 
RR = RtHNl) 
RX = RHX(Nl) 
---- ---------------------- --
wx = RL*VX(Nl) 
FP = F + VX(NU 
_ __ _Al =:. -~~-!_!~-~!-~2 --~-li~RlJ..:..:):__ _ ___,,--------------
A2 = RP*fRX*RLL -2.0twP*wXtGG) 
A3 = -GG*GG*W2*lf*FP -REPS*W2J 
A3 = A3 + ~EPS*RR*~R*Rll*Rll 
-- ---- ---------------------------- =--=-------------- -------------------
A3 = A3 + GG*RR*RLL*C-2.0*W2*REPS + F*fP + 2.0*FP*VX(Nl)) 
A3 = A3 - RR*RLL*RL*FP*RX/~P 
A3 = A3- RR*RL*~X)(~l)ttGC*~2 - RR*RLL)/WP 
. . -·- -----------------------N1 = N + NU 
N2 = N + 2*NU 
A(N) = -2.*A1 + A3*D~X 
A c r..1 f~--"AT_:.._A"2*-ooo 
A(h2) = Al + A2*CDD 
IF (N.EQ.l) GO TO 20 
IF ( N.Eci~Ni.JT Gc··-ro-3c 
GO TO 100 
IF (!004.NE.O) GO TO 25 
- - ·-. ------ ... ·--------------------------------------------------------------·-·· ----------------
A(~2) = A(Nl) + A(N2) 
A(hlJ = O. 
GO TO 100 IF l 1004.-Ec~-ij ___ G(f-t()--is·-····
5
4 --- ·-·--------------------- - .. -----·· 
4810 
4 8 2Q______ -- ·- -
4830 
481t0 
4 e 5_0 _____ 2 8 
4860 
4S7C 30 
48_8_()_ -------
4890 
'490C 
4 91 0 ______ 3 5 -
"4920 
4<130 
4940 
4950 36 
. 4960 lOC 
:t 9 7 0 --------- -
-t<; 8 0 
-t990 
5COO 
5Cl0 
5C2C 
5C30 12C 
~C4C 
5C50 14C 
5C60 
5C70 15C 
· 5C 80 
5C9C 
5100 
.511C 
512C 
5130 c 
5140 c 
5150 c 
5160 c 
5170 c 
5180 c 
5190 
5200 
5210 
5220 
-· 5230 
5240 c 
5250 c 
5260 5 
5270 10 
5280-
5290 
5300 
5310 
·- 5320 
5330 
5340 
.. 5350 
5360 20 
5370-
5380 
5390 
5400 
wRITEC6,*J AltA2,A3,REPS,GG,RR,W2,RlltFP,F,RXtMP,VX(~1),VXX(Nl) 
__ AL = DSQRT{:-A3/_Al) __________________________________________________________ _ 
A(N2) = A(N2) + A(Nl) 
A(~) = A(N) -2.0*DX*Al*AtNl) 
_A( Nl) =_ O. _ _ _____ -------------------------------------------------
GO TO 100 
IF llD03.NE.C) GO TO 35 
A (fill) _= _A(~l) __ + __ A (~2_) _________________________________________ _ 
A(N2) = O. 
GO TC 100 
IF ___ { IDD3.E~.l) __ GO TO __ 36 _________ _ 
AL = DSORTl-A3/Al) 
A(~l) = A(Nl) +A(N2) 
A ( N) ::: __ A ( N ) ___ :-_2 ._0_! D X *~-L .t _A_tll2 ) 
A(f\2) = C.O 
CONTINUE 
_ B( 5 ) __ _==_ 1. ____ _ 
CALL TRH NU) 
IF (IOD4.NE.l) GO TO 140 
DO 120 I = __ ,l,Nl) ___________________ _ 
N = NU -1 +1 
N1 = N + 1 
B ( N 1_) = _ 8 t~ 1_ ___ ____________ _ 
8(1) = o. 
IF liD03.NE.l) GO TO 150 
Blf\N) = O. 
---- -- ~------·-------
CAll CALCl~N,RI) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE VRD(NN,XMAX,F) 
COM MG N RH t!t 00) ,_R~_~_!_It_~Q}_t_~J.! 20 0) _! B ( 4 0 C), V ( 4 00 t"t.!.Xt'!9.QJ~V>:CX (4 OC) 
SUBROUTINE TC READ A"D INTERPOLATE THE ~EAN V PROFILE 
V = AlOf\GS~ORE VELOCITY 
··-· -·--·----- ---------·---··· ----------------------- ---------------- --. 
VX = X DERI~ATIVE OF V 
VXX : SECOf\0 X DERIVATIVE OF V 
OX = XMAX/FLOAl(.t\JN.:a-i-f ___________ _ 
REA0(5,*) NRD 
IF (NRD.EQ.O) GO TO 2CC DO 5 I -;-- l ~ N ~tj" ····----·-------~--------· ----. -------------------------
REA0(5,*) A(I),B(I) 
A = DISTANCE FRCM SHORE IN Kf 
a = v iN- t~/sE-c-------------
AtiJ = Afl)•l.OE+05 
DO 100 N = l,NN 
-X--,;--DX*FLOAT fN ... 1) ___ _ 
IF CX.GT.A(NRDJ) GO TO 90 
IF CX.LT.Afl)) GO TO 80 
----------------------- -
J ··= ·a ------·-- -----·-· -·--· ----------··-------------- -----------------· -----· -- -
oo 20 I = 2,f'.jR0 
If (J.NE.O) GO TO 20 IF (X. GT. A f.I J) GO T (f_2_0 -- ··- ---··------·-------------·------·····- -----------
J : I 
CONTINUE 
JJ = J - 1 
XX = A(J) -
XY = A(J) -
VfN) = B(J) 
X 
A(JJ) 
... XX*(B(J) -B(JJ)J/XY 
55 
5410 GO TO 100 
~ ~-f-Q __ ---~Q ___________ VJ_N J _ = ____ 0 ~ __ _ ________________ ___ __________ _______ ---------------------- ____________________________ _ 
5430 GO TO 100 
5440 90 V(N) = BlNRD) 
5~--~_Q_ _ _!Qj:____ ___ CONT_IN_VE ___________________ _ 
-------------------------------
5460 VX(ll = (V(2) - V(1))/CX 
5470 NQ = NN - 1 
5 -~_!3_Q____________ __ _ V_~tt'l ~-L ::___(_ V.J!i_~_)__::___~JJLCU tl_Q .X 
5490 DXX = DX*OX 
55oo oz = z.•ox 
5 5J_O _______ VXX_L]._) __ _:= __ _g_. ____ _ 
--55-20 VXX ( NN) = C • 
5530 DO 120 N = 2,NQ 
55-~ 0___ __________ __ _ I l _ _:= __ !i_::_ ___ 1 
5550 I2 = N + 1 
5560 VX(N) = (Vtl2)- Vtilll/DZ 
55!_9 ________ l2() __________ V_>5)CJ_.ftL.:: __ CLLI_~_L_::_~. • V C t-l l + V~tU!I'---"'1'---.!J~_!l~/~c~x'---!:.x!__ _________ _ 
5580 WRITEC6,904) 
5590 WRITE(6,903) (V(N),N=1,NNJ 
5600 __________ I$_T_=: __ p _________________________________________________ _ 
5610 DO 150 N = l,NN 
5620 Q = -RHX(N)*CF+VX(N)) + RHCNI*VXX(~) 
5630 A(N) = Q 
"-----·------·· ----------- ... ---· -----------·---------
5640 IF (IST.NE.OJ GO TC 150 
5650 IF (~.NE.11 GO TO 130 
5660 PQ = Q 
- ---. ··- ------- - ·-----------
5670 GO TO 150 
5680 13C IF CPQ.EQ.O.J GO TO 135 
569C _ ______ RQ __ =: Q_l_~Q __ _ 
5700 IF CRC.LT.C.) GO TC 140 
5710 IF (Q.EC.O.J GO TO 150 
57 20 ___ 1_3~ _ PQ = Q 
5730 GO TO 150 
5740 14C IST = 1 
57 50 15 C _C_QN_T_INt,J_f; ___________________________ _ 
5760 IF tiST.EQ.OJ GO TO 250 
5770 WRITEt6,905) 
578Q ________________ joiR_I_TEJ_p __ ,~_()§_)_ 
5790 WRITE(6,905) 
5800 WRITEC6,907) 
~ f:IJ Q_ ______________ W_R I_T~_( 6_.!_~_9-~L_i!'_~ N) , N_:_=---=1::.-:t'-"-N~N..c..:)::__ _____________ _ 
5820 GO TO 250 
5830 200 DO 220 N = l,NN 
58't0 V(Nl = C. 
·-· --·- --·-·----------------- - -···----- -5850 VX(N) = O. 
5860 22C VXXtN) = O. 
5870 ~03 FORHATtlOE13.5) 
~)"8 8 0----GO-~- -- --- F"o rfMA-·ff/71--V-I N c ft: Is E c ' I J ---------- -
sago 905 FORMAT(/' **********************************•**************'/) 
5900 ~Oc FORMAT(' POSSIBILITY OF UNSTABLE ~ODES') 
59-fo·----~o~--- -- - i=oR-MATTiT•----P-sA Rx •,, 
5~20 25C RETURN 
5930 END 5'9"4"() _________ -------- -------- -- -- ----------- --- - ----------
5950 SUBROUTINE MATStNNtXMAX,DDl,F,.,RLtlDD3tRI,IDD4,REPS) 
5960 COMMON RH(4CQ),RHXI4COJ,Al120C),8(400),V(400),VX(400),VXX(400) 
5'1 "iCi _______ - . DouBLE -- PifE -cIs i c N-- A f; .Az-; .AT;"EL1 ;·a-z-,-a-3;-se!;s-ifi-;sx;oscRi ; A L-- ---- ... .. ---
sc;ao c 
5990 c SUBROUTI~E TO SET UP AND SOLVE THE PRESSURE EQUATION 
6 cfC a-·-- --·--c-----
56 
6C10 
6 Q2 Q ________ .. 
6C30 
6040 
6 C_~_Q ________ . 
6060 
6070 
:J08C 
~C90 
"6100 
6110 
6120 
6130 
6140 
6150 
6160 
6170. ·-···· .. --
6180 
'Jl90 
:.>200 
:)210 
:J220 
::,230 
S24C 
:;25C 
::26C 
~270 
"::.>280 
:J290 
.J300 
:~310 
::>320 
:)330 
634C 
2C 
b350 25 
6360 
6370 
63 80 
63c:l0 
6't00 27 
6410 
6420 .. 
"6430 
6440 
6450 30 
6460 
6470 
6480. 
6490 
6500 
6510 
6520 
6530 
6540 
. 65 5C 
6560 
6570 
6580 32 
6590 
6600 
OX = XMAX/FLOATCNN - 1) 
GG = DDl/980. _ .. 
RLL : RL*RL*REPS 
DXX = DX*OX 
oox = 2.•ox 
ODD = DX/2. 
DO 10 0 N = 1, NN 
B ( ~ L ==. o. ___________ ----------------------------------------
WP = W + RL*VIN) 
FP = F + V X Hd 
F W = F_* F p___ ~------ k P_~ W P. '- ~ E_ f!__S ____________ _ 
RR = RHCN) 
RX = RHXCN) 
WX =. RL*VX( N) --------·-·-----·----·-----·--
FUi = F*RL/IIIP 
A1 = FW*RR 
A2 =:: __ F W*R )( ___ -: __ RR *J_f.!YXX.L"_)_~.2 .• P*W_P_!.~.X~.REE..SJ____ -----·-····--·-··. 
A3 = -GG*F"*Fk +RX*FLW*FW -RR*FL~*CF*VXXCN) -2·*•P*WX*REPS) 
A3 = A3 -RR*RLL*FW 
N 1 = .N -~ _N 1\ __ ---------·-···----------------------
N2 = N + 2*fliN 
A{") = -2.*Al + A3*DXX 
A (t-il)_ = _A l_ -: --~~~~J)Q_Q _________________ _ 
ACN2) = A1 + A2*DDD 
IF CN.EQ.1) GO TO 20 
IF (N.EQ.N") GO TO 30 
. . . -····-··-· ·- ··-··· ----------·--·. ------· 
GO TO 100 
IF CIOD4.NE.OI GO TO 25 
81 = RL*R~_~fe_ _____ _ ________ _ 
82 = RLL*WP*RR +GG*WP*FW 
A{N) = ACNJ + 2.0*CX*B2*A(hl)/81 
A(N2) = A(N2) + ACI\1) 
----······------· ------------A(N1) = O. 
GO TO 100 
IF CIDD4.NE.l) GO TO 27 
--- ·-· ---- -- - - ------- ---------~--
AC~2) = All\2) + ACNl) 
A(N) = ACN) + ODX*FL~*~CN1) 
A(N1) = O. 
GO TO 100 
AL = DSCRTC-A3/Al) 
A(N2) = A(l\2) + A(~l) 
At t>t) = At N J :: -i~cf•bx•"AT*-iiTNI1 ________ _ 
A(Nl) = O. 
GO TO 100 IF C IDD3.EC~ij .GO-TO -35 -----------------· 
IF llDD3.EC.2) GO TO 32 
81 = -RR*WP*FW 
82 -= :..FW*l f(R*RL*F-- ... ----R x*WP+- RR*kX) 
82 = 82 + ~R*WP*lF*VXXCN) -2.0*WP*ftXtREPSJ 
83 = RL*F*l-RX*FW + RR*CF*VX)(N) -2.*kP*kX*REPSJl 8 x = 1 ~--- :.:· c rro•a 2/a·I------------ ·--· -----------------------------------------
ssl = -(-2. +B3*DXX/El)/8X 
882 = -(1. -B2*DDD/Bll/BX AlN) = A(N) + A(N2)*B8i -·--------·-------------------------·-··-··-·· 
A(~l) = Ath1) + A(N21*BB2 
A(N2) = O. 
GO TO 100 
AL = DSORTC-A3/Al) 
A(Nl) = AlN1) + ACN2) 
A(~) = A(N) -2.0*0)*~L*AlN2) 
57 
6610 A(N2) = O. 
q_{? __ ~_9 ----- .... -------------- ~Q __ lQ_ .JJl_Q ___ -------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------------- ------- ··- ·------ ------
6630 35 A(Nl) = AtNl) + ACN2) 
6640 A(~) = ACNJ -DDX*FLWtAlN2) 
6_6 50------ -------~1!-i.4J_~ _ _Q~--------------------
6660 lOC CONTINUE 
6670 Bl5J = c.oooo1 
6_~.§..9 _____ f::_(J__q__~_l~_QE- 3_6 
---------------- ----------------· 
6690 IKK = 0 
6700 DO 105 I = 1,NN 
6_?_1_9 ________ ~9_.= __ Ae.SJ.ALU_L _________________________ _ 
6720 IF (AQ.GT.EQQ) GO TO 105 
6730 IKK = 1 
6 7_~ Q _____ 1_95 --------~_O_fS.TU~_!J_E 
6750 IF tiKK.EQ.1) GO TO 115 
6760 CALL TRllN~) 
6 ?] ___ Q ---- ----~-~Lj.,__!:_,\_I,._(;_U{_~_,_@J ) _______________________ _ 
6780 GO TO 110 
o790 115 WRITEC6,901) 
6800 ____ 9_Q_1 __ f_O_~~AL~-~~!1-~B_I_~-~-L.f.BOJ!_LEM: SMAI,J ... CIAGCNAL ELEP'Et\--'-T_'--".) ___ _ 
6810 11C RETURN 
6820 END 
-------- ---------------------,-,---~-=------------:------------------SUBROUTINE CRLCC~,RL,NN,ICR) 
6830 
6840 
6850 COMMON RH(40Q),RHXC~C0) 1 A(l200) 1 8(~0CJ,Vl400),VX(4CO),VXXC400) 
6860 c 
6870 ··c·-------·------------S-UBROUTINE TO CHECK FOR CRITICAL LAYERS 
6880 c 
6890 ICR = 0 
- ------------- -- ·---- -----------------------
6~00 DO 100 N = 1,NN 
6910 WP = W + RL*V(N) 
6q20 IF CN.NE.1) GO TO 30 
. ------···--- . -- ·- --------- =--::._____:::-=--...:.--=-_____:::__:::__ _______________ _ 
6930 PQ = WP 
6q4o GO TO 100 
- -- o 9_?o ___ -~_o ____________ e~L-=-~-' P a 
6q6o IF lPQ.GT.C.) GO TC ~0 
6970 ICR = ICR +1 
6980 40 PQ = WP 
--· -----------· ------------------------- -------------------------------------6990 lOC CONTINUE 
7000 RETURN 
7010 END 
--------------------- - ------------·· 
---------------------------------7020 
SUBROUTINE TRI(N) 7030 
7040 
. -- -----------·--- ----
COM MpJ!__g_l:i_! _ _i_Q_QJ_, B-J::I.rr'!9_9), A ( 120 0), B ( 4 0 C) , V ( 4 00 J, V X ( 400)' VX ~~-~-QQ.! __ _ 
7050 DOUBLE PRECISION AA,BB 
7060 c 
7070 c 7 o a _o ____ t ____ -------------------
7090 c 
7100 c 
SUBROUTINE TC SOLVE A TRIDIAGO~AL MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN 
ELI~INATIOt\ 
iiTo ________ C ____ -- -- -- ----------------Sf 0 R E M A I N D I A G 0 N A L F I R S T 
7120 C O,LOWER DIAGONAL 
7130 C UPPER DIAGONAL,C 7T4o ___________ ------ N3 -= N--+f_____ ----------
7150 N2 = 2*N 
716C NN = N - 1 7Tio·-------- -- DO ·s--r-~·-y;·NN-----------------------------------------------------------------
7180 II = N3 + I 
7190 AA = ACIIl/A(I) 1 2-o-o·-··----··--·----- 1 z = 1 + 1 -- -------·· ·· ·----------~------ -----·--·--··--------------·-·--·----··--- ··------~·· --·--- -· _____ .. ________ .. -· --
58 
---·----
7210 
7229 _________ ... -- -
7230 
72't0 
7250 _____ 5 
7260 
7270 
7280 _____ _ 
7290 
7300 
7310 
7320 
7330 
7340 
7350 
7360 
7370 
7380 
7390 
7't00 
7-410 
7420 
7430 
7440 
7450 
7460 
7470 
'7480 
7490 
750C 
·7510 
7520 
7530 
754C 
755C 
756C 
7570 
7580 
.. 7590 
7600 
7610 
7620 
10 
c 
c 
c 
c 
5 
7630 46 
7640 
7650 
7660 
7670 
7680 
7690 
770C 
7710 48 
7720 50 
7730 
7740 icc 
·7750 15C 
7760 20C 
7770 
7780 9C1 
7790 902 
780() 
7810 
13 =~2 + I 
BB.~ A(I2) -AA*~(I3) 
All2) = BB 
BB = 8(12) -AA*BCl) 
Bti2) =BB ____ _ 
DO 10 IJ = 1tNN 
I = N3 - IJ 
B (I) = BC IJ /AU) ____________ ------------------- ·--------·----- ______ _ 
II = I + N2 -1 
IP = I -1 
BB = 8 ( IP) _:-A( I I) *BC U ________ _ 
--·------------- ··-········--
B(IP) = BB 
8(1) = 8(1)/A(l) 
RETURN 
END 
--- ---- -------- -----·-------· --------------- -------------------- .... -· .. - .. 
SUB RC UTI NE __ Wf= RJ_~_N .. t.~l'IA_X_,Wf_)__ _ ________ ·-·--· ____ _ 
COMMON RHt400),RHX(400),A(l20C),8(4QQ),V('tOOJ,VXC'tOO),VXXC't00) 
Cl~E~SION ~F(400) 
-·- ------- ----- ·--~···------------------- ------------------------------------------ --- ----· -- ---·- --
SUBROUTINE TC ~EAD A~C INTERPOLATE FRICTIC~Al WEIGHT 
FUNCTIOft.S, Wf 
READC5,*) NW 
IF fNW.EQ.Cl GG TO 100 
DO 5 I = 1 ,Nlrl _______________________________ -----------------·-------------- ____ .. 
II = 100 + I 
READf5t*) A(I),A(ll) 
ACI) = A(IJ*l.CE+05 
-·--- ----------------------
ox = XMAX/FLOAT(NN-1) 
WFCU :z: AllOU 
NMM = 100 + NW 
WFM = A(NMf.) 
DO 50 N = 2,NN 
X = 0 X *F L 0 AT C N-_),_) .. _____ . ______ _ _____ .... _. ___ -------------------------------·-··--·· _ 
IF (X.GT.AtNW)) GO TO 48 
IC = 0 
DO 't6 J = 2, NW ___________ _ 
IF CIC.NE.OJ GO TO 4t 
I = J 
IF CX.GT.A(l)) GO TO 't6 
IC = I 
COt-;TINUE 
II = 100 + I 
liM = II - 1 
IM = I -1 
----------- -- ---------
WX = (A(II)- A(ll~))/(A(l) -A(I~)) 
------------------- ---·-···--·· ...... --- ...... 
--- ______ ,______ ... .... ---- . 
XX =X -A(l~f---- ···--------------------------
WF(N) = A( IIPO + WX*)(X 
GO TO 50 
\!iF (N) = WFP" 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 200 
DO 150 I = ltNN 
WF(l) = l.C 
l-IRITE(6,901) 
WRITEC6,902) (kF(l),I=ltNN) 
FORMAT(/' FRICTION WEIGHT FUNCTION') 
FORMAT{l0El2.5) 
RElURN 
END 59 
Program BIGLOAD2 
Listing 
60 
10 PRCGRAM HYBO 
___ ?..Q ________________ ·--- C 0 M H ON ___ F, D X, DT, N ~, ~!':,Ill M ,N M X __ ....... ___ _ ____ __ -·--·-
30 DOUBLE PRECISION AX,BX 9 XL 
40 COMMON AX{~25,53J,BXt425J,XLC11475) 
.. -~Q ________ -··- COMI'1_QN -~-H ( 25_), Ri:i)< ( 2~) t RH;(~_( 2_?1.t .. BY. '--~~t.JJJ_,~'f'1J2_5_t J,.]J __ .. _ 
60 DIMENSION wW(3J, Rlll3J 
70 OI~ENSION Rt25) 
_8_() ________ . DI MEIIiS!DN __ BXBL't2? )~·-····-·-·· -----··----··--·--------------·--· ___ _ 
9C DI~ENSION ~HClO), CH(1QJ,RLH(l0) 
100 c 
110 ______ _<:: ____ ---- ................ . .HAl t'LJ~R. O(;_RMLI _0 .. C~L.L_ALI,. ___ .!J.LJJjf __ Q T tlf.LP_l_E_C_E S ____________ . 
120 c 
130 c 
140 c. 
150 c 
160 c 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
3. 
OIMENSIONCXL) = NM•C~N+2) 
__________ pi_MJ_A~)_--~-- ~r'·t ~N N+ 3 ____ _ 
RE~ISEO APRIL, 1985 
Rt: A 0 ~ 2_, ~) ___ EP_S_tE~J_, PJLl --------------------
READC5t*> ICCM,NCALMtllllTM,ISD 
ICCC =1 
REA 0 (5_, ~_) _ _F ,X_M_A~------·------·· 
XMAX = XHAX*1.CE+05 
F =F*l.OE-05 
wRIT~t6~9_Q_1_L_f_,_)_(_~~-~------------------­
REAOC5,•J BETA,Ilk~ 
IF (JLkW.EC.1) GO TO 4 
IF (JLWW.NE.O) GO TO 140 
. - ~----------------------· 
NCALM = 1 
WRITEt6,910J 
GO TO 5 2'10 
300 
310 
320 
---- -------- .. ---··. ---------------
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
3<10 
400 
4 
5 
WRITE(6,9ll) 
ODLW = FLOAT(lLWw) 
WRITEl_6_!~()<i_!_BEl~-----------------· 
REA0{5,*) NCAL,WHC1l 
READC5t*l IDIAG 
.. RE A0{5_t!l.J~Lf_,_D_~_L 
WH(l) = WH(l)*l.OE-06 
RLF = RLF*l.CE-07 
DRL = DRL*l.OE-07 
.. ·····- -··· - ·---· --··--·-·---· 
WRITEC6,905) EPS,EST,OOl 
~M = 17 
NN = 25 
-----------~-----·--·---··-· ..... . 
410 
420 
-430 
._ ____ --------.. -·-·----·---· ··--- ---·---
440 
·----·----- ----
450 
-460 
470 50 4a-cf ---
490 
500 
5 ra--··- 6 
520 
530 
s4a··------1 · -- ·· 
Q 5 50 
560 
570 
580 
590 
15 
- ·--~--- --
600 
NM = NN*MM 
NMX = 2*NN +3 
OX = XMAX/FLOATCNN-1) o T = f. n=L£ft.-1T11r.f~I-, --------------------·--------
oo 50 I = lt~CALM 
RLH(IJ = RLF + DRL•FLOATll-1) RL ·;;···R(j:j"{NCAC"-) --·---- ___:::....:..__ ______ _ 
REA0(5,*) (~~(J),J=l,3) 
DO 6 J = 1,3 
w w , J , ··-;; - ~-w t"Jl*T~ cYE::.-o6 ______ _ 
CALL DEP 
CALL NSQ R I 8 --~ 0- ~- ---- ------------------------------- -------------------
I =1 
W = WW(J) 
CAL L MAT S ( R L ~ W , D () 1 , R I ·, I E R ~ B E T A , I) 0"[-~-)---- ---- ·-------- -- -. -
IF (IER.NE.O) GO TO l'tC 
RIHU = RI 
IF (Rl.LT.-RIB) GO lC-18 
61 
610 RIB = RI 
6.~.0 ______ -···-----···---.. ·-·--·w s .::: .. _w ___ ----·---·---·------··----------·······-··· ___ -··-····--·------------·---------------------------- ------------··-··· __ .... 
630 IB = I 
640 DO 10 IJ = 1tNM 
6 5_(} ___ _1.() _________ BXB (} J ) __ ::: __ BX U J_) _______________ _ 
660 18 I = 1+1 
670 IF li.EC.2) GO TO 15 
6 a_o____ . _u= __ ( I ._eQ._~tJ __ G_Q_To ___ l.9 _____ _ 
690 IF CRIICll.LT.RIIC2J) GC TO 15 
700 WW(3) = WWllJ*ll. -EST) 
710_____________ __ ~O __ I_O_l_~---------··---
720 19 NIT = 3 
730 IGP = 0 
7 4 0 _ .. 2 0__ __ C ~ L L ___ N_G .S lrl (_., W , Rl I,_ W B _, ~_N_,.]__Sl)_C_t_E_~S_,JN_tl_G..f..t_E_S_L.J_S 0'-....!)~---
750 IF CWN.GT.FJ GO TO 140 
760 IF llSUC.EC.2) GO TO 140 
770 ----·- ________ .... I L. C JS_U_C_.J;g_~_1_LJ~..O_l..O __ l_Q_Q ________________ _ 
780 CALL MATSCRL,~N,OD1tRI,IER,BETAtDDLMJ 
790 IF CIER.NE.O) GO TC 140 
S 00 IF .. CJ N. NE_. Qj __ G_C __ I_(l_~~-
810 IF CRI.GT.RIBJ GO TO 21 
820 IF CWN.LT.wWl2JJ GO TO 23 
830 22 __ I_N_:= __ ~------
840 GO TO 24 
850 23 IN = 1 
860 GO TO 24 
-- ···-- -------~-~------
870 21 IF CWN.LT.WWC2J) GO TO 22 
880 GO TO 23 
890 24 WWCINJ = W~ 
.. -- . --··------- ------------------------
900 RIItiNJ = ~I 
910 IF CRI.LT.RIBJ GO TO 30 
G20 WB = WN 
--- -----------------· 
---------------------·-------·· --··· 930 RIB = RI 
940 DO 25 I = ltNM 
950 25 BXBCIJ = BXCl) 
- --- .. - . ·-- ---- ------·· -----
960 30 NIT = NIT +1 
G70 IFCNIT.LT.NITM) GO TO 20 
9 80 WR !1~!~_,_9_()_?__) ___ ~! T 
990 GO TO 140 
tCOO 
lOlO 
lOC RN = SCRTCRIBJ 
DO 110 I = 1tNM 
--Trc··- - sxcTf- ;-s"Xift ri7RN 
CC = WB/RL 
-----------------·--------··----- ----··-·· LC20 
L030 
lC40 
1050 
WRITEC6,903) WBtRL,CC,EPS,~IT 
IF-. c NCAL~-Nt. fi-·co-Y()--T25 
1060 
tC70 l.t-ao -·-·- --
tC90 
llOO 
ulc· 
Ll20 
1130 
1.. 1 't a·· 
ll50 
Ll60 
1170 
l.l80 
Ll90 
l2CO. 
125 
l3C 
CALL LGWHC~B,RltDD1tR,BETA,DDLW) 
IF tiDIAG.EQ.O) GO TO 125 
cAll ·o t A[ f ~Ef; R.(-;-ifE t"A-;o o LW) 
CALL RHOC 
WRITE(6,908) 
· oo·· i3o--N"·--;,-···r;N"N _____ _ 
X = DX*FLOAT(N-1) 
DZ = RHtNI•DT 
WR{TE C6,90iti·X;RH(~rf;o-z--··---------------------------·---·----·. 
Ml = 1 +MM•tN-1) 
MH = MM*N WRITE c 6, 9 o i) faX t M f-~ fi~ML ~-MH) - ---- -----·--· ·---··------------ ------- .. --- -· ... 
CONTINUE 
CALL DIAG(aS,RL,ODLW) 
WH(NCAL) = WB 62 
L210 CH(NCAL) = CC 
1.220. __________________ NCAL = _NCAL +1 _ __ _ . 
1230 IF (NCAL.GT.NCALM) GC TO 1~0 
~2~0 RL = RLHINCAL) 
~250 
-- ----- ----
-~260 
~2 70 
"2 80 
-~290 
L300 
20C 
IF_ (NCAL.GE.3) _GC T~L_~Q{) ____ ---------------------------------------
~IH2) = CC~RL 
GO TO 205 
I 1 _= NCAI_ _- 2 
12 = NCAL - 1 
CG = lWHll2J -WHC11))/{RLH(l2) - Rlh(l1)) 
~310 
.32C 
.3 30 
----
_ WW(2) = WHCI2J _:f' __ CG~(Rl_lj_lNCAll_~Bt,..f.U_2_))_ ____ _ 
205 
.340 
.. 350 
.360 
.370 
.3 80 
-390 
_ 400 
.410 
.420 
J40 
430 
_440 
. 450 
.460 
_470 
.. 480 
--4 90 
.500 
- .510 
. 520 
.530 
.540 
.550 
.560 
.570 
.580 
_sew 
~600 
.610 
.. - ·- ~-------
._620 
.630 
.640 
.650 
.660 
_670 
.6a·a ----
.690 
.700 
_ 710 
.. 720 
_730 
:. 740 
-~ 750 
~ 760 
.770 
.780 
.790 
_800 
901 
902 
903 
904 
905 
90t 
GO/ 
GGf 
c; ()9 
91( 
<Hl 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
5 
. ---- . ---------
10 
WW(l) = WW(2)+(1.0 - EST) 
WW(3) = WWC2l*ll.O + ESTI 
IF ( WW l 1). L:T_.o. ) _ GO __ l" O_J.!!Q ________________________________________ _ 
IF lWW(3J.GT.FJ GO TC 1~0 
GO TO 1 
!CCC _:::__IC~~--~-L-
IF liCCC.LE.ICCM) GO TC 3 
FO~MATl2X,lOE12.5) 
FOR MAT ( //_' __ USED_UP _•_,15 '-~- __ U:!=_RA_T_I_Q_~~-~_I_Ll ______________ _ 
FORMAT(/// 1 CONVERGED: WtltCtEPSthll a 1 ,~E15.5tl1C//) 
FORMAT(/' X,H,OZ =',3E15.5) 
F 0 R MATt / 1 _____ ;_~-~,_g~l_,_QQ). _ _::_~_,--~~ 15.5, F_,l=--=C=--=•,_,2,__,/'--')"-------
FORMATt3F10.5) 
FORMATt// 1 ftXMAX =1 t2El5.51/) 
FORMATC// 1 PRESSURE'/) 
-- ·--- . -· . -- ---- ~--- ------------------- ·----------------------- .. - . FORMAT(/1 BETA= 1tE15.5) 
FORMAT(' LONG ~AVE ll~IT') 
FORMAT(' GENERAL FREQUENCY AhD WAVENUMBER') 
-- ---------··- ---- ------------------------ ___ ,. ____________ ----------
STOP 
END 
----------------------SUBROUTINE NCSwlWW,RII,WB,~N,ISUCtEPStiN,IGP,EST,ISD) 
COMMO~ FtOX,DT,NNt~MtN~tNMX 
DOUBLE f>. RE_C I ~J_O_~-~~_,_B_X_,_~L 
COMMON AXl425,53l,BX(~25),XL(11~75) 
COMMON RH(25lt~HXC25),RHXX(25ltBV(25,17),8VZt25tl7) 
DIMENSION wkC31tRIIl3) 
SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE NEXT GUESS AT ~ 
ISC = 0 NGFIP'AL 
ISD = 1 SEA~C~ DOWN 
ISO = -1 SEARCM UP DEL = E-ST- ------------------
IC = 0 
DO 10 I = lt2 
------ ---·----------- ----
11 = 1 +I 
IF l~WCI1l.GT.~W(l)) GC TO 10 
IC = 1 RX -=- JfJI(Cf ________________________ _ 
fJX = WWti) 
WW(l) = WW(ll) 
WW{ IU ,;; -WX 
RIHil = RIUIU 
RIItiU =RX 
CONTINUE 
IF (IC.NE.OI GO TO 5 
IF CRII(31.GT.Rll(2)) 
IF (RII(l).GT.RII(2)) 
GO TC 150 
GC TC 160 
63 
L810 ISO = 0 
:. ~~9 ___ -·········-····- _____ WBl = _ _( W_W{l) ~W.W( 2JU.z. ___ ··-- ---------·-----··--···--·-------·--··--------··-· ... 
L830 WB2 = CWW(2) + WW()))/2. 
~840 RWl = lR11(2) - RI1(1))/(WW(2) -~W(1)) 
'- 85_Q _________ -----········ RW2 .. :: ( R I I ( 3 J _- R II__( 2 ULt~)l {_3 )_~ __ ..}t~.L2 U_· ___________ _ 
~860 A = (Rk2 -RW1)/(w82 -WB1) 
~870 B : RW1 - A*kB1 
.. S~JL.____ WN _= -..B/A ______________ -------------·----------
L890 IF (WN.LE.Wk(l)) GO TO 50 
L~OO IF (WN.GT.~W(3)) GO TO 45 
1<110________ GO TO_ 20 _____________ _ 
L920 50 WN = wBl 
L930 GO TO 20 
-~40 45 WN = ... WB? ___________________________ _ 
--------·-·--·------ ·-. 
_95C 20 EP = WN - MB 
~~cO EP = ABS(EP) 
~ ~ 7 0 ________ ·----- E~_ := __ j: P_{ir(f! __ 
~980 IF CEP.LE.EPSJ GO TO 100 
.990 IGP = IGP +1 
:coo I sue .. =. __ Q ________________ _ 
~C10 IN = 0 
~020 GO TO 120 
~030 ICC ISUC = 1 
.... ··--·--------·-·-· ----------------· ·--·----·----· ······ 
~040 IF liGP.NE.O) GO TO 120 
~C50 IGP = IGP +1 
~060 ISUC = 0 
~ o 70 . IF .. t R li c :f). G 'f~k fi .(TfiGO-fO ·1-=-1-=-o=-------------------·--·- . 
~080 kN = WB2 
~C90 GO TO 20 
---- ----~---------------· 
----------------·-------·-··-···· -~100 11C WN = W81 
~110 GO TO 20 
~120 15C IF tRIIC1l.GT.Rll(2)) GO TC 180 
. ····-···· •.. -· -··-······ --------·---- :......_ ________ _ 
~130 155 IF CISO.EC.1) GO TO 165 
~140 WN = WW(3)*(1. + DEL) 
~150 ISUC = 0 
. -- -- ---- ~- --- .. ··-· ·-~- ·- --·---- ----------------
~160 IGP = 0 
~170 IN = 1 
~180 GO TO 120 
...... ··-·····- -·-··· ··-·-- ·····---------- -=-:-~---------------- -·------- ----·-
~190 l6C IF (Rll(3).GT.RIIC2)) GO TO 180 
~200 165 IF CISO.EC.-1) GO TO 155 
~21C WN = WWC11*C1. - DEL) 
~22 o- ---- -·- · ---·-·-- -~ suc"·;;.-·o· ·-------------------------------
~230 IGP = 0 
~240 IN = 3 
~ 2 5 C G 0 T 0 i 2 0- -- - ·--·--·----------- -------------·--·-·-·-···· ····· 
~260 18C IF CRIIt3).Gl.RIItl)l GO TO 155 
~270 GO TO 165 
! is a·-- .. fie IF- -~ WN~-[E~ (f~f--tcf-f o 12 5 
~2qo GO TO 130 
Z300 125 ISUC = 2 
~ 31 0 -· -------13 C R·e···T lfR N--- ----------------~···------------------· ----------------·--·--·· -·--·-
Z320 END 
?330 
?340 
Z350 
Z360 
?370 
?380 
Z390 
Z400 
SUBROUTINE NSCi ------------------------·------------------------------------------
COMMON ftDX,DTtNN,~M,NM 9 NMX 
c 
c 
DOUBLE PRECISICN AX,BX,XL ..... __ ·-···--·--·-··-·-·····-·· _ ····-·- __ 
COMMON AX(425,53),8X(425),XL(l1475) 
CO~MON RH(25J,RHXt25),RHXXC25),BVC25,17J,BVZt25,17) 
-- - .. ---SUBROUTINE TC ~EAD A~D INTERPOLATE BUOYANCY FREQUENCY 
64 
~410 c 
~420 c 
~430 
~440 
~450 
~460 
~470 
~480 
~4'10 
~500 20 
~510 . 
~520 
~530 
~540 
~550 
~560 
~570 
~580 3C 
:590 
>.6 00 
:610 
:620 
:630 
~6 40 
~t 50 
:660 
:670 
-~680 
:690 50 
:700 
:710 
~7 20 
:7 30 
~740 
~ 7 5C. ____ . ____ .. 
:760 
:770 
~780 
. ~790 
~800 
!810 
~820 
~830 
llC 
~84C 12C 
~850 
~860 
~870 
--···· ----~- ~--·------- --
~880 
~890 
~900 
- .. --- ---- . --
~'710 125 
. ~920 
~930 
~940 
-~950 
~960 
!976. -
~980 
~990 13C 
3000 
SQUARED PROFILE BV, ~NC Z DERI~ATI~E BVZ 
·--- - -- . 
REA0(5,*J NR,OZR,AlPH 
ALPH = ALPH*l.OE+05 
DZR = DZR*100. 
MX = MM -1 
REAOC,5,:0:) CMLT 
DO 20 I = l,NR _ _ _______ . --------------·--------------··· 
REAOC5,*J XL(I) 
XLCI) = XLCIJ*CMLT 
TF = XL(NR) ____________________________ _ 
ZZZ = DZR*FLOATCNR-1) 
DZI = RHtNN) - ZZZ 
NL = N R + l_ _ ___ _ ___ _ 
NH = 600 
DO 30 I = NL,NH 
Z_ = D?R*FLOATJI::l) ________________________ _ 
XL(I) = TF*EXPtCZZl -Z)/ALPH) 
DO 200 N = ltNN 
DO = RH ( N) .... ________ ···--·------ _____________ _ 
DZ = DT*DD 
IF (DZ.GT.DZRJ GO TO 110 
B V ( ~, M:M ) __ :=_ -~L_UJ ___________ _ 
DO 5C M = l,P'IX 
Z = DO - DZ*FLGAT(~-1) 
I BX L = 1 + IF IXt~LD~!J __ _ 
--------- -·· - -···· 
IBXH = IBXL +1 
ZS = DZR*FLO~TCIBXL -1) 
BV ( N, M) _:: )5l U_BXL L~!J.::JS !!._C_~_l.,_UJ,HCJ:! )-XL (I B )5JJJ.lJ.) Z_R _________________ _ 
Z = DD - Dl 
IBXL = 1 + IFIXCZ/OZRJ 
IBXH = IBXL + 1 
- - - --- --------------------
zs = DZR*FLOATCIBXL-1) 
AQ = XLCIBXLJ +(Z-ZSJ*(XlllBXHJ-XLCIBXLJJ/DZR 
GO TO 145 __________ _ 
ZD = OZ/2. 
XBB = O. 
N~_VG __ := ... 0 _____________________ _ 
DO 120 I = ltNR 
ZC = OZR*FLOATCI-1) 
IF CZC.GT.ZOJ GO TO 12C 
--·· -·· .. -····-···- ... ---·····---------- --------------------·-·-·- ·-·--·· XBB = XBB + Xl(l) 
NAVG = NAVG +1 
COf\TINUE 
---·· -···. ·-·--··-·· ·-·-·---- ·····---·--·-·-----------· BV(N,MM) = XBB/FLOATCNA~GJ 
DO 140 MC = l.MM 
M = MQ -1 
i = · ii r:Y · :::--rfi*FD.fifff~-1 ) 
ZS = Z - DZ/2. 
zo = zs + cz xaa···; ·-o~----------- -----------------
NAVG = 0 
DO 130 I = l.NH Z C = D Z R * F- L 0 At ( -1 ~-1-) --~-----------· -~-----------------------------------------
IF ( ZC.LT.ZSJ GO TO 130 
IF tZC.GT.ZD) GO TO 130 
XBB = XBB + Xl(l) 
NAVG = NAVG + 1 
COt\TINUE 
IF (NAVG.NE.O) GO TO 135 
65 
1010 IBXL = 1 + IFIXlZ/OZRJ 
lC?_(L ______ .. ____________ 1 BX.t:i .=.=. __ JBXL __ :+_1 ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
1030 ZSS = OZR*FLOATIIBXL-1) 
l040 
; c -~Q ______ -
·060 
:070 133 
. c~_o ____ _ 
1090 135 
;}QO 
lllO 
:120 
l130 
·--
13€ 
14C 
;}40 _1~~ 
150 
160 
IF ~~.EO.O) GO TO 133 
8 V tN, MJ __ :: _XL (_I~ ~L) -~-Ct~~S_S_) _!I~L_tHt~J:!)-~_L_Ujl_)(L_l__)_LPZ{L _________ _ 
GO TO 140 
AO = Xl(lBXL) +(Z-ZSS)*IXL(IBXH)-XltlBXLIJ/OZR 
__GO_ TO _ _l_'t_O_______________________ _ ________________ _ 
IF lM.EQ.OJ GO TO 138 
BV(N,MJ = XBB/FLOAT(~AVG) 
__ ---~Q_IO 1'tQ __________ _ 
AQ = XBB/FLOAT(NAVGJ 
CONTINUE 
DO_ 1_50 __ ~ -==----~-' f'1x_ ______________________________ _ 
IP = M +1 
IM = M -1 
170 
180 
190 
1_5 -~- _ .. ___ a_vz_ (_~ , ~U---=-HS V_lfu_ I P J - B _'t_L~_,J_tUJJ I 2. * D~Z"'-L.J ________ _ 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
-280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
;380 
;39(f' 
; 'tOO 
20C 
901 
902 
25C 
c 
c 
c 
- -···- -. - ... 
c 
c 
BVZ(N,1J = (8V(N,2) -AC)/(2.C*DZJ 
BVZCN,MM) = (BV(N,MM) - BVCN 1 MXJJ/OZ 
CONTJ ~~~ __ -----------------------------
WRITE(b,901J 
WRITE(6,902J (8Y(N~,JJ,J=l,MMJ 
F 0 ~~AT ( _,1{~------~-s_cu AE_~ 0 _ _.6_!_~--'--'-1'1-'-, A-'-'-lC_1-"/---'J~-------­
FORMAT(2X,lOE12.5J 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE MATSIRL,WtD01,RltiER,BETA,OCLWJ 
COMMON F,Q)(,CltN~,P'~,N~,NM)( 
DOUBLE PRECtsrc·N-Ax-;sx,xL·------------
CO~MON AXl425,53),BX(it25),)(L(ll~751 
C 0 1-M 0 N ~-t! ~ . .? ~J-, R ~-!-~ 5 ) , R H X)( ( 2 5 ) , B V ( 2 5 , 1 7 ) , 8 V Z ( 2 5 ,_ 1 7 ) ________ _ 
SUBROUTINE TC SET UP AND SOLVE THE PRESSURE ECUATIO~ 
.. -- -----·-----------------· ·-o-=--------------------- ----------001 = 0 RIGID LID 
DOl = 1 FREE SURFACE 
GG = 1./980. 
-·ox o '1" -;; --oxJ(-~*o ·f) 
OX)( = ox•ox 
1410 ODD = DXX/(OT*OTJ Jit2(f ________ - -·· . ------RLT--.;; -R[¥R:ti!H)LW 
1430 DDX = Dx•oxor 
l't40 DC = 2.0*0)( 1450 - FLW ;, -Fi:RL/W ______ _ 
1460 BLW=BETA*RL/W 
1470 CCC1 = W*CF*F - DDLW*W*WJ/DXX 
1itacf______ cc-cz·--;;-,f~5-·-.=•-rz-~-<r•ae·tA•w + RL*'F*F- ooL"•w•~JJJD)( 
l4qo CCC3 = BETA*RL*(f*F • OCLW*W*~J 
>500 AA5 = 2.0*F*BETA/(F*F -W*W*DDLW) 
l510 
1520 
l530 
J5it0' 
~550 
i560 
:570 
>580 
!590 
i600 
5 
10 
RLC -;.; ·ooCw*Rl.L.:::--8-[wiTF*I:--.--I:foCw•w•w 1/CF'iF -IH)l-w•w•-~~n------
00 5 I= ltNP'. 
BXIIJ = O. DO 10 ·:.r -;;- .i.~-NMX ___________________ _ 
DO 10 I = 1,NM 
AX(I,J) = C. 
8X(39) = 1. 
J = NN + 2 
IPl = J + 1 
IM1 = J - 1 66 
H:10 
362Q ____ ---
3630 
36~0 
36~0 ____ --- --
3660 
36 70 
3 6 80 ______ ----- --- -
3690 
3700 
3710-
372C 
!730 
37-40 
l75C 
3760 
IPP'1 = 2*NN +1 
IPP' =_ 2*NN + 2 
IP~M = 2*Nf\ + 3 
DO 100 M = 1,MM 
DO 9C N_= l,rm 
1 = " + NN*(M-1) 
CALL AS(A1,A2,A3,W,N,M,Cl,C2,C3,0DLW) 
A X (I, 1) -~ A2 * D~ DT__ _ _ _ _____ ----------------------------------- __ 
AX(I,IM1) = l.-AA5*DX/2.0 
AX{I,IPMl) = -A2*0XDT 
AX( I ,2) = _A1*_D_DD __ _:-: _DllX* __ CA3_~_A2*A_A.5J ______ _ 
AX(l,J) = -2. -2.*DOD*Al - RLQ*DXX 
AXCI,IPM) = Al*DDD + OOX*{A3+A2*AA5) 
AX(l,3) = _-A?~O_XOJ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
AX(I,IPll = le+AA5*DX/2.0 
AX(I,IPMM) = A2*DXDT 
)770 
nao 
l790 
_ __ _ _ __ If __ ( ~ ._EC .1 l _ _GQ_T_Q~--=-0 __ 
IF CN.EQ.N~) GO TO 30 
---- ---------------------------
i 800 
l810 
l820 
l830 
l840 
J850 
}860 
~B 70 
)8 80 
3890 
:190C 
·1910 
3<120 
3C130 
~940 
3950 -
3960 
J970 
3<180 
,3990 
iOOO 
tC10 
i020 
i030 
i040 
i050 
i060 
i070 
20 
25 
30 
------------- ··-. 
i080 
i090 
ilOO 
tl10 
'il20 
'+130 
4140 
-t 150 
H60 
il70 
il80 
d90 
35 
i200 40 
IF (~.EC.l) GO TO ~0 
IF (M.EC.M~) GO TO 50 
- . --- - ------···--------- ··-·-----------------------------------------·-· --
GO TO 90 
AX(l,l) = O. 
A X ( I , ~ f'1 l)_= ___ 0_. _____ _ 
AXll,IPMU = O. 
AX(I,3) = C. 
A X (I, I P MM) _= _Q_:- ________________ _ 
AX(I,IPU = 2. 
TH = -1. + DT*FLOATCP'-1) 
Bl = -TH*RHX(N)/RH(N) 
---- -----. ------------------------------~--------=-----=----=----=-~----------------------------
AX(l,2) = AX(l,2) -A2*Bl*OOO • A2*FL~*2.0*DDX - Bl*2.0*DXDT 
AX(I,J) = AX(l,J) + 2.*DX*FL• + 2.*A2+B1*0CD 
AX C I, I PM)_ =A X_(_ I_,_! p_M)_:_!__2 *-~J_*_OQD-:_~_2 +FL ~ *2 .O*DD~_!__B_!_!_~..!J)_~_{)X DT 
IF f~.NE.M~) GO TO 25 
05 = DDl*RH(N)*BV(N.~)+GG 
_A X ( I , 2 I ___ =: ____ ,A_~ ( 1 __ , _2 t _ _!__~ _ _)(_(_l __ ,_!_P ~ )~-----=-----:-----:-----:------
AXfi,J) = AX(l,J) - 2.C*DTt05+AX(I,IP~) 
AX(I.IPf'l) -= 0. 
GO T 0 ____ 9Q ___________________ _ 
IF (M.NE.l) GO TO qo 
AXCI.IPM) ~ AX(I,IPf'l) + AXC1.2) 
AX (I ,_?1__:: __ _9._. ____________ _ 
GO TO 90 
DZ = DT*RHOd 
AX(l,3) = O. 
-· -·- ---- -------·---------
AX(l,IPMM) = O. 
AXtl,1) = C. 
AX(1,3) = C. 
.. AX( :C;:ff-;AxTI;---:JT +AX< I, I P 1 f*(Z:-o•c CC 1- CCC3 it< CCC l+Cfc2) _______ ----- . -
AX(J,IMl) = AX(I,I~l) +AX(I,IPl)*(CCC2-CCCl)J(CCCl+CCC2) 
AX(l,IPU = O. IF C jl. -NE··:-r.;~-·-··c-o---t0 ___ 3_5 __________________________________ ---------------------
AXllt2) = AX(J,2) +A~(I,IPM) 
AXCI,J) = AX(I,Jl -2.0tOZ*CDl*GGtB~(N9~)*AXCI,IP~) A X { It I PM) = 0 ~--- - - -- -- --- ---------- ----- ------------- ---- --------------- . 
GO TO 90 
IF (M.NE.l) GO TO 90 
---- ----· --------- ------. --------- ---· 
AX(l,IPM) = AXti,IPMl • AXCI,2l 
AX(I,2) = C. 
GO TO 90 
Dl = 2.*C2~DT/lC1 +C2*C3) 
67 
4210 AX(I,IPM) = AX(I,IP~J • AX(It2l 
4~-~p _____________________ AX 0 ,_IPl,.J __ ~--~~JJ__, IP_J L_~ ___ Pl!Al!JI_,_lJ_LP_9_ 
--------------------------- ----·----- ---
4230 AX(l,IMlJ = AX(l,IMlJ -Dl*AX(l,2)/0Q 
4240 AX(I,J) = AXCI,JJ •Dl*FLW*AX(l,2) 
42_?_Q_ ______________ Nt.IN --~- N ___ ~l ___________________ _ 
4260 IJJP = J • 2 
4270 CALL ASCAltA2,A3tfttN~NtM,CltC2tC3,00L~) 
42~_Q____ _ ___ __ Dl ___ ~ ____ 2_._Q!_C_~-~-DJLC Cl ___ !_ __ C2.!.t3 I 
42q0 AX(I,IPMMJ ~ AXlltlP~M) • AX(l,3) 
4300 AXCI,IJJPJ = AXCI,IJJP) • Dl•AXCI,3JJDt 
4310________ _ _ _ ___ ~)( U, J) = __ A~_(_I_,_JJ~Dl*A ~(_l_,_3_lLO..Q 
4320 AX(I,IPlJ = AXll,IPlJ + OltFL~*AXClt3J 
~~30 IF CN.EQ.2J GO TO 45 
43'tQ I_JJM _ _:= __ J__-:- 2 
4350 NNN = N - 1 
4360 CALL AS(Al,A2tA3,W,NNN,M,C1,(2,C3tDDLW) 
4370 _________ Dl, __ ::: __ 2._Q!_C_2_~QJLLC_l + C2*C3J~-----------------
4380 AXCI,IPMl) = AXCI~IP~l) + AX(l,lJ 
4390 AX(J,J) = AX(l,JJ + Dl*AXC1 1 1)/0Q 
4 4 0 0 A X ( I_,l JJ !1_) ___ ~- A~-(__I_,_LJ_J ~J _ _::_l,l_l_!_.M_Cl_,_l_tlJLQ. _______ _ 
~410 AX{I,IM1) = AXCitiM1) + Dl*FLW*AX{I,l) 
4't20 GO TO 48 
4 4 3 0 't 5 ~X 0 t_l.P M l J = AX ( I t I PM 1 ~~ --=-•~A~X~(_..,I~lc_!:) ___________________________ _ 
4440 48 AX(J,l) = C. 
4450 AXIIt2) = O. 
4460 __ AX(I,3J __ =.__~. 
4470 GO TO 90 
4480 50 AXCI,l) = C. 
4490 _AX( I ,~_) __ _:: __ C. ___ _ 
4500 05 = RH(Nl*DCl*BVCNtMI*GG 
4510 AX(I,2) = AXClt2J + AX{l,IPMJ 
4 52 0 A X { I, J) __ = _l_!!!_t J J - [) 5 * 2. O_!Ql!~ . .X.~C ~l.L1 ~I..:.P.:.:M....!.) ____________________ _ 
453C AXCltiMl) = AXCitlMl) -D5*2.0*0T*AX(l,IPM1) 
4540 AXCI,IPlJ = AXCI,IPl) -D5*DT•2.0*A~CI,IP~~) 
-4550 . AX_( I~JPJ~!J = 0.'!...0~--------------------
4560 AXCI,IPMM) = 0.0 
4570 AX(l,IPM) = 0.0 
4580 qo CONTINUE 
·- --------·--45qo lOC CONTINUE 
4600 NOD = NN +1 
4610 NNS = NM 
462.Cf-----------~- -- --- --- c·Ai-l--lE-QflSl.AX;NM, NOL, "DC,~ M ,ax, 1, "~ ,<l ,XL, IE R) 
4630 C LEOT1B IS AN I~SL ROUTINE 
4640 CALL CALllRI) 4 6 s·o -· tt-- ;.;;· wi RL ___________ _ 
4660 ~RITE(6~901) ~tRLtCC,RltlER 
4670 901 FORMAT(/' ~tLtCtRI,IER ='t4El5.5,110) 4 6-iro ___ -· · Re··ro·RN______________ ---~--------
4690 ENC 
4700 4 71-d ------·· ---·- ----
4720 
't730 
4740-·-----· 
4750 
4760 
4770 
4780 
47qo 
4800 
c 
c 
c 
. S U BRbiTt fNE_A_S r~tT-;-.A2-, A3, ~ , N -;M;cT-,-t 2 , C 3 ,D 0:-:-L--:-W:-;-J----------·---------. 
COMMON F,OX,OT,NNt~M,~~tNM) 
DOUBLE PRECISION AX,B~tXL 
COMMON- Ax C~ 2-5·;-5 :n-~-B X Pii ~l' r-;·ii.Til't 7 5 l 
COMMON RH{25),RHX(25J 1 RHXXC25),8V(25tl7),BVZC25tl7) 
F2 = 
fj2 = 
F*F 
w•w*oDL~ ·-· -- ----
68 
1810 
't 8 2 {)__ --- ... - - -
-t830 
i840 
i850 
<t860 
t8 70 
1880 
1890 
":.9 00 
1<:110 
4'120 
i930 
1940 
'1'1 50 
1'160 
i970 
t'180 
-t990 
5000 
)010 
)020 c 
5C30 C 
5C4C C 
5C50 C 
)060 c 
)070 c 
5C80 
>C90 
_ )100 
-5110 
5120 5 
5130 
5140 
5150 
5160 
5170 
5180 
5190 
5200 
5210 
5220 
'5230 
5240 8 
5250 
5260 
5270 
-·------ -----------· 
5280 
52'10 
5300 15 
5310- 20 
' 5320 
5330 
5340 
-535 0 
5360 
5370 
53 80 
5390 
5400 
TZ = 1./RH(N) 
TH = -1. +DT*FLOAT(~~l) 
TX = -RHX(~}*TH*TZ 
AA = (RHX(~)/RH(N))**2 
TXX = C2.*AA -RHXX(N)JI<H{N_)J~Jtj _______________________________ _ 
BW = BVCN,~) 
BWW = BW*lHi 
A1 = TX*TX + TZ~TZ! Cf2-:_112 >feL ____________________________________ _ 
A2 = TX 
A3 = TXX -TZ*BVZ(N,MJ*CF2-k2J/B~W 
C 1 = T Z _____________ ------·-------------·-- _________________ _ 
C2 = RHX(N)OBV(N,1)/(F2-~2J 
C3 = Cl*RHX(N) 
RETURN 
END 
SUB R 0 UJJ N E D~f!___ _________________ _ 
COMMON F,DX,OT,NN,MM,N~,NMX 
DOUBLE PRECISION AX,SX,XL 
COMMON AX ( 42 5_ ,53), B~_(-~2_5 J ,XL(_!)._~?~_)_ __________________ . ___________ _ 
COMMON RHl25J,RHXC25),RHXXl25J,B~l25,17),BVZ(25,17J 
SUBROUTINE TC READ A~D INTERPOLATE DEPTH PROFILE 
- RH--;- ifE-Pfi-1-------------------------------·------- .. 
RHX = X DERI\ATIVE OF CEPTH 
RHXX = SECOND X DERIVATIVE OF DEPTH 
READ(5,*) JI<RX 
DO 5 I =l,NRX READ C 5,*>- x·Ccf),J:fx-fiT ________________ _ 
BX(l) = BXCIJ*100. 
XL(!) = Xllll*1.0E+05 
RH~, A = BX ( NR-i) ________ _ 
RH(l) = BXU) 
DO 20 N = 2tNN 
--··. ---------------------
X = DX*FLOATCN-1) 
IF (X.GT.XllNRX)) GO TC 15 
IC = 0 
- - ·-· ---·-. ---- --··---------------· 
DO 8 J = 2,NRX 
IF liC.NE.OJ GO TO 8 
I = J IF o<~-(;f :xcrtn ___ Go--Yc a·----------------------------- ------- ---
Ic = I 
CONTINUE 
····----------·----------
IM = I-1 
RHX(N) = (BX{I) -BX(IM))/(XL(l)-Xl(l~)) 
XX= X- XL{lM) 
---- - --·--·· -- - ·-··-·-·-·- ···-· ----·---··- --------RH(N) = BXllM) + RhX(N)*XX 
GO TO 20 
RH(N) = RHP'IA 
.. CoN- r· I "N"li E --- ---·--·----·------- -- ·-- -------------· 
RHXl1) = (RHI2) - RH(l))/DX 
RHXXU) = C. o 2 = -· · 2··. * o ·x -·-·-· · ---- -------- -~------· ------------------------·------------------· ·- ---
oxx = DX*DX 
NX = NN -l 
DO 30 N = 2,NX 
IP = N +1 
I M = N -1 
RHX(N) =lR~(lP) - RHCl~))/02 
69 
5410 30 RHXX(N) = CR~CIP) -2.*RH(N) + RHti~))/DXX 
5 !t~J)__ _________ .. ___ ---~t:O<J NNJ --~-- ()_., _______________________ ----------------------·--·--····-------··-· _______ _ 
5430 RHXXCNN) = O. 
5440 RETURN 
5~-~-Q_ _______________ E~D 
5460 
54 7C 
5_~8_0 _________ _ 
5490 
5500 
5510 ____ --· 
5520 
-s--s-30 
5540_ 
5550 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE CALI(RIXJ 
_ .. ____ COMMON __ f~ D)< ,or_, _ _Nf';_, F"\f'L~~-'-N1D_< ___________ _ 
DOUBLE PRECISION AX,eX,XL 
CO~MON AX(425,53)t8X(425),XL(ll475) 
.. _____ .C 0 M f'tO N _ _RI:L ( __ 2 5J~_Rti~J.2.5JJ_~_Ij)(_X_l_2_5_j_,_BY_l_2...b..l]_1~1L~ZJ_.22._,_l~l.__ _______________ _ 
DOUBLE PRECISION RI,~Z 
5560 DO 2 M = 1tMM 
5570 ________________ D0 __ 2 __ N __ :::__l_,NN,__ _______________________ _ 
5580 IN = N + ~N*CM -1) 
55~0 II = M + M~*CN-1) 
5600 2 XLCll) _:::_ __ B~U_N) -----------------------------------· 
5610 DO 3 I = 1tNM 
5620 3 BXCIJ = XLCIJ 
5630 RI = C • 
. -· ------------------
5640 RR = o. 
565C RZ = O. 
5660 DO 50 N _::: __ ]..~!-lti__ 
5670 IF (N.EC.1) GO TO 5 
5680 IF CN.NE.NNl GO TO 10 
56~0 5 DXX = DX/2. 
·- -- -· --------
5700 GO TC 15 
5710 10 DXX = OX 
5720 15 DO 50 M = ltMM 
-- -----· --·--· 
5730 OZ = DT*RHCNJ 
5740 
- 5-7 50 
5760 
5770 
5780 
5790 
5800 
25 
30 
35 
IF (M.EQ.l) GO TO 25 
IF_. (pol ~_N_I;_~ M_f'1 ~--~0 T 0 30 
DZZ = OZ/2. 
GO TO 35 
ozz = oz 
---·---- ------------- ···-------------------
I = (N-U*MM +M 
RZ = RZ + CZZ*CXX 
5810 
5820 
5830 
5840 
5850 
5860 
5870 
RI = RI + CZZ*DXX*BXCIJ**2 
--5o -· · ----- toNT"ir·H.ie_________ :__::____:;:_ __________ _ 
Rl = RI/RZ 
RIX = RI RET (J R ;;f - -- -------------
END 
5-8iib ________ --------- ---- S-UffR-lfiTr·l-NE ____ DIA-G t w, RL, DDLW J 
5890 COMMON FtDX,DTtNN,~MtN~tNM) 
5900 DOUBLE PRECISION AX,BX,XL 
s<;To ______________ -- -- .. tOM MdN--AxT4"25-;-53f;ax1425T, XL Cll4 7 5 l 
5920 COMMON RH(25J,RHXC25)tRHXX(25) 9 8~C25,17J,BVZl25tl7) 
5930 c 
5 c;· 4 ,r -·-c-
595c c 
5960 
5970 
5980 
5990 
~000 
N = 5 
I = N*MM 
IP = I + MM 
IM = I -MM 
PX = IBXUPJ -BX(IM))/12.*0X) 
70 
6010 
6020 .... 
603"0 
6040 
605() ______ _ 
6060 
6C70 
60~0 ----~01 
ocqo <102 
"6100 
6110 
6120 
6130 
6140 
:J15C 
6160 
6170 
~180 
~1qo 
:':J200 c 
S21C c 
~220 c 
:)2 30 
o24C 
:)250 
:)260 
:)2 70 c 
:)280 
:)290 
:)300 
S31C 
:)320 10 
6330 
6340 
6350 20 
6360 
6370 
6380 
6390 
6400 
6410 
6420 30 
6430 
6440 c 
6450 40 
6460 c 
6470 c 
---- -- --·---- ---·-·. 
6480 
6490 
6500 
6510 -45 
'6520 
6530 
6540 
.6550 
6560 
6570 
6580 
6590 
6600 
F2 = F*F - "*W*DDLk 
VT = W*tF*PX + DDL~*I<L*lii*BXlll)/F2 ______________ _ 
FU = -F*(RL*F*BX(l) + k*PX)/F2 
PY = RL*BXCU 
X = DX*FLD AT ( N~l) _____________________ --------------------------- __ -- .. ------ _ 
WRITE(6,901) X 
wRITEl6t902) VT,FU,PY 
FORMAT t /I_'__ Y __ r-IDf'l EN_TUM ___ TE Rf'I·S-~_T __ l_:o:_ __ Q_, ___ X __ ~~-'1:.15 .... ~ ) _____ __ 
FORMAT(/' VT,FU,PY z',3E15.5/) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LGWHCw,RL,D01tRtBETAtODLW) 
C 0 MMD N _ F, D X , C J, N_~,,.., M, NJ",, Nf'l)( ____________________________ .. _________ _ 
DOUBLE PRECISION AXtBX,XL 
COMMON AX(425,53),BXC425l,XL(ll475) 
_ COMMO~-- ~H ( 2 5J, R!j}(J 2~_1t R_ljXX_( Z_5_l,_ij_~l__22_,_l,_l.h_a_~_li2_5_,_lll_ _______________ .. _ 
DOUBLE PRECISION RC,RP,RI,XlhT,XP 
DIMENSION R(25) 
SUBROUTINE TC COMPUTE LONG ~AVE PARA~ETERS B~tANN 
X I NT = ()_~------ _______________ -------------
---------------- . 
RHO = 1.03 
F2 = F*F 
MX = MPI' - 1 
---·-·- -----··-----------------------~-----------···-NOI<MALIZE 
NX = NN -1 
RI = __ C B~J _1 )~~-2 -~---B~JJI_~)~_!_f.tL?_• ________ _ 
RD = (RHX(l)*8X(l)**2)/2. 
DO 10 I = 2tMX 
RI = RI + BXCll**2 
- . ------- ----·--------~----~----
-------------- -----------
00 20 I = 2tNX 
IJ = MM*CI-1) +1 
RD = _ ~D-~_:t- __ f!ti~_!lJ!_B_LU_J) **2. 
RD = RD *DX 
RI = RI*RHCll*DT 
RD = RD + RI 
... ----------
----------------------------- ·--· 
RD = DSQRTCRO*RD) 
RO = DSQRTCRDJ 
DO 30 I = ltNM 
.. - -----------~--- --·--·---------BX(l) = BXtl)/RO 
CAll VCAL{~tRL,BETA,ODl~) 
CO~PUTE WI~D COUPLING 
-------- ------------------·---------
_______________________ .. __ --. 
BN = BXCMM) 
NOw GET BOTTGM FRICTIG~ 
RE.AD R(X) 
----- -----R-flfoT5 ;•T---~R-- -----
oo 45 I = ltNR 
READ(5,*) AXCltl>,AXli,2) /J.x c i, i-, -;.;·-·Ax-ff,T> •T:-c"E_+_o5 ____ _ -----------------~ .. --. ·-- -·-
R ( 1 ) = AX ( 1 , 2 ) 
RMA = AXCNR,2) 
-- - ------ -- --- ·---------------------------------- ----~------------------------- ----- -
DO 50 N = 2tNN 
X = DX*FLOATCN-l) 
IF tX.GT.AXCNR,l)) GC lG 48 
IC == 0 
DO 46 J = 2,NR 
I = J 
····- ---- --------- ------------------------------·--- --- ------- --
IF CX.GT.AX{I,l)) GO TG 46 
71 
6610 IC = I 
6 6 2 _O ____ lj 6 _ _ ________ C 0 NT I N U 1: _ _ _______ _ __ _ ______ _______ _ _ _______________ --------------------------- ________ _ 
6630 IM = I -1 
6640 RX = lAX(!,2) -AX(IM,2))/(AX(l,ll-AXtl~,1)) 
6 6_~_Q_____ ___ __ _ _ _X X = X _:-: _A_ X ( Hh_l) ________________ _ 
6660 RlN) = AXtl~ 9 21 + RX*X~ 
6670 GO TO 50 
66 8_0 _______ 4 8 R tN) _= _ Rr1 A _________________________ _ 
6690 50 CONTINUE 
6700 C X=O CONTRIBUTIOh 
6 71Q_____ __ __ _ _ _ RI_ -~ _O.!,;_*_Rl_lj_!_LRL~F!J3JLl1JL~**2 ___________ _ 
~120 C X = L CONTRIBUTION 
6730 I = l + MM*t~N-1) 
6 7 40 B XP __ = _ F_!X""_(_l_1_ _ ___________________________ _ 
6750 RI = RI + 0.5*RlNNl*lBXP)**2 
6760 C INTERMEDIAlE X 
6 7 70 _______________ D_Q __ l_~_p ___ fll___ = ~-' NX-=--~------
~780 I = l + MM*lN-1) 
~790 IP = I + M~ 
~sao IM = I - MM 
.. -·-·---------- -------------------------
~810 RX = 0.5*tBXtlP)-B)llM))/DX 
~820 15C RI = Rl + RtN)*RX*F*XLCI) 
:>8 30 ___ _ ___ A Nr.l_=: __ ~_!_!D X/F 
j840 
i850 
SS60 
~S7C 
i880 
j890 
b900 
:,GlO 
~920 
6<130 
~<;40 
6950 
6960 
6970 
6980 
6990 
7000 
c 
21C 
21~ 
22C 
7010 90~ 
7 c 2 0 - --- 50 c 
7C30 
7040 
- - -- -·. ·--
7050 
7060 
7070 7080 _____ _ 
7090 
7100 
WRITEt6~902) BN,AN~ 
WRITEt6,901) 
-· ---- ------ -----
WRITE(6,905) lRlilti=1,NN) 
CC = 0.5/(980.*RH0) 
DO 220 N = 1tNN 
- - ---- ------- ------------------ ------------XX = OX 
IF lN.EQ.1) GO TO 210 
IF l~.NE.N~) GO TO 215 
. ---- -----------·---
XX = OX/2. 
I = t-i*MM 
X I NJ ---~ -~J N_T_!__ __ C <;_!_XX* B XC I ) * B X t,---=lo___::) ____________ _ 
WRITEl6,904) XINT 
FORMAT(/' Jil =') 
FO_RM_AT ~.~. ___ --~-~-!!_~~- =', 2E 15. 51_11 ) __________ _ 
FORMATl2Fl0.5) 
FORMAl(//' FREE SuRFACE CONTRIBUTION TO PE =',E15.5/) 
FORMAT(10E12.5) 
. RE TURN---------------
END 
SUBROUTit·fE-· VCAl-fw, RL ;-BET A • CDL W) 
COMMON F,OX,OT,NN,~M,N~,NMX 
DOUBLE PRECISION AX,BX,XL 
t 0 -pi M b-t{-AXT42_5_;_53l-;ax { 4 2-;:;5-7)-,--:-:X--:---L--::C~l-=-l---:-4.._7c5~-=-,---------
COMMON RH(25),RHX(251,RHXX(25J,BVt25,17J,BVZC25tl7) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XINl 7l·r·a··------c------------------------------------------------ ------
712o c 
7130 c 714_0 ____ _ 
7150 
7160 711_0 ____ -
7180 
71'10 
7iOO 
SUERGUTINE TC COMPUTE THE V FIELD OF THE ~AVE 
RH 0---;: -0-~-5-15----------- -------
XINT = 0. 
WRITEl6,905) FW = -F*F _: DDL-W•·~-·-~------------ -- --·--··---------------- -----------·-·---------·--·---·-----·---·----· -·-·-
WL = DDL~*R*RL 
RL~ = RL/W 
Fl~ = -F*Rl/w -·· ----- -· 
72 
7210 
7 22.0 ·-·-
7230 
7240 
7250 
. --~ --- ·--- ·- ·-· ... -
.7260 
7270 
7280 
7290 
'7300 
7310 
7320 
7330 
73 40 10 
7350 
7360 15 
7370 
7380 
7390 18 
740C 
7410 
7420 
?-430 
7440 
7450 
7460 
7470 
. ?480 
7490 19 
?500 
"?510 
7520 20 
7530 
7540 
7550 
7560 
7570 
7580 
7590 
7600 
7610 
7620 
7630 
7640 
7650 
7660 
7670 768'b ----· ..... ··--
7690 
7700 
11 ra··-· 
7720 
7730 
Ti40 
.7750 3C 
7760 40 
7770 
7780 
7790 
7800 
MX = M PI -1 
DXX = 2.*DX 
~2 = W*W*DCLw 
DO 50 N = 1, NN 
XX = OX 
- -· --· -
X = DX*FLOAT<~-1) 
D = RH(N) 
DO = RHX(N)/D 
Dl = DT*D 
RHZ = RHXlNl**2 
IF (N.EC.1) _GO_TD lO ________________ _ 
IF (N.NE.N~) GO TO 20 
GO TO 18 
_ ______________ .... ___ ...... 
DO 15 M = ltP'II'1 _____ --------·-----------------
I = ( N-1) * M M + M 
XL(I) = -Rlw*BX(l) 
XX = _QX/2. 
GO TC 40 
CC1 = ~*FW/(OX*DXJ 
C C2 :::: 0. 5_* ( 2. Q* F * Bf:_T A*~-- ~_RL~_F__!_f "·)_l{) __ ~------------------­
CC3 = BETA*RL*<F*F +CDL~*w*~) 
DC = 1./(F*DXJ 
00 ~ 9 . M .::: .. 1, MM ___ _ 
I = ( N-U * f" f'l +M 
IM = I -MM 
XP = BXli>*<2.0*CCl -CC3J/CCC1+CC2) 
XP = XP + BX ( IM) ··fccj:.(-CJ:)/ if(i+c-f2)------------·---·---
XPX = (XP- BX(If'I))/(2.0*0X) 
XL ( I) = ·- ( F ~_)(P_l __ ! ___ ~l.....!.~l<_!_I_)J_t_f_~--
XX = DX/2. 
GO TO 40 
I = ( N-U * M M + 1 --- __________ .. __________ _ 
IP = I + Mf" 
IM = I - MP' 
----------------------... 
CALL A$( Al, ~2 tA~--'-~-'~_,_!__t_!:_~-'-~~_,_C_:i~_[)PUI ). _____ _ 
CO = C2*C3/CC1+ C2*C3J 
XPX = (1.0 -CCl*IBXClP) -BXtlM))/DXX 
XPX = XP)( ...... C_C!F:_L~*8~J_J,_) __ _ 
·-----------·---·--·---·----·-· - .. 
Xlli) = tWL*BXll) + F*XPX)/Fa 
I = N*MM 
IP = 1 + MM 
-- ----------- -------------· ·-----------------------·------..... IM = I -MM 
XPX = (BX(IP)- BX{If"!)l/DXX 
Xl(I) =(~L*BX{I) + F*XPXl/Fk 
.... - - ...... _ .. ________ - ------ .:.....C..:....-
00 30 M = 2,,,x 
I :: (N-U*MM +M 
IP = I + MM 
IM = I -MM 
12 = I +1 
Il = I -1 
X p X ;;, ... B xTfP , .... ~--axT!MT) I D X :X 
T = -1. +DT*FlOAT(M-1) 
XPT = lBXli2l -BXlill)/(2.tDT> 
----------------·------ ---
XP X = XPX .:.. T *ob-*XP_T ____ ------------------------------.. ----------·---·· 
Xl(I) = {WL*BX(I) + F*XPXl/F~ 
00 45 M = 1,MM 
I == ( N-1 ) * M M + M 
zz :: oz 
IF CM.EO.ll GO TO 42 
IF (M.NE.MM) GO TO 45 
73 
7810 ~2 ZZ = DZ/2. 
7 ez_o ______ ~ ~ -~ ________ X I 1\ J _:::: __ XI NL_ "! __ R.ltO_~_X_LJ_lJ ~ XL_UJ _!}I(X~ __ z __z ________________ .~----·---~--------------- ______ _ 
7830 WRITE(6,904) XtDtDZ 
7840 IL = (~-1)*MM +1 
78_~_Q ______________ I_H =_ N*MM -----------~------~--------
7860 WRITE(6,90l) (XLliJJ,IJ=IltlM) 
7870 50 CONTINUE 
78_8_0_______ ... _ W_RITEJ6_,9_0_2 L_~l_NJ ________________ _ 
7890 901 FORMATl2X,lOE12.5) 
7900 902 FORMAT(//' V CONTRIBUTION TC KE =1 tE15.5/) 
7 91 0_ ~--·_9Q5 ___ . _____ fORM A_I_( l.lf_l_!_ _ __'j__!_lj_) 
7920 904 FORMAT(/' X, Ht DZ = 1 ,3El5.5) 
(9-30 RETURN 
7940 _ ___ ____ . END ___________________ __ 
7950 
7960 SUBROUTINE RHOC 
79 7 0 ... --···-- _________ .CO~ f1_Q N ___ EtJl.X.,_IH_~ NN, f" M _,Jilt, N M~X _______________ _ 
7980 DOUBLE PRECISION AX.,EXtXL 
?990 COMMON AX(425t53JtBXC~25),XLC11475) 
3 0 0 0 C 0 ~MD_~ .. ~1-i-' 22)_~ R HK_(_~_)_, B!:t~~-tZ-21.,.] ~ C 2_2_tj_li.t B V Z ( 25_,_.1. 7 J 
3010 DOUBLE PRECISION XINT 
3020 
3030 
3C40 
c 
c 
c 
--·--------·-··------~JJJt!UlU_U NE TO C OM.PU TE THE DEI'<i S ITY FIELD OF THE W_A_~l: ___ _ 
3050 G2 = 980.*980./2.06 
3060 XINT = 0. 
-- -- ------3070 WRITE(6,903J 
3080 G = 980. 
3 0 9 0 DO -~ 0 ___ N ___ '= __ !_t_~!i 
3100 DXX = OX 
3110 IF CN.EQ.1) GO TO 2 
3120 IF tN.NE.NNJ GO TO 5 
.. ---------------------~-----------------3130 2 OXX = DX/2. 
3140 5 X = DX*FLOATlN-1) 
3 15 0 D Z _:= P_T!~I-i UU_ 
3160 GDZ = G*Dl 
3170 DO 40 M = ltMM 
318 o D Z ~-. ~---P .. Z: _________ _ 
------------------------··--------· .. 3190 I = tN-l)*MM +M 
3200 IF lM.EQ.1) GO TO 10 
6210 IF {M.NE.MM) GO TO 20 
.. -----·---------- ---- ... - _, _____ ·--·-------·· ·---------------6220 DZZ = DZ/2. 
6230 XL(M) • BVCN,MJ*BXCIJ/CG*GJ 
3240 GO TO 35 
- ···- ---·-- .. --
8250 10 IP = I + 1 
6260 DZZ = DZ/2. 
82~0 XL(MJ = -(BXCIP) - BXCl))/CDZ s2ao·---·--- -GtfTo--3-5 ______ ---=:...:.:....;:-=-...::....:...=.....::...:::..=_ ______ ~-----
8290 20 IP = I +1 
8300 IM = I -1 
83TO-- --· ------ .. ···-- XCCMT-~-.. :Ta>n-wr-=-ex c IM iTi1L-tcoz) 
8320 35 XX = G2*XL(Ml*XLCM)/8V(N,M) 
8330 XI~T = XINT + xx•ozz•oxx 
a3_4_o ·---if(f- cornir;m·E·----------------.. ----
s3so WRITEf6,901) X,RH(Nl,DZ 
8360 50 WRITEl6t902J CXL(M),~=ltMM) 
6370 WRITEC6,90ltJ XINt--·--·--·-···-
9380 901 FORMAT(/ 1 X,O,DZ =',3El5.5) 
8390 902 FORMAT(2X,lCE12.5) . 3 4 0 0 9 0 3 F 0 R M A it Ill' - R H 0 '/ f ---- --- - ------ -- --·- --- --- --- -- --- ---
74 
3410 
3420 
3430 
3440 
3450 
346C 
3470 
3480 
---------- ... ---. 
. ----------- -
3490 
<3500 
3510 c 
3520 c 
3530 c 
3540 
3550 
3560 
3570 
3580 
359C 
3600 
3610 
J62 c 
)630 
3640 5 
3650 
:3660 
3670 
... 3680 
3690 
3700 
-3 710 
3720 
3730 
5740 
3750 
5760 lC 
8770 
87 80 
8790 15 
3800 
8810 20 
8820 
8830 
8840 25 
8850 
8860 85 
8870 
8880 llC 
8890 
8900 
acno 
8920 
8930 
8940 
895 0 
8960 
8970 12C 
8980 9C 
8990 
9000 
FOFIMAT(// 1 
RETURN 
RHO CO~TRIBUTICN TO PE =',El5.5/) 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE UCAL(\Ji,RL,BETA,ODLw) ···------- --·--·----·-· ····- ....... _. 
COMMO~ F,DX,DT,N~,~M,~~,NMX 
DOUBLE PRECISION AX,BX,XL 
COf"J10N_ AX ( 4 2 5, 5 31, BX ( 4 2_5) _,X L_Lll_f,]_2__)_____________ ___ __ _ ___ . 
CO~MON RHl25),RHXt25),~HXX(25l,BV(25,17l,BVZ(25,17) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XINT 
SUBROUTINE TO CCMPUTE THE U FIELD OF THE kAVE 
RHO = 0.515 __________________________ _ 
XINT = O. 
FW = F*F - DDLW*~*~ 
FL = F*RL 
-- ... ·-· -- ---- ----- -· - --
WRITE(6,903) 
DO 100 N = 1,NN 
DXX = OX 
X = DX*FLOAT(N-11 
DZ = OT*RHtNl 
DO 5_ I_ =_ J,_~_!l _________________ _ 
XLlil = O. 
IF (N.EQ.1) GO TO go 
IF tN.EQ.N~) GO TO 110 
-----------------
DD = RHX(N)/RH{N) 
DO 85 M = l,MM 
I = (N-ll*MM +M 
--- ------------------·---------
IP = I + M~ 
IM = I -MM 
T = -1. + DT*FLOAT(M-1) 
. ----- --- ····-- -- ------------------
IF tM.EQ.lJ GO TO 10 
IF (f".EQ.MM) GO TO 15 
GO TO 20 
- -------·---------~-
I1 = I +1 
XPT = tBXlll)- BX(I)l/OT 
GO TO 25 
---- ------------------------------
XPT = C. 
GO TO 25 
12 = I+l 
------- --------------------- -11 = I-1 
XPT = lBXli2)- BX(Il))/{2.*CT) 
XPX = tBXllP)- BX(lM))/(2.*DX) 
- --- ------------ ------~---~------
XPX = XPX -T*OO*XPT 
XL(M) = -(W*XPX + FL*BX(l))/Fw 
GO TO 90 
cci -·= ··k*-F w1 'o x•Dx, 
------··-------··. ··-·-· -- . 
CC2 = 0.5*(2.C*F*BETA*M +RL*F*FWJ/OX 
CC3 = BETA*RL*(f*F +ODLk*W~W) 
- -------- . ----·- -----------------------------------
DXX = DX/2. 
DO 120 M = 1,MM 
I = ( N N-1 ) * M M + M I M = 1-.:;.- M~-----···-·-·- -- ----· -· ---·----.---------·-·-----·-···----····--·-·-- -······· 
XPIM = BX(Il*l2.0*CC1-CC3)/(CC1+CC2l 
XPIM = XPI~ + BX(l~)*lCC2-CCl)/(CCl+CC2) 
- - -· ·---·-------· . - --- ---- --- -- --· 
XL(M) =-tFL*BX{I) + ~*C.5*tXPIM- BX(lM)l/OXl/Fw 
DO 95 M = 1,MM 
DZZ = DZ 
IF (~.E0.1) GO TO 92 75 
010 IF (M.NE.MM) GO TO 95 
ClQ ____ _5_2 __________ Dl_Z ___ = __ D_Z,_l_?- •--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C30 95 Xl~T = XINT + RHO*XL(MJ*XL(M)*DXX*DZZ 
040 WRITE(6,901) X,RH(~),OZ 
C ~0 ________ WR IJE( 6_, 9_02 L.JX_L L,.,}_,_~-~_1_, ~-) _ 
CoO lOC CONTINUE 
070 WRITE(6,90~) XINT 
08_0 __ 9_01 ________ EDRMA_T_CL! ___ _X__, p_,_pz __ = '_,_3 E_.l-_5~_51 
090 902 FORMAT(2X,lCE12.51 
100 903 FORMATC/// 1 U'/) 
110 ----~ {)_ ~H ___________ EO RM AT! IL' ___ U_C 0 NTHJ BUli_O N_T_Q_KE = 1 • E_ll.5L). _______ _ 
120 RETURN 
~0 END 
------·---------------------·- ------· ·----------------------------------------
------------------- ------- ------
----- -- -----------------------------------------------
. -- -- ·-·-- -------------------------- --------------------------------·- ----
--------------------------·----·- ---· 
-- --- ·---- -- --- ------- - ---------------------------- --------
·-· - ------ . -------------------------------
75a 
Program CROSS 
Listing 
76 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION tA-~,0-Zl 
EX1EPJ\'.6L FNA 
------------- -- ------C.O f"!'!.(.f\.---S-t 1 Oll ,_p_.( l Oll . .,-G llC l .. )__, -l-.tl.O-l ... ) . .,X.(-1Cl-~-t--¥'-S--t-U:-l-l--..f\-¥.,.0Z -t-5-.U.Rf- --- - -- ---
CIMEI\SION RH(25) 
c 
------L--------- -- - ----- l'!Al N -- P R£ GRAf'L.l.O-CAl..L--lJ-lE--L.lH E.R.-P-l.~E-\,C~E ..;).S -----
C 
C REVISED APRILtl985 
- ---C-----·- -- ------ -- -------------- ·- ----------- -·-------- --
READC5,*lNV,DDl 
REA0(5,*)f,Xf'IAX 
-·--- -- -- --- --XMAX.=XMA.X+l.£5--
f=F*l.E-5 
IFCDCl.EC.C.lwRITE{6,~C8l 
I F-tCCl-. EO.l .. ~ ~R I-T-Et~Jf-C-9.) 
~RITEtt,907)F,XMAX 
t-&N=2~ 
.. ------·---.OX =.XJI-AX-1 U~ N-l-l 
CALL CEPlDX,RH,N~) 
DZ=RHCNN)/(NV-11 
J<l=l -- .. --- -------- -------------
X(l)=C.O 
Xl=O.O 
... .X2= c ... a ------ ---
H l=C. C 
t-i2=Rt-: U J 
- J:;O_ ..lCCl:::.l,.N ~ ---------
Z=FLCl!T U-U *DZ 
IFtZ.GE.RH(NI\l)Z=RHCJ\N) 
leO _1flZ •. LE.-.H2J.GCL .I.O.~.O __ _ 
Kl=Kl+l 
Hl=Rt'(l<l-ll 
_ H2=Rr.{KlJ __ __ _____ _ 
Xl=D)*fLOATCKl-2) 
X2=DX*FLOATCK1-l) 
... GC TL.l.cQ ___________ _ 
15C DH=H2-t-l 
SX= ( )(2-Xl J/Ot-
- B X=- 0<.2 +Hl. ~-Xl-*.t'.2.l.lllli-----------------­
XCll=SX*Z+BX 
100 CO~TlMJE 
__ CALL_ t\S C_{ RH.lN Nl_,F__,_D_2_s._}_5_,_tl_V_.__ ______________ _ 
SU~f=DCl+VSCll*F*F/981. 
READC5t*lNRS 
k RITE { 6_, 90~J.DL .. __________ _ 
~RITEC6,902)(XIIJ,I=l,NV) 
ftRITE(6,903) 
hRI TE (6 ,902JJ.ViU.J_,l=l tNU. ____________ _ 
CO 2CC Il<=l.J\RS 
READ(5•*)XMIN.XMAX,XINC 
. Xf"ll N= XP'JN!.l..E~l _____ __ 
XMAX=Xf"lAX*l.E-7 
X It-. C = .)cl NC * 1. E-7 
CALL _ s; 0 OTC XM l_N, X~_AX, ~l 1\t_,fNA ,x_3J_l __ RC_OIJ 
IF(Is;COT.EQ.O)GO TO 2CO 
DO 3CC I=2tNV 
.. _ 3 CC P (I)= P ( 1 l *DE X P l~X3+_( X UJ ~-X 11-lJJ *._._5) ________ . __________ __ __ ___ _ __ 
PSUM=C.O 
CO 35C 1=2,NV 
350 PSUM=PSUM+P(l)**Z. __________ ·n·· ______________________ _ 
PSL~;CSQRTtDZ*PSUM) 
CO 3t;C I=Z,NV 
- 36C-~(JJ;P,I)./PSLM 
CF=F/X3 
ftRIIEt6,904)X3,CF 
lo\RlTEit:.,qosl- -- -- - -----
wRlTE(6,9C2)(P(!l,I=2,NV) 
ZOO COt-.TI~LE 
- 90 l FORM t 1-'.1 l-' ---- IN~ E~ SE-1-DP-OG~APHY~--C Z-='~-D-J.-5-.5-1---)-~----------------- ---- -----------
902 FOR~~T(lX,lOC12.5) 
903 FCR~~T{// 1 NSCUARED/FSC~AREC 1 /) 
--· gQ4 FORMAT ( /-l-/1'----tiSPfRS-l-Oh-Lu.R._E.--.CROSS-E-S--__.:F--A.l-l~l-5..-5-9-5)(~--- ---
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 'P~ASE SPEEO=',Dl5.5/} 
S05 FORrtTl/' PRESSURE FIELD (SLRFACE TC ECTTCM) 1 /l 
9 C 7 f C R 1"'. t. T ( .// '. F., X MA )(: __ !.~-2-t-15 ... 5-l--~----------~--~---· ------
908 FO~Mtl(//' RIGID LlC'/l 
G09 FORI"'~Tt// 1 FREE SURFACE'/) 
_ sr cP ---· _________________ _ 
END 
SUERCLTihE DEP(OX,RH,Nh) 
I MPl I C I 1 -DDUBLE--PRE-C I SICfll -(A--h..,...C--ZJ----------
CI~E~SIO~ XLtlCl),BXtlCll,RHtN~) 
.SUBRO.UT.1NL_J1LREAD.J.ND I b:lERPJll.A1£_££.EJH P RC E ILL-------- ____ _ 
RH= DEPT!-
READ { 5, *H~RX ------ _____ _ 
CO 5 I=ltNRX 
REAOC5,*lXLtll,BX(l) 
_EX {I l =8Xt IJ *~Oe._. ____________ _ 
5 XLCil=XLtll*l.E5 
IFC~RX.EQ.l)GO TO 7 
DO. 6 I=2,NRX __ -- -- - ____________________ _ 
6 IF(8)(l).LE.EX(I-llJGO TO 100 
7 RH,..A=EX(NRX) 
.X r':A = )L l NRXJ ____ ----------------------
I<H(U=BX(l) 
CO 2C 1\=2925 
X=C.X ~ FLOATtN-.lJ. --~-- ----------
IFtX.GT.XMA)GO TG 15 
IC=C 
--- -------~-----------
-----~--------·-······ ----------- - -· 
D 0 _ 8 .J= z~ NRX. ----------·----------~----------------
IFCIC.~E.OlGC TO 8 
I= J 
l f{ x .. cT .. X.Ll 1 J.J G.D-J.u ___ £ --------
IC=I 
8 COI\THiUE 
_ 1M ::.1-l ________________________ _ 
~HX=tEX(l)-BX(lM))/{XL(l)-XLll~)) 
XX=X-XlliM) 
Rh tf\ J ::BX LlMJ + Rl:DC* _xx_ _______________________________ _ 
GO TC 20 
15 RHHd=RHMA 
20 CO"TlM .. E 
GC TC 200 
lOC lfiRITE(t;,c;Ol) 
gel FCR~AH/' T.CPOGRAPHY l.S NOT .J';CNCJDI'\l.C!.J_jJ ____ _ 
20C I<ElUI<" 
ENC 
SUBRCLTINE NSCCRHMAsF,C.Z,V.S,l\\'_J 
78 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIO~ (A-h,G-Zl 
DI~E~SION XltlCOO),VSC~V) 
- ---- -----~-------·------------------------------------·---------- ---------------------------------------------------------
c SUBROUTINE TO ~EAD AND I~TERPOLATE BUOYAhCY FREQUE~CY 
c 
----------- ----f-S.C=.f __ ~t_f_ ____ .. ___________ _ 
----- ----- r 
REAOC5,*)~R,DZRtALPH 
ALPr=~LPH*l.ES 
-----·-------- --CZl<-=-t-lR*-100-------------· 
READ(5,*)CMLT 
c 
c 
c 
CO 2C I=ltNR 
- ... J~E.At; l-5-t:t<-J . x.L.t-l.) ____ _ 
20 Xlli>-=Xllll*CMLT 
TF=XL(fldO 
l-ll-=-frlt( *Ft.-UA--l-(-M<--l-l-
1=1\R•l 
50 Z=CZ~*FLOATCI-1) 
-- ... ..J(.L{ ..IJ.=J..F * OEXE...(..{_ Z Z Z- Z ) /..A..L£-H+---------------
IF(Z.Gl.RHMA)GC TO lCC 
I=I+l 
.GO--l.C-.50 -------------------------------
lOG Kl=l 
VSU>=XL(l)/FSQ 
h.L= o_._o _______________ _ 
h2=D2R 
DO 2CO 1=2,f'.l'V 
L::: F .L[ J.J U ~~J >O<J)L ______ _ 
lf(Z.fE.RHMAlZ=RHMA 
160 IF(Z.LE.H2lGC TO 150 
--------------------------------·· 
-------------------- -----·--- ---· 
Kl~.Kl-+1_ _ ____________ _ 
-------------------------
rl=FlC~TtKl-ll*DZR 
H2=FLO~T{KU *DZR 
GO .IL~.b.Q __ _ 
150 Dh=h2-hl 
SN=()L(Kl+l)-Xl(Kl))/DH 
_8 fli=~ tXLL K.l:4:.ll*H~..XLLIUJ.~H 2 I I DH_ ______________ _ 
~SCil=tSN*Z+BN)/FSQ 
200 CCI\lli\UE 
.. .RElLRJ\. --------------------------
END 
REAL~S FUNCTIOI\ FNA(M) 
I MP.Ll CI J ... D.OUB LE._P.RE..C.l.s...IDN__j_A_~..I:::L.tll-1) ---·----------------
CO~MCI\ Sl1Cl),PC10l),Gll0ll,T(l0l),X(l0l),VS(lClltKV,OZtSU~F 
_ St.;.BFU N CTlO N._ .I.O _ _lN l..E.G RAJ...E. .. ..f..R.G.J'~~.O_.l.C__I =-.L>b __ 
~ v, =" \1- 2 
~2=i-.~loi .... -----------------------
------------------------
TW=-2·*~ 
DO ltC I=ltNV 
EX=D E>cP_LTW ~X U . .JJ ____ _ 
T (I)= fj2 *EX 
lOC Stl)=E)/VS(l) 
_ _ _p ( N\') :::1. 0 ____________ -----------------------------------------------·-------. --- -
G(f-.'Vl=C.O 
DG 2CC I=l~N\IM 
J=~V-1 
I<=J+l 
G(J)=G(K}-.5*DZ*tlfJ)+TfK))*Pl~) 
_200 P(J)=P(KJ+DZ*G(J)/S_(J) _________________________________ _ 
79 
c 
c 
····--·--C-
G(l)=Gl2)-.5*DZ*lTtl)+T(2))*P(2) 
FNA=C(l)+S(l)*SURF*.5*t3.*PI2)-P(3)J 
R£lURN ------- ------·----
END 
SUBRCLTINE RODTtX5,X6,X7,FNA,X3,IROCTJ 
.lMPL1ClT DOUBLE .. PRECI.Sl.Oh (A ... H,O-.l.L 
SLB~OUTINE TO FIND ROOT OF FhA BET~EE~ )5 A~D X6 
IROOl=l 
220 IQ=I~l((X6-X5)/X7)-l 
- .. I l = C - ---- -------------------- -------------------------------- -------------------------------------- __ 
24C Xl=X5+ll*X7 
X2=>U+X7 
Yl=Ft-.A(Xll 
Y2=FP..HX2) 
IF(Yl*Y2.LT.C.OJGO TO 340 
ll.= I l-tl .. ---- -------- -----------
IFtll.NE.IClGO TO 240 
~RilUt:,l3) 
IRGCl=C 
13 FO~~tl{// 1 NO ROOT FOUND'/) 
GO TC 400 
340 
370 
420 
ll 
zoe 
- lt 0 0 
-IF {.X 1 .. 1\E .. XSJ..GD _J .L3JC _____ _ 
--------- ·-·-------------------
X7=X7/2. 
GC TC 220 
.X2=.XL. _ 
Xl=Xl-C.l*X7 
Yl=Ft-.A(Xl) 
Y2=Fl\.6.lX2l .. -- -----------------------------
X3={Y2*Xl-Yl*X2J/(Y2-ll) 
IF(X3.GT.X5.ANO.X3.LT.X6)G0 TO 2CO 
Jr. Rll.f ( 6.,lll X 2 ---- ------ -------------- ------ ------ - ------------
FO~M~l(/ 1 PROJECTIO~ CUT OF l~TERVAL:',Dl5.5/J) 
Y3=F~~(X3) 
IF 1 I: A ES ( (.X3~X2.l/ .. :X2l .... ..t.L.l .. £,.._J_.).G.£l__J1L..!t.cll _________________________ -- --- ---
Xl=X2 
X2=X3 
'11=¥2 
't'2=Y3 
-------- ·--- -.. ... --------------------- ---------------------------
GO TC 420 
R E 1 L I< .tL ______ ------·--------------------------- ___ _ 
ENC 
- .. ------------------------- -------------------------- ------- ---
80 
Program BIGDRV2 
Listing 
81 
10 PROGRAM ~DSTF 
2 _ 9 _______ .. ___ ... _ .... _COMMON F, DX ,D T, NN, P' f'l., NfW_, NMX __ .. _______ _ ______ -·-· ____ _ 
30 COMMON RH(25),RHX(25),RHXXl25l,BVC25t17),B~Zt25,17) 
40 CO~MCN XL(600) 
50 ______ ... DOUBLE_ COMPLEX AX ( 42 5, 53), B X ( 42 ~ .. > ,j!)(_B_(_4 f5J_,_DC~~l X _______ .. 
60 DIMENSION EB8(50l,TX(25),TY(25l,TYXl25l,TXX(25) 
70 DIMENSION R(25l,RXt25) 
8 0___ _ ... D OU BL E .. PRE C I SI 0 N DR EA LtD I ~.A~' .P_~_IA_N~-' A_,E_,_~ t1__T_, l.ti_T _ _, ()SC Rl __ 
90 DOuBLE COMPLEX FFCt25) 
100 
110 
l20 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
l.80 
~90 
~00 
.210 
220 
230 
~40 
250 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 6C 5 
270 10 
~80 
290 
300 
310 
320 15 
330 25 
340 
350 
36C 
370 
380 27 
:190 
400 
410 28 
.;zo 
'!30 29 
440 
450 
460 
470 
-------·-------
480 
490 
500 
--~------------
510 
520 
530 3 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 20 
~00 
MAIN PR DGRA~ __ TC __ CA __ LJ_ _AL_L._JJ£_l_H_L_.O]JiE_ILY.J_E:~_£;S_________ _ _ . _ 
DlM(AX) = ~M,2NN+3 
READ(~·*> ICCM ___ ----------------·-·---· 
!CCC =1 
READ(5,*l F,XMAX 
FF_ =_180.013.~~149 __ _ 
XMAX = XMAX*l.OE+05 
F =F*l.OE-05 
WRITE ( 6, 90 7) F, X MAX ______________________________________________________ -----··-··-······· ··-·-·-·· .. 
READ(5,*l IL~tlRL,IXY 
IF (!L~.EQ.l) GO TO 5 
lUI = 0 
.... - ... --·-· 
wRITEt6,910) 
GO TO 10 
WRITEt6,911) __ ··--------------·--····---------------·-··--···-----·-·--------- ··-··-···-- .... 
DD2 = FLOA l( IUd 
IF <IRL.EQ.1) GO TO 15 
IRL = 0 
WRITE(6,912) 
GO TC 25 
WRITE(6,913) .. 
DOl = FLOAHIRL) 
IF (1XY.EQ.1) GO TO 27 
I X Y = 0 __________ ------------· 
WRITE(6,915) 
GO TO 29 
IF ( I L W .EQ. 0 l G () _ _T~--~-8 __ 
WRITE(6,916l 
GO TO 29 
WRITE(6,917) 
- ... . . --------· ------
GO TO 200 
MM = 17 
NN = 25 
NM = 1\N*MM 
-------·--· 
NMX = 2*NN +3 
OX = XMAX/FLGAJ(NN-1) 
---------··---------- ----·---
. -··· -- . ·-- ·······- ... ··-- . ··-··-· ----DT = 1./FLOAl(MM-l) 
CALL DEPCBBB,RCPPJ 
CALL NSO 
--- ··--------~---- -----------------------------·--·--·----- __ _. -----·- ··--·-·--·-· CALL FR!CtR,RX) 
CALL ~RDtTX,TY,TXX,T~X,IXY1 
READ ( 5, *) II, Rl 
CAlL MATS ( RL, ... ~AX~ ex; R ;·R X~[)-[) !";-oo·2 -,-T ·x·;·T'i~-T-X )c";-t Y X, F F C ) 
DO 20 M = l,MM 
DO 20 N = l,Nt-. 
IN = N + NN*lM-l) 
II = M + MM*<N-1) 
BXB(ll) = BXtltd 
DO 30 I = l,N~ 
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610 30 BX(l) = BXBll) 
6 2_0 ______ -- -· 
____ WR_I TE lP, 9 03 )_ -~ t8L ____________ -·-------------------------------------------------- _______________ ---- ----· 
630 
6't0 
~ -~-Q ___ --- ···-- -· . ·- . 
t60 
670 
6 !:!_0 __ 
690 
700 
710 
720 
--no 
740 
750 
760 
:1.25 
12t 
770_ --------
780 
790 
800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
e8o 
aqo 
900 
910 
920 
930 
940 
950 
960 
970 
980 
990 
!COO 
1010 
1020---
1030 
lC'tO 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1C80 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
lf'tO 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
128 
13C 
14C 
901 
903 
904 
c:;o; 
908 
<Joe; 
<nc 
'H1 
91.2 
913 
914 
915 
916 
917 
·zoe· 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CALL VCALCk,RLtBX,8XB,R,RX,VKE,OD2tT~,TY) 
CALL UCAL(~,RL,BX,BXS,R,UKE,002,TX,T~) 
CALL RHOC( BX, BX_B,RP E_, Q_l:_l,_D_D_Ztt.f_C_l _____________________________________ _ 
CALL PEC(B),SPE,IRL) 
RRRR = lUKE + VKE)/(RPE + SPE) 
lE = l,JKI; ~- VKI; ____ ... _ ~P_E _:!: __ SPE ~~- ----------------------------- _ 
WRITEC6,914) TE 
WRITEt6,909) RRRR 
W R I_ TE C 6 , 9 o_a_) _____ ____ _ 
DO 130 N = l,NN 
X = DX*FLOATt~-1) 
DZ = _RH(N ) _ _!QL ________________________ _ 
WRITEC6,904) XtRh(N),Dl 
Ml = 1 +MM*(~-1) 
MH = MM*N 
··--·------· -· ----~------· 
DO 128 M = ML,MH 
A = DREALlBX{M)l 
8 = D I MAG( B ~- ( MJ)__ __ ___ _ _______ _ 
AMT = OSQRl{A*A + B*B) 
THT = FF*D~TAN2CB,A) 
B X ( M) ::: _ J:) ~!~~l,. )(_ (_~_11I_~_ItJ"J. 
WRITEC6,901) tBX(M),~=ML,Mh) 
CONTINUE 
ICCC = ICCC +1 
.. -----------------· 
IF tiCCC.LE.ICCM) GO TC 3 
FORMATl2XtE12.5tF9.2,El2.5,F9.2tE12.5tF9.2,E12.5,F9.2tE12.5tF9~2l 
FORMAT(//// 1 Wtl =',2E15.5) 
FORMAT c I i ----X ~-H, ifz ;.~--ie15-·:-sT ___ _ 
FORMAT(// 1 F,XMAX = 1 9 2El5.5//) 
FORMATt// 1 PRESSURE'/) 
FORMAT{/' I<E/PE ~~~Tl5-:5i 
FO~MATC' LONG WAVE') 
---------------·- ----··· -
FORMATC' GENERAL FRECUEt-.CY Af\0 WAVELENGT_H 1 ) _____________________ _ 
FORMAT C 1 RIG fo i.:i D-.--~- -----------
FORMATC' FREE SURFACE') 
FORMAT(' TCTAL ENERGY/LEhGTH = 1 tE15.5) 
FoRM-AT , • T llu v -oR! vT"_G_ ·T- .-=-:::.~~-'---------
FoRMA~,. TAU X DRl~I~G') 
FORMAT(' ERROR: TAU X DRIVING IN T~E LONG WAVE LIMIT') s T a· P ·- ---- ·------------ - · · ·· ------ -- -------------------- --
END 
-------···--·-- --- --··--·--·· -------------------------····---SUBROUTINE NSQ 
COMMON ftDXtDT,Nh,~M,N~,NMX 
COMMON RHC25J,RHX(25J,RhXX(25),8V(25t17),8VZ(25,17) 
CO~MON .. X[(6ooT··-- ---------------- ----------------------------- -··· -
------ ---·-· P ROG_R_A_M_ t-o-·--REA·c·--A-Nd ____ l_~_t_E_R-P1fLA TE-BUOYAN-c-.y·-flfEcluE-Nt .. Y SQ-(JA-RE 
B~ = BUOYANC~ FREQUE~CY SQUARED 
BVZ = Z DERIVATIVE OF BV 
REA0(5,*l NR,DZR,ALP~ 
ALPH = ALP~*l.OE+05 
OZR = OZR*lOO. -
MX = MM -1 
REA0(5,*) Cf'.LT 
DO 2C I = l,NR 
83 
1210 
1220 20 
1230 
12tt0 
1250 
1260 
1270 
1280_ 
12'10 
1300 30 
1310 
-· -··----- ----
1320 
1330 
1340 
1350 
1360 
1370 
1380 
1390 
14 00 
1410 50 
1420 
l43C 
l4tt0 
1450 
.i..460 
1.470 
1480 llC 
1490 
1500 
l51C 
1520 
1530 
1540 
1550 
1560 12C 
1570 
1580 
15'10 
1600 
1610 
1620 
H:30 12 5 
164C 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1710 13C 
1720 
1730 
1740 
,1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 133 
1800 
REA0(5~*) XL(l) 
XL{I) = XL(l)*CMLT 
TF = XL(NRl 
ZZZ = DZR*FLCATtNR-1) 
DZI = RH(Ntd -zzz 
NL = NR +1 
NH = 6CO 
DO 30_1 _= NL~NH ___ _ _____________________________________________ _ 
Z = OZR*FLOATll-1) 
XL(I) = TF*EXPCCZZZ -Zl/ALPHl 
DD 200 N =_1 ,NN 
DO = Rh(N) 
DZ = DT*DD 
IF _( 0 Z. GT. O_ZFl_ GO ___ TO 110 __________________________ _ 
BV(N,MM) = XL(l) 
DO 50 M = 1,MX 
Z_ = DD __ ~ __ 0 Z~_F_LOATJ~~l) 
IBXL = 1 + IFIXCZ/DZR) 
IBXH = IBXL +1 
ZS = DZR*FLOAHIBXL __ -1) ___ ------------------------------------ __ 
BV(N,Ml = XLCIBXL) +CZ-ZSl*{Xl(lBXHl-XL(IBXL))/OZR 
l = DO - DZ 
I B XL = _l + _ J FI~ ( _ _l ~-Q-~_ J<)_ __ _ 
IBXH = IBXL + 1 
ZS = DZR*FLGATCIBXL-1) 
AQ = XL (I B XL) + ( l-::l S) * '-~~j_l_E3) H t=)(_l,_U_B~LJJ_l_D_Z_B_ ___________ _ 
GO TO 145 
ZD = DZ/2. 
X B B = 0. _ _ ____________________________ _ 
NAIJG = 0 
DO 120 I = 1~NR 
ZC = OZR*FLOATti-1) 
-··-- -------------------------------------------- -- -
IF CZC.GT.ZO) GO TC 120 
XBB = XBB + Xl(I) 
NA \1 G = __ NAV G ..__], ____________ _ 
COt>.TINUE 
BV(N,MM) = XBB/FLO~TCNA\IG) 
0 0 14 0 _MQ _ ::: __ _1 ~ MJL ______ _ 
--------------------------------------- --- -
M = f'!Q -1 
Z = DO - DZ*FLOATlM-ll 
ZS = l - DZ/2. 
--- --- ------------ ----·--·· ----------------------
20 = zs + cz 
XB 8 = O. 
NAVG = 0 
·-- --------~-------·- "-------------- --"·------ ---
00 130 I = l,NH 
ZC = DZR*FLOATli-1) 
IF l ZC.LT.ZS) GO TO 130 
IF c Zt~ ct ~Tc_) ___ GOT c _1___::c3--=-c--=-------------
XBB = XBB + Xllil 
NAVG = NAVG • 1 CON T"i N {JE --·-- ·--·----- _______ .. ___ ----·--·------·-------------
IF (NAVG.NE.O) GO TO 135 
IBXL = l + IFIXtZ/DZR) 
IBXH = IBXL + i 
ZSS = DZR*FLGAT<IBXL-1) 
IF (~.EO.O) GO TO 133 
BVtN,f'l) = XltiBXL) +tz..:.zssl*(XL<lBXHJ~XL(lBXLJJ/DiR 
GO TO 140 
AQ = XlliBXLJ +{Z-ZSS)*CXLLIBXHl-XlliBXL))/DlR 
GO TO 140 84 
1810 13~ IF CM.EO.O) GC TO l3S 
18lJt______ ___ _ ____ BV ( N, M) =:=_)( BB/fl..._O_A_H_f\A_~_Gl_____________________________________ ______ ________ _ ______ _ 
1830 GO TO 140 
1840 13€ AQ = XBB/FLOAT(NAVG) 
l 8_~_() __ )._"Q _ C 0 ~TIN l)E __ ··-··- _____________________ _ 
-- --------------------···-- --·-· 
1860 145 DO 150 M = 2,MX 
1870 IP = M +1 
18 8_0____ __ .. I M ::: . M _ -~L- ____________________ _ 
1890 150 BVZtN,M) = (8V(N,IP) - 8V(N,IM))/C2.t0Z) 
1900 BVZtN,l) = CBVCN,2) -AC)/(2.0*DZJ 
1910 ______________ .... _ 8'1/.Z_( ", M M) .. _:: ___ ( BYJN_,MM )____::__B_'fJ_N.tli.X.U..LC.Z. ___ _ 
L920 20C CONTINUE 
~30 WRITEC6,901) 
ltl-4-0 W~ln{b)"P02) {S\I(AJN 1J) 1 J .. l,llll""~ _ 
1950 9Cl FORMAT(//~ NSOUAREC AT XMAX •t) 
1960 -~oz FORMATl2X,lOE12.5) 
19 70 ____ 2.~ C _______ RE l:U RN ___________________________________ _ 
L980 END 
L9'10 
?COO 
~C10 
~020 
~C30 
~040 
~050 
~C60 
~070 
2080 
2090 
ZlOO 
_ ZllO 
2120 
Zl30 
~140 
~150 
2160 
Zl7C 
Z180 
21'10 
2200 
2210 
2220 
2230 
2240 
2250 
2260 
2270 
2260 
2290 
2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 
23lt0 
2350 
2360 
2370 
2380 
2390 
2400 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUB ROUTINE ---~~T_S ( R_L_,_~_, A,~_ ,ij)(_, __ B_,__B_x__,_Q_D_l_,_O_D_2_t TX_,_D_,_1~_1_,_T_)'_)__,_ F£_C) _______ _ 
COMMON F,DX,CT,NN,~M,N~,NM~ 
COMMON RH(25),RHXC25),RHXX(25),8YC25,17),8VZ(25tl7) 
COfo1_~0t-l __ XLL~Q_<)J _________________ --::----
DOUBLE COMPLEX AXt425t53),8Xt425),ABtOCMPLXtB3,B5 
DOUBLE COMPLEX AA3tAA4tAA5tDC,AAl,AA2,FFC(25) 
DOUBLE CO M~_L_~_?(--~~~...!.84_,_~ B B ____________ _ 
DIMENSION RC25) 9 RXC25),TXC25),TYC25),l~X(25),TXX(25) 
- -· - ------------------ ----SUBROUTINE TC SET ANC SOLVE THE P ECuATICN 
GG = 1./980. 
- --··--~---····----· 
CSS = GG*2.0*DT*D01 
CALL FFCCAL(TX,TY,TXX,TYX,FfCtktRL,002) 
D X[)J __ ::: __ D~ (!l.!..!R_.lL _______________________ _ 
OXX = DX*DX 
DOD = DXX/CDT*DT) 
RLL = DD2*RL*RL 
-· -. ·--··· - ·-· - .... ·--. -·-·· . - -·-···---·----···----·-
3 
10 
DDX = DX*DXDT 
ROP = 2.0*DX 
OQ = DCMPLXCRCP,O.O) 
·•· ....... -···· . --·-··-----¥·-----··-----FLW = F*RL/~ 
DO 5 I = 1,NM 
BX(l) = (O.C,O.O) 
.. ·-------· ---·-···----- ------------------00 10 J = 1ti\MX 
DO 10 I = 1tNM 
AXti,J> =co.o,o.o> J ·;..--~N_+_i" ________ --------------
IPl = J + 1 
IMl = J - l 
. i j j p .. ;;:·-j---.. -- :z----- ------------------------------. ·---··-
IJJM = J - 2 
IPf"l = 2*Nh +1 
IP~ =- 2*NN ---..--[ -------------------------------------------------------
IPf"M = 2*Nf'l + 3 
DO 100 M = l,M~ 
- . .. . ··-·· 
DO 90 N = 1,NN 
I = N + NN•tl":-1) 
CALL AS(A1,A2tA3,w,~,M,Cl,C2tC3,002) 
RQP = A2*D)Cf - . 
85 
2410 
2 4 2_Q _______ -------
2430 
2440 
2450 
-···--- ------ ·----
2460 
2.470 
z 4 eo __________ _ 
24<10 
2500 
2 5 1 0 -- ----- -
2.520 
2.530 
2.540 
2550 
2.560 
AB = DCMPLX(RQP,O.Cl 
AX(I,l) = AB 
AX(l,IPMU = -AB 
AX(!,]) = -AE 
AX{l,IPMM) = AiL ______ _ 
AX{I,IM1) = ll.O,C.Ol 
AX{l,IPl) = (l.O,O.OJ 
RQP = .Al*DCD - __ A3~CD~ __ ------------------------------------
AX(I,2l = DCMPLXtR~P,C.CJ 
RQP = A1*DDD + A3*DDX 
AX (I, I PM)_ .. = DCM f>_LX (_I<C p_ ,_Q._Q_L __ _ 
RQP = -2.0 -2.0*Al*DDD -RLL*OXX 
AX(J,J) = DC~PLXtRCP,O.O) 
IF ( N. EC. 1) _ GO_ J Q _2 0 ____________________________________________________ _ 
IF tN.EC.N~) GO TO 30 
IF (~.EC.lJ GO TO 40 
~570 
2.580 
~5<10 
~bOO 
________ lf __ (r'. EC).Mfl __ )_ G_O __ I_Q_~_Q ____ _ 
20 
~610 
~620 
::630 
~64C 
~650 
~660 
~6 70 
~680 
~690 
?..70C 
-~710 
~720 
2.730 
2.740 
nso 
~760 
~770 
2.780 
~7<10 
2.800 
2810 
2.820 
2.830 
2.840 
2850 
2860 
2.870 24 za ao _____ --------
2.8<10 
2.900 
z<no---
2.920 
2.<130 
2.940 
~950 
2.960 
2.G70 
2.980 
2.990 
3000 
25 
GO TO 90 
ROP = 2.o•cx 
FW = F*F - DO 2* W* ~-- ___________________ _ 
CHh = RL*F*RH(NJ 
CH = RlNJ*DD2*2.0*F*k*I<L/F~ 
~Al_:: DCM~L~{ Clj__,_~!j_!:_) _____ _ 
CH = R(N)*lF*F + DC24h*kl/FW 
CHH = ri*RH(N) 
--------------------------------
AA2 = DCMP_LX ( ~1-i-~-~-1-!tJ ------------------------------------ __ _ 
CH = F*TY(N) 
CH~ = W*TXlNJ*DD2 
AB B = DCMP L_)( (S_h__, C_lj_':"j __ _ 
------------------------------ABB = 2.0*CX*AEB/AA2 
BXll) = BXlll + AX(I,IfllJ*~BB 
BX{l) = BXll) + AXlltiPflll*ABB 
-· -------------- .. - -----------------------------BXll) = BXliJ + AX(!,l)*ABB 
AX{l,IPl) = AXlitlPlJ + AXli,I~l) 
A_X (I, J } __ = AX_(_}_,_n ____ .!_ ~~P*A-~--!_~A X_!_L, I fll) I AA2 -----------·------------
AXli,IP~) = AXlltiP~) + AXll,IMlJ*A2*DX/DT 
AX(!,2) = AXli,2l - AX(I,IM1)*A2*DX/DT 
AX {It IPM_M) __ :__fl_'!: t_l~' !~~_M___l__!: _ __ll_~_!__!__t_I PMl) ~------ ______________ _ 
AXll,IPM) = AX(I,IPMJ + AX(l,IPMl)*RQP*(AAl/AA2 + A2/0T) 
AX(l,J) = AXtl,J) - AX(I,IP~l)*A2*RCP/CT 
AX{!,3) = AX(l,3) + AX(l 9 l) AX (I, 2 >-:;;·-A-X (f"~-2-)---+--A-X( I, ll *IC OP* ( AA 1/ AA 2 - A2 /D tT---~----------------~---
AX(l,J) = AX(l,J} + AX(l,1)*A2*ROP/DT 
AXti,lJ = to.o,o.o> 
A X ( I , I P MY) - ,.;--~co·~-6~-C~-C f--
AX(I,IMl) =(C.O,C.C) 
IF (M.~E.M~) GD TO 25 
A X (1-~-i)-;; --AxTr, 2) -.---,-A-x-=L-=I,.-,-=I'"""P 1"-) --------- --~------------
AX(l,3) = AX{l,3) + AX(l,IPM~) 
CZC = RH(Nl*EVlN,Ml*CSS 
Ax ff, tPif :;;---'A·xrr;-:t l'rr·--=---A'xTt-;-n,-,'rM', •cz-r------------
AX(I,J> = AX(l,J) - AXlltiPMJ*CZC 
BXCl) = BX(l)- AXlltlFM)*2.C*RH(l)*DT*FfCtl) 
B x 'I , = ··sx' 1 > -~--Ax cr ;if' ~·fi.-, .~2~-c-;fR-,:nT>*-olt:t=f:-cTi-,------~~---- ---
Axtr,IPM) = lo.o,o.c, 
AXfltiPMM) = (Q.O,O.CJ 
GO TO 90 
IF (~.NE.l) GO TO 90 
CH = RfNl*DD2*2.0*F*~*RL/Fw 
CHH = F*RL*RH(N) 
86 
3C10 83 = DCMPLXtCH,CHH) 
3 P_2Q_____ _ ________ CH _:: R<N l !t f*f=_ -~ ___ QDZ~jw_!W_)_l_fW ___________________________________________ _ 
3030 CHh = W*RHtN) 
3C40 84 = DCMPLXtCH,CHH) 
3Q5_Q_______ __ C_H_ = F*'JYC N) __________________ _ 
--- -----------· ·-- -
3060 CHr = W*DD2*TXlNl 
3070 85 = DCMPLXtCH,CHHl 
30 ~0_________ _ ___ CH_::= __ :."":2. O_*Jot!_RL!.DD2 *f.*_R)(_( I'SJLE"------------------
3090 CHH = -RL*F*RHX(N) 
3100 AAl = DCMPLX(CH,CH~l 
3110_____ _____ _ ____ CH __ :::_ {f_~E__-t: __ DQ2~-~~~J_!R)(JJilLE~ 
----·----- --·- ··-- --·-
3120 CHH = W*RHX(N) 
- 313 0 A A 2 = DC M P l X ( CH , C H h ) 
!140 _ ---· ___ _ _AA_l __ :::: __ A_Al __ ~---~A2_~_8_3/_~_4 ___________________ _ 
3150 CH = -R(Nl*CF*F +DD2•~*kJ*BVZCN,M)/(B~(N,M)*BVCN,MJ) 
~160 CH = CH + -2.0*~*RL*DD2*F*RlNl*RHXlN)Ifk 
~ 170 ___________________ Ct-iti_=:=_::_W!f_~LB_~lJit.!._!_ML) __________________ _ 
>180 AA2 = DCMPLXCCh,CHHl 
il90 CH = tF*F ~ DD2*W*~l*I-RlNl*RHXtN))/fW 
; 2 0 0 A A 2. __ =_ ___ A ~2- ... ~--Cti~B 31_8. __ ~----------------------
3210 CH = R(Nl*(F*F +DD2*w*~)/8V(N,M) 
3220 AA3 = DCMPLXICH,O.C) 
:\2 3 C .. __ (: lj ____ ::: __ -_!f_!E_ __ ! __ __Q_D_~_!Ji * W l * ~ ( N )_j_f W.__ _________ _ 
~240 CHr = -W*RHX{N) 
325C AA4 = OCMPLXCCH,CHr) 
1260 AA4 = AA4/84 
l-270 
3280 
32GO 
3300 
331C 
3320 
3330 
3340 
3350 
3360 
3370 
3380 
3390 
3400 
3410 
3420 
3430 
3~40 
3450 
3460 
3470 
3480 
349C 
3500 
3510 
3520 
3530 
3540 
3550 
3560 
3570 
3580 
35GO 
3600 
3C 
---- ·- ·-·--------·--- ------- -------------- ·-----.-
DZ = DT*RHtNl 
A88 = C0.5+AA2- AA3/Dll/OZ 
AXCI,Jl = AX(l,Jl+ AX(I,2>*1AA1 -2.0*AA3/(0l*OZ))/ABB 
-AX- c I, I p-;;,,---;;--AX (I-;TP-M l~-x(-~-2-l * C c. 5* AA2 +A A3 JDiT/f[;_z_*A-BB_) ____ _ 
8X(ll = BXCll - AXCit2l*AA4*B5/ABB 
RaP = z.o•ox ·:----------·-----
cAL-L -AAtA-C(-~-~-RC~-R-;-sfx-, N, r< ;·oo 2, Ail, A A 2 ,AA 3, A-A4, AA 5-, 
ABB = AA1*0.5/DT -AA4/CDT*DT) 
A X ( I_!_.) t_:= ___ A ~Ll_, __ J_t__'!___A_!!_l_,_1_) *J -AA3/ J< Q L_!_l A 5/ ( 0 )( * Q_!_) ) I A_!!!! ________ _ 
83 = AX(I,3l*(AA2 -2.0*AA4/(CT*DTJ -AA5/lDX*OlJ)/ABB 
AX(I,IP1) = AXti,IPl) + B3 
AXti,IJJP) = AXCI,IJJP) + AXCI 9 3)*AA3/CROP*ABB) 
AX ( ~-~fPM·)---;;-ix-fi~-~P-M)--:: AX I i-,3 l-*AA51 {ox• DT*A·:-c:B:-::B-':)-"---
B3 = AX(l,3)*CAAl*0.5/CT + AA4/CDT*Dl) + AA5/CDX+Ol))/A8B 
AXII,IPMM) = AXCI,IP~M) +83 Ax tr,3T ;---··a:o~-o~6-i- ---------
Axti,z) = to.o,o.oJ 
GO TO 90 DZ =- DT*RHCNf __________________ _ ------------------·--
AXCI,IPMll = to.c,C.Q) 
AX{l,3) = (0.0,0.0) 
Axit~--rp·;;;·;;;-f·--,.;-··c-<f; c, c. o, 
AXCI,ll = co.o,o.oJ 
Cl = 1. + FLw*DX/2. 
c 2 .. ;.;·- T~--= -F-Lw*o-iTz-;------·--·----
AX(l,Jl = AXCI,J) +2.0*AX(l,IP1)/Cl 
AX(I,IMl) = AXCI,I~l) -C2*AX(l,IP1)/Cl AX (I, i Pi) -;.;T6~b;-o:·c-) --- ---- --------------------·------··---·---------
IF tM.NE.MM) GO TO 35 
AX(l,2l = AX{I,2l +A)(l,IP~) 
. -·· .. - .. -
CZQ = RH(Nl*BV(N,M)+CSS 
AX(l,J) = AX(l,J) - AXCI,IPM)+CZQ 
BXll) = BXll~ -AXti,IP~)+2.0*RH(N)~Dl!fFClNl 
AXti,IPMl = (0.0,0.0) 
87 
3610 GO TO 90 
3629 ___ 3_5 ____ _ IF (f'I.NE.U GO TO_{j_O ----------------------------------- ____ _ 
3630 CA = R(NJ*tF*F + DC2*w*~)/(FtF -002*~*~) 
3640 CH = -CA*BVZ(N,M)/8V(N,~l 
3t:~_Q________ CHH = -w_ _ ____________________ ---------------------------·--------- _ 
3660 ABB = OCMPLX{CH,Cht) 
3670 ABB = ABB/CA 
368Q __________ AA1 = 1.0_-ABB*Rh(N_)~0J/_2.Q __________________________________ _ 
3690 AA2 = 1.0 + ABB*DT*RH(~)/2.0 
3700 AXti,J) = AX{I,J) +AX(l,2)*2.C/AA1 
3 71 0 _____ .. __ _ __ . _A X ( I ,IP M) _= A X (J_, I f>_,..,_) __ ·:_AX_ U_t 2 t~A~ ?._l__p._~_l. ____ _ 
3720 AXCI,2l = to.o,o.o> 
373C GO TC 90 
3740 . _40 CAlL AA CAL ( iiW, B~-' R,_KX, N ,_r,_,_p_D2_, A_/l_l_,A__A_Z_,_~_~_3,~A~--'-~~~L ______________________ _ 
3750 DTC = 2.0*DT*DX 
3760 RQP = 2.0*DX 
3770 
378C 
3790 
_____ ABB = ____ AAl~Q ·?li:U_~A 4lJ_Ol_!_DT l ____________ _ 
HOC 
3810 
3820 
3830 
3840 
3850 
.3860 
3870 
3880 
3890 
3<100 
3 1110 
3<120 41 
3930 
3940 
3950 
-~960 
397C 
3980 
3990 
itOOC 
4C10 
4020 
4C 30 42 
4C40 
4C50 
4060 
4C70 
···- -------
4080 
4090 
4100 50 
4iia·-
412o 
4130 
414-o 
,4150 
4160 
4170 
4180 
4190 GO 
4200 lOC 
AXti,IM1) = AXlltl,..1l + AX{l,2l*l-AA3/~CP + AA5/0TC)/ABB 
AX(l,J) = AX{I,J) + ~Xtl,2J*(AA2- AA4*2.0/lOT*OT~)/ABB 
A X l I , I P _1 L = __ A X ( _I_,Jfl_L_~_A X (_I_,_lJ_>O<_(_~_A_~j__F _f;_f _ _::__AA 5_l_Q_}__9)_1~ B B _________ _ 
AXCI,IPM1) = AXCI,IP~1) + AX(I,2l*C-AA5/DTC)/A8B 
AX(I,IPM) = AX(I,IPM) + AXCI,2)*(AA1*0.5/DT + AA4/CDT*Dll)/ABB 
AX (I, I Pf'lM_) _ = --~X!I_df:>L'!L__! __ p_X_!J_..!_?_) *AA 5 I l DTQ *AS Et_!__ __________________ _ 
IF (N.EQ.2) GO TO 42 
AXti,IJJM) = AX(I,IJJM)- AX(l,ll*AA3/CRCP*AB8) 
B 3 = AX. ( I •J l!_(_A_A_? __ ~ ___ ?_! _ _Q_!_A.A!! !_!_[)} * _c_l!____:!_~_~_!l__!.QlQJ_~JL!'_~_B ____ _ 
AXII,IM1) = AX(I,IM1) + 83 
AXti,Jl = AX(l,J) + AX.I,l)*(AA3/~Qp- AA~*2.0/0TQl/ABB 
B 3 = A X t 1, 1 ) !J.A_~ 1 _ _'~ 0~~-D~- _ A~-~ /_(_D T * C ~-) _-:::_!!_5 * ~_._9:_1 D_l_9_!__1_~__!HL ___ _ 
AXti,IPMl) = AX(I,IP~l) + 83 
AXCI,IPMJ = AX(l~IP~) + AXCI,ll*AA5*2.0/(0TQtA8BJ 
AX( I ,J) ::_A_~_(I_,_.p __ ~---~-~-U-~_l __ l!_(-~-~~~~CP + A~~___!_?~_~jJJJ:_g_)jA_~B _ 
83 = AXtl,3)*lAA2 - AA~*2.C/CDT*DTJ -AA5+2.010TQ)/ABB 
AX(I,IP1) = AXtl,IPl) + 83 
AX t I, I J JP_l ___ _::_A~_Jj,_I-I~.f.L:!_A~ (_]_,_1)_* A_!__~C_B__g_~~-~JHIJ _____________________ _ 
AXli,IP~) = AX{l,IPM) - AXti,3J*AA5*2.0/lDTQ*ABB) 
83 = AX(I,3l*(AA1*0•5/CT +AA~/tDT*DTl + AA5*2.0/DTC)IABB 
AX (I, I_P M}1_) _:: __ ~XJJ,_Jf11_~_) + B 3 ____________________ _ 
AXti,3J = co.o,o.o> 
AXti,ll = to.o,o.ol 
AX (I ,2) _:: __ C_Q ., __ Q_~_Q_!_()J 
GO TO 90 
B3 = AXII,1l*(AA2 -AA3/DX -2.C*AA4/(0Tt0T) + AA5*2.0/0TQ)/AB8 
AX{I,IM1l = AXti,I~1) + 83 
Ax , 1 , J , ;; A>Ct"f;J-, -.-- i>c"lf;l.T*TA A3/ o )( - A A 5 • 2. c 1 o--rc--fi"A£f8 - --- -
83 = AXli,1)*l0.5*AAl/CT + AA~/tDT*Dl) -AA5*2.C/CTOl/ABB 
AXti,IPM1) = AX(I,IP~l) + B3 
A x f -~--~-I p--M-f- ~---A-:-X-i I-~-i-P M , +-A-:--cx~, -=-r -, -=--1--:-, -:-*-:-A-A--=s--=-•-=2-.---::o---:/:-::t-=o--=r:-=a--:•,--,A--=s a , 
GO TO 41 
AXti,1> = tc.o,o.ol Ax n ;3;--;- <a-~a-;·a~-,n----------
Axti,IPM1) = lO.C,C.O) 
AXti,IPMM) =(0.0,0.0) AX( I,2f ,;;··A-X( r;2)_+ ___ AXTI;-Jp-M) _______________________________________ _ 
CZC = RH(N)tBV(N,Ml*CSS 
AX{l,J) = AX(I,J) -A)((l,IP~l*ClQ 
BXtl) = BX{l)- AXti,IP~)*2·C*RHtNJ*CTtFFClNl 
AX(l,IPM) = (Q.O,O.Ol 
COt-;TINUE 
COIIITINUE 88 
4210 CALL BANDGCAX,BX) 
4 __ 2._2<L __________ _ REJJJJ<~------------------------- __________________________ ------------------------------------ __________________________ _ 
4230 END 
4240 
42_2_9 ________________ SUB ROUT I N_E __ _AS( _A_l, A 2_, f._3, W '--~_,__M,_C_l_,C_~_,_(__J_,_(_O_Z _ _l __________________________ _ 
4260 COMMON F,DXtDT,N~,~M,N~,NMX 
4270 COMMON RH(25l,RHX(25),~hXX(25),8~(25,17),8VZ(25,17) 
; 2 eq_____ __ CD_~~CN_ )i(XJ{)Q_O ) ____________ _ 
42~0 c 
~300 c 
4310 ____ c 
4320 
4330 
4340 
4350 
i360 
SUB~CUTINE TC CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS FOR MATS 
F2 = F*F 
W2 = DD2*W*'-
TZ --~-) .. _./ Rl:l ( f\1.)__ ____________ _ 
TH = -1. +DT*FLOATlM-1) 
TX = -RHX(Nl*TH*TZ 
1370 
'1380 
t390 
_______________ AA_ __ "" ____ (_RHXJJU./J~HJ:.r;JJ ) *~-2~---
1400 
1-410 
-+420 
t43C 
~~ 440 
~t 4 5C 
+460 
-+470 
i480 
t4qo 
1500 
t510 
1520 
1530 
4540 
1550 
1560 
4570 
4580 
45qo 
4600 
4610 
4620 
4630 
4640 
4650 5 
4660 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
4670 4t)8o __ _ 
46~0 
4700 
4710 
4720 
4730 
4740-----
4750 
4760 
4770 
4780 8 
~1qo 
~800 
TXX = (2.*~~ -RHXXIN)/RH(N))tTH 
BW = BV(N,P') 
__ BW ~ __ := __ B w*_!3 ~-------------------
Al = TX*TX + TZ*TZ*lF2-W2l/B~ 
A2 = TX 
A :3 _::: __ _I~)( __ ::_ll!_El_V_Z_!_fu~) * C _ _,__F=2 -______::_Ill =2_,__) ~/ =--B ::.:..W =-=---"' _______ _
Cl = TZ 
C2 = RHX(N)*BV(N,l)/(F2-~2) 
C3 = Cl*RH.X 0-d 
--~-------------
RETURN 
END 
. ·--·- -----·-- ·------------· -----·----------------SUBROUTINE DEPIBX,RCPP) 
COMMON FtDX,DTtNN,~M,N~,NMX 
COMMO~--- RH_ ( __ 2_?__)_,_~_t·n<U__?~~J<J:!!<X ( 2 5_!_,8 V ( 25,1 t J, B ~1 ( 25~_!]_) _________ _ 
COP'MCN XL(600J 
DIMENSION 8X(50) 
···-------· ... --- ·-------- _____________________ _____:,__ _______________________________ . -------
SUBROUTINE TO ~EAD A~D INTERPOLATE DEPTH PROFILE 
RH = DEPTH 
RHX = X DERI~ATIVE OF ~H 
--- --- --- --- - --------RHXX = -SE CCi""NO-X DE R I'; A-T I v·--:e---=-o=F R t; 
REA0(5,*) NRX 
. D d -~f t ;;-r;-~RY- -· 
READ(5,*) XL(I),BXli) 
BX(l) = BXlll*lOO. XL C {j = XL (f) *f~ OE-+05-------------------------------- --- -------------
RHI"1A = BXCNRX) 
RCPP = XLtNRX) 
-R H tr,---,;-·a-x--rrr---·---
Do 20 N = 2tNN 
X = DX*FLOAT(N-1) 
IF tx-.tT~-xCfNRX)T--G-O._T0-15 
IC = 0 
DO 8 J = 2tNRX IF (I C ~-NE. 0 f ·c;o··-,nj-8-------------------------------------------------------.--
I = J 
IF lX.GT.Xl(I)) GO TC S 
IC = I 
CO"TINUE 
IM = 1-1 
--- -----
RHX{~) = <BX(l) -BX(IMJ)/l~L(IJ-XL(IMl) 
89 
1810 
't 8 29 _______________ -
4830 
4840 15 
:. 8~_() _______ 20 
~860 
1870 
1 8Jt0 _______ -
-+890 
1900 
i<HQ 
·-------- ·---·-
1920 
10:130 
1q4c 
~950 30 
i c; 6 0 
t c; 70 
t c; 8 0 
tq9o 
) ooc 
>010 
>CZO 
'i030 
5C40 
iC50 
5060 
>G70 
)080 
:iC90 
)10C 
)110 
)12C 
)130 
5140 
.1150 
)160 
)170 
5180 
)}CiQ 
5200 
5210 
) 22 0 
5230 
5240 
5250 
5260 
5270 
c 
c 
c 
- - ----- --. -------
···-· ··---------------------- -·· ---· .. 5280 
52'10 
5300 
·-· --------- ---· 
.5310 
5320 
5330 
5340 
_5350 
5360 
)370 
5380 
5390 
5400 
2 
XX = X - XL(IM) 
R H 0~ ) _= B XJl M ) -· :t:_ R H X ( N ) * X X 
GO TC 20 
RH(N) = RHMA 
CO"T_INU£: _. _ _ _ _______________________________________ _ 
RHX(l) = (RH(2) - RH(l)l/DX 
RHXX(l) = O. 
D2 ::: _2._~DJ< __ _ __ _ _____ -------------------------------------··---·--·---··-. 
DXX = DX*DX 
NX = NN -1 
DD 30N_= 2~NX ______ -~----------------- _________ _ 
IP = N +l 
IM = N -1 
RH X Od _ ::: ( Rh ( ~~ _) __ - _ RH_(_I_f", ))_1_0_? __________________ _ 
RHXX(N) = (RHliP) -2.*RH(N) + RH(I~))/CXX 
RHX(NN) = O. 
RH XX ( NN) __ :=: ___ 0 •---------·--- ----------------
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE VCAL(w,~L,B),XL,R,RX,Xl~T,DC2,TX,TY) 
COMMON F,OX,OT,NN,~M,Nf",~MX 
C 0 M M 0 N_R_HJ ~~ )_, R 1-12< L?_5_ t_,_~ ti)<_~(_?~__l__,_e__y_!_25J_t1h B V Z ( ?2_, 1~_)______ _ _ __ _ 
COI"-MON XB(600) 
DOUBLE COMPLEX BX(425),XLl425),XPX,XPT,DC~PLXtRMU,T3tB3,B5,AA1tAA2 
D 0 U B L E CO M_p LEX_ G/:I_M ,_Bj_,_~A-~-' A ~!t-, ~A~5_ _________________________ .. __ _ 
DOUBLE PRECISION DREALtDIMAG,OATAN2,CSCRltAtB 
DIMENSION Rt25l,RXt25),TXl25),TYl25) 
D OU BL E PRE C l S J_(J}L_)( l_~_T ______ . 
SUBRGUTINE TC CALCLLATE V FRGM P 
RHO = 0.5015 
FF = 18C.0/3.1~159 
X I J'.i T = 0. ___________________ _ 
WRITEI6,905l 
FW = F*F - DC2*w*W 
WL= DD2*W*RL 
-. ... ~~ . --- -- ··---------
RL\r. = RL/W 
FUi = F*RL /IN 
MX = MM -1 
·-· ---- . ··-- ----~-------------
DX:X = 2.*DX 
W2 = DD2*W*w 
DO 50 N = l,NN 
- ----------- ----------------------
XX = DX 
X = DX*FLOAT(N-1) 
D = RH(N) 
- --------·--- -· - ------- -------~- ---
DD = RHX(N)/D 
DZ = DT*D 
RHZ = RHX(N)**2 IF ( N. E-0 ~f ,--GO--T t:f_2 ___ .~_ .. _____________________________________ ··-·-·--... 
IF tN.NE.NN) GO TO 2C 
GO TC 18 CH = R-t N f* t-F *F -+ -~-[) /F_h __ ------- ----·--------------------·- ·------· --
CHr = W*RH(N) 
GAM = DCMPL:X(Ch,CHh) 
CH = F*TY 00 
CHH = w*TXINJ*DD2 
XPX = DCMPLXICH,CH~) 
XPX = XPX/GAJI'' 
90 
5410 XPT = XPX 
:> :1!"29______ _ ___________ C H = ~--' N )_ *D D 2*2. 0_~ W. !F_!J~L_O=w _________________ --------------------------------------- _______________ _ 
5430 CHh = RL*F*Rh(N) 
5440 
5 4_5_Q _____ -- --
5460 
5470 5 
54_8Q ----
5490 
84 = DCMPLXfCH,CHH) 
DO _'5_ I = l,MM _______________________________________________________ _ 
XPX = XPT -B4*BX(I)/GA~ 
XL(I) = (F*XPX + Wl*BXti)l/Fw 
__ XX_=_ DX[Z._Q _________________ _ 
GO TG 40 
5500 18 C1 = 1. + FLW*DX/2. 
5510_ C2 _=:_1._-:-: __ FLW~_DJUZ. __________________ _ 
5520 DQ = 1./lF*DX) 
-----n-30 DO 19 M = 1,MM 
55 it G I_ ~-( N~ 1) * M M_ __ +~--------------------- __ _ 
5550 IM = I -MM 
556C XPX = (8X(l)*2.0/C1- BX(I~J*tl. + C2/Cl)J/DXX 
55 7 C _____ 19 _________ XL ( I ) ___ ::: _( __ F * ):(_fi.}:_~WL_!_BJ'(J_l_)J_j F._, _________ _ 
558C XX = DX/2. 
5590 GO TO itO 
> 6 o 0 2 0 I = _ ( N~_l)_!_~ M__ +_l__ _____________ _ 
5610 M = 1 
jt20 IP = I + M~ 
)630 IM __ ;:: __ C=-- "tt ______________________________ _ 
1640 12 = I + 1 
5650 I1 = I - 1 
)660 
)670 
)680 
>690 
)700 
'i71C 
5720 
5730 
57 itO 
5750 
5760 
5770 
5780 
57 GO 
5800 
5810 
)820 
5830 
5840 
5850 
5860 
5870 
5880 
58<10 
5GCO 
5<i io -
51120 
5930 
5940 
5<150 
5960 
5970 
51180 30 
5990 40 
3000 
IQQ = I -MM + 1 
·- -- --··· -------- ---·------ --
IQR = I + P"M + 1 
CALL AACALCW,RL,R,RX,N,M,D02,AA1,AA2,AA3,AA4,AA5) 
OTT = 2.0*01 
- -- - ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------ -
GA~ = AAl/DTT - AA4/lDT*01) 
83 = BX(IM)*(-AA3/DXX +AA5/lOXX*OT)) 
B 3 = 8 3 +[\_~(_I ~ *_(__ ~-~ 2_::_~~-~_!_~-~!tl C -=-D_!_T_*_,D___,_T~J---'-) ______ _ 
B3 = B3 + BXCIPJ*(AA3/CXX -AA5/CDXX*DTJJ 
B3 = 83 + EX(lQQl*t-AA5/(DXX•DTJJ 
83 - 83 ___ +_ B~U~J~( _ AlJLC_!I_~ ___ l_l.i.lJ.Dl*C1_--=-J__,.__) __ _ 
83 = 83 + 8X{IQR)*(AA5/lDTltCX)l 
83 = 83/GA~ 
XPX _::: J~X_(Jp_)_-=---~XjlJtU_LDX_~----------
1 = -1.0 
XPT = (8X(l2l-83)/0TT 
XPX = XPX - T*DD*XPT 
-- ------ -- ----------- -----------------------------Xl(l) = lF*XPX + WL*EXCIJl/F~ 
I = ~*MM 
IP = I + MM 
------------------------------------- ----
IM = I -MM 
XPX = (8X(lP)- BXliM))/DX~ 
XL(!) =(WL*BX(l) + F*XPXJ/FW 
oo· 3o--;.,--;;- -2~--,..x-------- ------------
1 = (N-U*f'1M +M 
IP = I + MP' 
- I M ;;- ---~- ·-::M M --------------------------------
12 = I +l 
Il = I -1 
XP X = t BX c -I P y----- tfx fffiT) /l:f)()- --------
T = -1. +DT*FLOAT(M-1) 
XPT = (BX(12) -BXtl1J)/(2.*0l) 
XP~ = XPX - l*DD*XPT 
Xl(I) = lWL*BX(l) + F*XPX)/F~ 
DO 45 M = 1 ,MM 
I = ( N-1 ) * f' M + M 91 
iClO Zl = DZ 
iO?_Q ________ ,,_ , .A =, 0 REAL (XL {I)_) . 
iC30 B = DIMAG(XL(l)) 
iC40 CQ = A*A + B*B 
J C ~0, __ ,. IF ( p!. EO.l) GO ,"T G __ 4~- , _____ , ___ , _____ , ______________ ··----·-'---··--·-··· 
3060 IF lM.NE.M~) GO TO 45 
JC70 42 ZZ = DZ/2. 
~ 0 80 ___ ._ ~ ~ 
)C9C 
JlOO 
)110 
--~~ --·.-) 12 0 
J130 
:::140 
J150 
J160 
) 17 G . _,4.6 
)180 
::190 50 
)20C 
) 210 
)220 
J230 
J240 
;2 50 
J260 
J270 llC 
)2 80 
)2 90 
::;300 9Cl 
_)310 902 
J320 905 
J330 904 
:340 906 
)3 50 
)360 
) 370 
:J3 80 
J390 
J400 
)410 
···- ·- ···-- -)420 
J430 
J440 
i450 c 
~460 c 
)470 c 
- ·-···· --~----· 
3480 
)490 
)500 J51"0 -------------
)520 
J53C 
.J54C 
)550 
356C 
)570 
J580 2 
J590 5 
J600 
XIJ\T _:: ,_)(l._NT. + R_HD.!_~_~!lZ_~CQ, __ , __ 
WRITE(6,904) X,O,Ol 
IL = CN-ll*MM +1 
I H, = N*MM ____ . __ , _________ , __ . 
DO 46 IJ = IL,IH 
A = CREALCXLCIJ)) 
B = D I MAG( X l_ {_I .JJJ __________ , __ , _______ _ 
AMT = PSORTC~*A + B*Bl 
THT = FF*DATAN2(8,A) 
XL( I J l_,,.,,.,D C l'l_,eL,X,C_MU_,,_UiT l ------------------··-·-_, ___ ,,,·--· 
WRITE(6,901) (XLCIJ),IJ=Iltlh) 
CONTINUE 
WRITE (_6 ,, 9_0 2_} __ Xl~I_ __________ , __ , __ _ 
DO 110 N = l,N~ 
IJ = 1 + M'*th-11 
A= CREALCXLtlJ)) 
-- ._, ... , __ ·---------·--------------B = DIMAG(XL(JJ)) 
AMT = R(Nl*A 
THT = 8 
. ------------- ··- -------·------------··-
Xl(N) = DCMPLXlAMT,T~l) 
WRITE(6,90t) 
wRITE ( 6.t901_) _{)(l~_!_~_t,_~_:'_l_,~~-) ----·-·------------- __ 
FORMATC2X,E12.5,F9.2tE12.5tFG.2,El2.~,FG.2tEl2.5tFq.2,E12.5,F9.2) 
FORMAT{//' ~ CONTRIBUTIGN TC KE =',El5.5/) 
FORMAT{////' V'//) 
FORMAT C I' ·- -------x;--H-;--0-l ='; 3 E 15.5) 
FORMAl{//' Y BOTTCM STRESS tOYNES/CM2)= 1 /) 
RETURN 
-----· ------------ --- ·-----------
END 
SUB ROUT !_N_J: __ R lj(J~_{__B)<_.,}!:~ ,_X_] NT, D D 1, D D 2 , F F C_) 
COMMON F,DX,CT,NN,~M,N~tNMX 
COMMON RHC25l,RHX(25J,RHXX(25),8V(25tl#),BVZ(25,17) 
COMMON XQ(600) 
- . - ------------·--·--.- ------
DOUBLE COMPLEX BXC425),Xll425J,OCMPLX,FFC(25) 
DOuBLE PRECISION DREAL,DIM~G,DATAN2tCSCRT,AtBtCDABS 
DOUBLE PRECISION XINT 
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE DENSITY FROM P 
~=--;-------------------- '-·-··-----·-- -· G2 = 980.*q80./2.06 
GRC = (1.0/980.0)**2 
FF = 180.0/3.14159 X I 1\ t ·;·----tr;· -- ------------------ -----------
WRITEC6,903l 
G = 980. DO 5-C . ~--;:; "t 'NN __________ ------------ ------------------------------------------------------------···· 
DXX = OX 
IF {~.EQ.l) GO TC 2 
IF (N.NE.NN) GO TO 5 
DXX = DX/2. 
X = CX*FLOATCN-lJ 
DZ = DT*RHOO 92 
6610 GDZ = G*DZ 
ot,2,_o _________ ~---·------DQ __ ~o ___ f1 __ '=. __ l,.M.~---------------------·-··------·--------·-------------------·--·----- _______ _ __ 
6630 DZZ = DZ 
6640 I = (N-lJ*~M +M 
6t_~ 0 _____________ IF. _(_M .f:_C_.l_) __ G_(J __ IQ __ l,~-----
6660 IF (~.NE.M~J GC TO 20 
~670 DZZ = DZ/2~ 
6 6 8_0_____ __ __XL_( M ) _ _::: ___ 0 0_1 ~J3Y __ (_li_, ~-L~GJ~.!;~_BXU_1~F_C_UilL9_6_C~----------__ 
66q0 GO TO 35 
~700 lC IP = I + 1 
6 71 0_________ _ _ ______ IJZZ _:::_ D_Z/2_!f' ______ _ 
6720 Xl(M) = -(8X(JP) - 8)(}))/GDZ 
6730 GO TO 35 
6740 .. 20 -~~--= _I_ ___ ~l ______________ ----
----------------------·-·--·-- ·-····---·· 
6750 IM = I -1 
6760 XL(MJ = -CBXCIPJ -BX(l~))/(2.*GDZJ 
6 7 7 0_ _ ___ 3 5 __________ X X _ ::: __ G 2, ~_C_D AS S_1X.LJJ'U_t* C_C_~_I3_S_lXL_ItLU.l B V ( 1\,--'-',L..!M-'--'. ).___ _______ _ 
6780 XINT = XINT + XX*DZZ*D)X 
~790 ~0 CONTINUE 
:J 8 0 0 .. WRITE ( 6_, ~.P_ll_ )5_,~H_UI_l_, DL. 
-----------·-··--------·· j810 DO 45 M = l,MM 
6820 A= CREAL(XLCMJJ 
:J 8 30 B = __ Dl_f'lAGJ_~l, ___ ( M_!_) __________________ _ 
J84C AMT = lOOO.C*DSQRTtA*A + B*Bl 
6850 IF CA~T.NE.C.OJ GO TO 42 
j860 41 THT = 0.0 
·- - -·--------j€70 GO TC 45 
3880 42 THT = FF*D~TAN2tB,A) 
:, 8 90 4 5 X~ ( M ~- := ___ Q_~~f_L}<J. AM T_,_!_t;'-'T'-')'----
------------ ·--·----- -·· -- ·- ·-· 
:J900 5C WRITE(6,902J CXL{M),M=l,MMl 
j9l0 WRITE(6,904J XINT 
j <12 0 901 FOR M/.")"_(/_~ _____ 'S __ ,_.Q~_l)-~--=', 3E 15.5 J -----------·--· 
6930 902 FORMATC2X,El2.5,F9.2tE12.5tF9.2,E12.5,F9.2tE12.5tf9.2tE12.5,F9.2 
~940 903 FORMAT(///' RHO lSlG'-A-T UI\ITSJ'/J 
6 9 50 9 0 It F 0 ~ _f'l ~JJ__f_f_' ___ g_tt!L~_Q_N T B:J B U T I Q N T 0 P. E = ' , E 15 !:..::5c...:/--=)'--------
o960 RETURN 
~970 END 
i:>98C 
6990 
7000 
7010 
~ ... ~---- - -·-·- .. -- .... -- ---- ---· 
7020 
7030 
7C40 
7050 
7060 
7070 c 
7080 c 
7090 c 
7100 
1iic 
7120 
7130 
7f40--
7150 
7160 
7170 
7180 
7190 
7200 
-- ·---·-···-·--··--··------------- ~~------,----,----= :-:-=--=-=--=---=-:---=-~--------·-------SUBROUTINE UCAL(W,RL,BX,XL,R,XINT,OD2t1X,TY) 
CO~MON F,OX,QT,N~,~M,N~,NMX 
CQ M ~()_ N __ R.t!!_~_?_!_~_~lj_~ ( 2 5) , RHX X ( 2 5), B V ( 2 5, 17 ) , B V Z ( _?_?_! 17 ) __________________ .. 
COMMON XXCoOOJ 
DI~ENSION ~(25J,TX(25J,TYl25l 
DOUBLE COMPLEX BX(425),Xl(425J,OCMPLXtXPT,XPX,XPIM,GAM,B4 DOUBLE-· P-RECfsfdN--XTNT -------------·· --·-· -··-· .. 
DOUBLE PRECISION CtABS,OREAL,OIMAG,OATAN2,0SCRTtAtB 
RHO = 0.5015 
FF- ;;- fec:a7I:TifT5-9 --------
XINT = 0. 
FW = F*F - DD2*W*W F L ··-= F * R"L" .. ----- ------- ------------------- -------------------------~--------------·-· ----------- -- -----
WRITE(6,903) 
DO 100 N = l,NN 
oxx = ox.. . -
X = DX*FLOATCN-1) 
DZ = DT*RHINJ 
IF (N.EO.lJ GO -T0--86 
93 
7210 
7 2 2 Q________ -- .. - . 
7230 
7240 
7 2 ?0 __ _ 
7260 
7270 
72_80 ______ .. 
72'10 
.7300 
7310 ... 10 
7320 
7330 
7340 15 
7350 
7360 20 
7370 
7380 
7390 25 
7400 
7410 85 
7420 
7430 86 
7440 
7450 
7460 
7470 
7480 
7490 
7500 
7510 
7520 
7530 
7540 
7550 
7560 87 
7570 
7580 
7590 
7600 
7610 
7620 
7630 
7640 
7650 
7660 
7670 
7680 
7690 
7700 
7710 
7720 
7730 
7740 
7750 
7760 
7770 
7780 
7790 
7800 
llC 
120 
90 
... 
92 
95 
98 
IF (~.EQ.N~) GO TO 110 
. 00 = RHX(N)/RH(~) 
00 85 M = l,MM 
I == ( N-1) * M M + M 
IP =_ I + Ml"' 
IM = I -MM 
T == -1. + CT*FLOATCr:-lJ 
IF (I"' • E Q. 1 ) G 0_ T 0 __ 10 _______________ -----------------------··------ __ _ 
IF (~.EO.MI"') GO TO 15 
GO TO 20 
I 1 ~- I + l ________________ _ 
XPT = tBXtll)- BXtl)l/OT 
GO TO 25 
·-------------------··- -· ---
X P T = ( 0. 0 , 0 • C l __ _ _______________________ -~ ___ _ 
GO TO 25 
12 = I+l 
I 1 . =_. I-1 _ _ _ _____ __ _________ -------------------·----·-· -···- __ --·-
XPT == (8Xtl2l- BX(l1ll/(2.*Cll 
XPX = tBXCIPl- BX(IM)}/(2.*CXl 
XP X = XPX - T*DO !XP_L___ _____ _ _ ______ _ _________________________ _ 
XL(M) = -{0.0,1.0l*lM*XPX + FL*BXll))/FW 
GO TC 90 
C H = R tN) * ( ~--*F_ :t: __ [)_Q~'! ~-~-1.1~/_f_W _______ _ 
CHI-' = W*RH Oil 
GAM = DCMPLXtCH,CHHl 
CH = F*TY(I'i) 
--· --- ---·- -·-------------~-----------------------------------
CHI-' = W*TX(Nl*D02 
XPX = DCMPLXtCH,CHhl 
XPX = ~_PX/~.1!~-------­
XPT = XPX 
CH = RtNl*DD2*2.0*~*F*~L/FW 
CHt-' = RL*F*RH(Nl 
- -----------
84 = OCMPLXCCH,ChH) 
DO 87 M = l,MM 
XP X = __ X ~L:- ___ B_!!_!J!)( !_~ )j GAM.-'-----________ _ 
XL(M) = -(O.O,l.Ol*(FL*BX(M) + w*XPXl/FW 
DXX = DX/2.0 
GO TO 90 ___________________ _ 
FUi = 0.5*FL/w 
DXX = DX/2. 
DO 120 M = 1tMM 
- . __ _.,.,_ .... ---·-· ---·---·-------·---------- ---~------·---------- ........... . 
I = { r-t N-1 l * f" PI + M 
IM = I - MM 
X P I M = 2 • * 8 XJI J JD ~--! g_)(Jj_f'l ) * l f_L_ W - 1. /_..::D:.:.X.:...:J __ _ 
XPIM = XPIM/lFLW + 1./0X) 
XL(M) = -tC.O,l.C)*lFL*BX(I) +~*0•5*(XflM-8X(l~))/0X)/FW 
00 95 M = l,MM 
--- ------ ··--·-·--· ---------------- ·-----·-·--·-·--···-- ----
DZZ = DZ 
IF CM.EQ.l) GO TC G2 
IF (M.NE.MM) GO TO 95 
----- - ----- ---- ---------------------
DZZ = DZ/2. 
XI~T = XINT + RHO*CO~BStXL(MJl*COABS(Xl(~)l*DXX•ozz 
DO 98 M = ltMM 
- --- --- -- . ------ ._ __ -------------- ·-----· --------- -~-----·------------ --- - -----.---
A = OREAL{ Xl(M)) 
B = DIMAG(XLtMJJ 
AMT = COABStXL(M)) 
THT = FF*D~TAN2CB,A) 
XLCMl = DC~PLXlAMT,T~T) 
wRITE(6,901} X,RHlNl,DZ 
WRITEl6,902) lXL(M),P'=l,MM) 
94 
7810 IOC 
7820_ .. ____________ --· 
7830 <101 
7840 GC2 
7 8_~_0 ____ _9 0 3 
7860 G04 
7870 
7 8 80_ --
7890 
7900 
7910 
7G20 
7930 
7940 
7950 
7G60 
7G70 
7G80 
79110 
3COO 
8010 
3C20 
5030 
8C40 
8C50 
8060 
8070 
8C8C 
8090 
8100 
3110 
iH20 
8130 
c 
c 
c 
5 
8140 50 
6150 
8160 
8170 
8180 
8190 
8200 
8210 
8220 60 
8230 
8240 
8250 10C 
8260 
8270 
82.86--
8290 
8300 e31.o· ------------- --· 
8320 
8330 
8340 c 
8350 c 
8360 c 
8370 c 
8380 c 
8390 c 
8400 
COt-.TINUE 
WRITE (J: _,9Q_~_) --~-_11'(1 _________________ ---······-------------- __________ --------------·--- ---------·-------··-·-·-- ______ _ 
FORMAT(/' X,D,DZ =',3E15.5) 
FORMATC2X,El2.5,F9.2,El2.5tfG.2tE12.~tF9.2,El2.5,FG.2tE12.5tf9.2! 
_ FORM~ T tIll_~ _ _U~j_L __________________________________________________________ _ 
FORMAT(//' U CO~TRIBUTION TC KE =',El5.5/) 
RETU~N 
END___ __ _ ____________________________________ ------------------------------·--·--
SUBROUTINE BANCG(A,BB) 
C 0 M M 0 N F_, D )(_,[)_I ,_N ~, ~~-'- !"!r1_t_~-~X ________ _ 
C 0 ~ M C N Rri _{ 2 5 ) , R H X ( 2 5 _) , I<_ H X X ( 2 5 ) t 8 V C Z 5 , 17 ) t B V 1.. ( 2 5 t l 7 ) t X l. C 6 0 0 ) 
DOUBLE COMPLEX At425,53),88(425) 
_ D 0 U BL I; C 0 M Pj. !;_ ~- _R __________ _ 
SUBROUTINE TG 00 BANC GA~SSIAN ELIMINATION 
MB'W = NN + 1 
NH = NM -1 
MD I A G. = _ f'1_B_w __ ~ __ _l___ ______________ _ 
DO 50 N = 1,NH 
IP = N + l 
MH = N + 11BW 
-----·--------- ----------···-
IF (~H.LE.NM) GO TC 5 
MH = NM 
DO 50 IR = IP,MH 
- ----··-··--·--- ------------- -------------·-------------
ICD = MBW + N + 1 -IR 
R = ACIRtiCDl/A(N,~DIAG) 
BBCIR) = BBCIR) -R*BBC~) 
- . . ------------ -------- --------------·-----·-
00 50 IC = IP,MH 
ICC = MBW + IC + 1 - II< 
ICB = MB~ + IC + 1 -~ 
--·-- ---------· -··--·----·---------··---- ------- ----------------- --
AtiR,ICO) = A(IR,ICO) - R*AC~tiCB) 
CONTINUE 
DO_l 99 __ L :: __ _!_,_~~-----­
N = NM - I + 1 
BBlN) = BB(N)/A(N,~DIAGJ 
IL = N - MBW 
-··-··-·- --- . ---·- -----------------
IH= N - l 
IF CIL.GE.l) GO TO 6C 
IL = 1 no·· -i o o --z- R"-.;.--n.-;-n::;----
tco = MBW + ~ + 1 - IR 
BBtiRl = BBCIR) -A(I~,ICOl*BB(h) CONTINUE _______ ------------------------ =------~---
88(1) = BB(l)/A(1,MDlAG) 
RETURN EN-D-- -- -- ------ --------- --- ---------------··-- --
SUBROUTINE FRIC(R,~X) 
-- c OM"f·ftiN-- F-, tfx·-;rfi;-·NN-,M~-;-Ntf;-N·-M·x------ ---------· --- -------· 
COMMON RHl25),RHX(25l,~HXXC25),BVf25,17l,BVZC25tl7l,Xlt600) 
DIMENSION R(25),RXC25),A(25) 
·-- - -.- ---- ·--- --------. -----·-- ---·-· -- -·-------------------------'"--------·~----- - ----
SUBRCUTINE TC ~EAO A~D I~TERPGLATE BOTTO~ RESISTANCE 
COEFFICIENT R 
RX = X DERIVATIVE CF R 
95 
8-410 
Bit 2_Q ____ .. 
Blt30 5 
8-440 
8-450 
.8-460 
8470 
8lt8Q 
3490 
8500 
8510 
8520 
8530 
g54c 
3550 8 
8560 
8570 
558C 
35'10 
3600 
3610 15 
3620 20 
3630 
5640 
3650 
3660 
5670 
3680 
3690 30 
3700 
.:nic 
3720 
373C 
5740 GCl 
8750 9C2 
:l760 G03 
8770 
8780 
8790 
8800 
8810 
882C 
8830 
8840 
8850 c 
8860 c 
8870 c 
8€80 
8890 
890G 
8 cffo- -·- -- --
' 8920 
8<i30 
8940 
,8950 
8960 20 
8970 
8980 
8990 
9000 
DO 5 I = l,NF 
READ(S,*J A(l),XL(J)__ --·---·--· 
Atll = A(Il*l•CE+05 
RMA = XU NF) 
R ( 1) = XL ( 1) 
.. - - . 
----------------- --·-- -~- ------------ ----·-------- --------------·-------------------- ------
DO 2C N = 2,NN 
X = CX*FLOAT(N-1) 
. IF (X. GT. A ( NFJ) _ GO __ l0 __ 1_5 _____ -------------·-------------- ___ . -·- _ 
IC = 0 
DO 8 J = 2tNF 
. IF. l I C. NE. C ) __ GO __ T_O _ 8 ______________________ _ 
I = J 
IF tX.GT.A(IJJ GO 10 8 
IC = I 
CO~TINUE 
IM = I - 1 
RO = (XL_( I) - XL (I M J) I (A (I )~-·~J.I_J!,_L) ___ _ 
XX = X- A(lf") 
ROd= XLtlMJ + XX~RC 
GO TO _20_ ..... ----·-·- ____________ ---------------·-----
R ( N J = RMA 
CONTINUE 
RX ( 1 J = < R (? )_=--_B.!J .. !JLC~---------
02 = z.o•ox 
NX = NN - 1 
D 0 3 0 N _=. 2 , ~)5_ ______ _ _________________ _ 
IP = N + 1 
IM = N - 1 
RX ( N) ::: __ ( R (_te_L_~--~ (_j_~ __ lllJL2 ________ _ 
RX(NNJ = O. 
~RITEt6,901J 
\rl R I T E ( 6 ,_90 2_) __ {_~_U J , I __ ::___t!_,.,_~) __ 
WRITE{6,903) 
FORMATt// 1 RtCM/SECJ 1 /) 
F 0 R M A TJ 10 1:_)._2_ .. _~_!_ 
FORMAT(///) 
RETURN 
END 
·-·- ~ ---··-- -~-· -·· -- ------·-·---·---
SUBROUTINE FFCCAL(TX,T~,TXX,TYX,FFC,~,RL,002) 
. COMMON __ f.~_l?-~_!_~J-~-~N_,__I"~-~-td1,NMX _____________ ....... . 
CO~MON RHt25J,RHXC25J,RHXX(25),8V(25tl7),8VZ(25,17),XLt600) 
DIMENSION TX(25ltT~t25),TXX(25J,TYXt25) 
DOUBLE COMPLEX FFCt25),0CMPLX 
-- ·-. -··----------·---- -·------··--- --'--·--- ·----·--------··---·· 
SUBROUTINE TC CALCULATE WI~C FORCING TERMS 
FW = W*{F*F - DD2*~*~J 
FW = 1.0/Fw 
~ = I'I.M 
. -·-- -·-··------00 20 N = l,NN 
CC = BV(N,Pic)*FW 
CR = DD2*l-~*TXX(N) + RL*F*TX(N)) 
CI ~-· F*TYX-(N·f--~btf2*iiC*~-*iY-fNJ-----·· 
FFC(h) = DCMPLX(CR,Cil 
FFC(~) = CC*FFC(~) 
--·-- ·- .... 
RETURN 
END 
. -·-· -- - -· ----··· SUBROUTINE PECIBX,SPE,IRL) 
96 
9010 COMMCfli F,OX,OT,NN,~M,N~,NMX 
9_tzo______________ __co f".MCN RHl2.5_), R.HX.t25 )_, ~H>O(L25t, B .. ~J.2_5_,__17J_, 8X.ZJ.Z5..,_11_ttXL_( 6.00) ________ _ 
9030 DOUBLE COMPLEX BXllt2~) 
9040 DOUBLE PRECISION XINT,COABS 
9o_~o _____ c __________ _ 
9C60 C 
9070 c 
9C6.Q .. ____ C 
90<:l0 
9100 
9110 -------
-~0 
9130 
9140 
9150 
9160 
917 0 ___ ------ ---
9180 
9190 
9200 
9210 
9220 
9230 
9240 
'1250 
9260 
9270 
5 
20 
50 
60 
CJOl 
9280 
9290 
9300 
9310 
'1320 c 
9330 c 
9340 c 
9350 c 
9360 c 
9370 c 
9380 c 
SUSROlJTI~E TG CALCULATE THE POTENTIAl ENERGY ASSOCIATE,D 
WITH FREE SURFACE ELE~ATIO~ 
IF CIRL.EQ.O) GO TO 50 
GG = 1.0/(2.0*980.*1.03) 
.. __ XI~ T_ '=--0. ___________________ _ 
00 20 N = ltNN 
I = N*ftiM 
X X := D X ________________________ _ 
IF (N.EC.l) GO TO 5 
IF CN.EQ.NN) GC TO 5 
GO_.TO .. ZJ> 
XX = DX/2. 
XINT = XINT + CDABSCBX(l)J•CGABS(8X(l)l*XX 
S PE ___ :: ... GG!J<_l~I _______________________ _ 
GO TC 60 
SPE = O. 
W R I J E C _6 , 9_QJ L -~-p_L_______ ---------- --- ------ -- --
FORMATl/ 1 FREE SURFACE POTENTIAL E~ERGY =1 ,El5.5) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE WRD(TX,TY,TXX,TYX,IXY) 
C 0 !" M C N F, _!)_~-~ D J '-~~' r_fo1_,_N ~!~-~X ___________ _ 
COMMON RHC25),RHX(25),~hXX(25),8V(25tli),BYZt25tl7),XLt600) 
DIMENSION TX(25J,TYl25J,TXX(25),TYXt251 
-· --------------- ----------···--------~----------- ----------·. --- -
SUBROUTINE TO READ A~D INTERPOLATE WIND STRESS PROFILES 
_ ..... ________________________ _!)( ___ = J<.~IN_C __ STRESS,~-~­
TXX = X DERI~ATIYE OF TX 
TY = Y -INO STRESS 
------------ ------
·--------. ~-- -· ---·-------·---- --- ----------·------------------
TYX = X DERI~~A~T=l~V=E-=O~F~T~Y ________ __ 
9390 c 
9400 
9<410 
9420 
9430 
9440 
9<450 
9460 
9470 
5 
9 'ia o· ------ ------ ---· 
9490 
9500 95 fa· -- · -----
9520 
9530 
95-40- --
9550 
9560 
9570 
9580 
9590 
9600 
8 
REA0(5,*J NRC 
IF (NRD.EQ.O) GO TC lOC 
- -- ··--o tf ~>" y---;;·-T-,-NiH)-------=---------------------
READt5,*1 TXX(I),XLCI) 
TXX(I) = TXX(I)*1.CE+05 
RM~ -~- xL"CN"~<oT·-----------· 
TX(l) = XL(1) 
DO 20 N = 2,NN 
--:X --;-- oX*i=L cfii'TN..: 1 l 
IF IX.GT.TXXINRD)) GO TO 15 
IC = 0 ob-- 8--:.r = --z-;-NRD ____ _ 
IF (IC.NE.Ol GO TO 8 
I = J IF ... , X~GT~-TXX( ff)--GiJ--f(f--a·-------------------------------- ------------- -----
IC = I 
COI\TINUE 
IM = I -1 
RQ = (XL(l) -XL(lM))/(lXX(I) -TXX(lM)) 
XX = X - T:XXtiMl 
TX(N,- = Xl(lM) + XX*J(Q 
97 
9610 
962_Q ______ 15 
9630 20 
96lt0 
9650 
9660 
9670 
9680 
96GO 
9700 
9710_ 
9720 
9730 
974C 
9750 
9760 
9770 
'1780 
'9790 
9800 
9810 
9820 
9830 
9840 
9850 
9860 
9870 
9880 
':l890 
9900 
gq 10 
9G20 
9930 
9940 
9<;50 
9'160 
9970 
9980 
9990 
0000 
10C 
10~ 
11C 
30 
14C 
145 
15C 
901 
':102 
903 
H:C 
GO TO 20 
TXCN) = RM.A__ _ ___ _ 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 110 
DO _lO 5 I = 1 ,NN _ _ _ _____ _ _____________________________________________ __ 
TXCU = 1.0 
TX~ll) = CTXt2) - TX(1))/DX 
02 ::: 2.0_!-DX 
NX = NN - 1 
DO 30 N = 2,NX 
I P =_ N _ + 1 
1M = N - 1 
TXX(~) = (TXCIP) - T)(lM))/02 
TX~ ( NN) = 0. _________________ _ 
IF CIXY.EQ.O) GO TC 140 
wRITE(6,90l) 
G 0 _ T 0 __ 150 _____________________ _ 
WRITE(6,902) 
DO 145 I = 1tNN 
TY C I L:=_ TX (I) _ _ ________________________________________ ·----------·-- ________ _ _ 
TYX(IJ = TXX(l) 
TXC Il = 0.0 
TXX(l) = O. 
·------ -----------------------------------
wRITE(6,903) CTYCil,I = 1,NN) 
GO TO 160 
DO 155 I = 1tNN 
. -- ----- -------------------- ---------------------------------------- -------
TY (!) = 0. 
TYX(l) = O. 
WRITE C 6,903 l .JIX_I_!)__,J___=:_!_,~ __ ) ----------· 
FORMAT(' TAU~ COYNE/C~2}') 
FORMAT(' TAlJY CDYNE/CM2) 1 ) 
FORMATC10E12.5) 
·- ----------------------·---- --------
RETURN 
END 
----------------
SUBROUTINE AACAL(W,RLt~tRX,N,~tDD2tAA1tAA2,AA3tAA4tAA5) 
CO~MGN F,DX,Cl,NN,MM,N~,NMX 
CO~MON ~ljJ ~_5l_,_R_Ij_X_!l_?J_,~HXX (_~5) t ~( 25 t 1_Lb~_1_(_~~--:t!) __ ~)(t,.J~_qQ_) __ -··· 
DI~ENSION ~(25l,RX(25) 
DOUBLE COMPLEX AA1tA~2tAA3,AA~tAA5,DC~PLX 
0010 
0020 
c 
c 
c 
, _____________ --- - ------------------------------------- -----·--·------------------- -
·0030 
0040 
0050 
0060 
0070 ooso ___ -- ----
oo9o 
0100 
- ------ -------- - --0110 
0120 
0130 ot4o ____ _ 
_0150 
0160 
0170 
0180 
0190 
0200 
SUBROCTINE TO CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS FOR MATS 
CALL ASCA1,A2,A3tWtNtMtCl,C2tC3,DD2) c a =- F= •F---.-- oo-2•w-.-,r----· ~_:._::~:_=-=:..=._::: _____ _ 
CC = F*F - DD2*W*W 
CA = BV(N,M)/(CC**2) 
-- CH-~--(=. RifN'flt:'C3- R t'-="=--=l:-c*:-:C::-:3o-*::-:C::-:3::c-c):-*:-:C::-:B:::---:R:::-(~N-,-):-*o-cC C * C 8 * B V Z ( t; , ~T*C fj( BY( N:; M i* *-2 ) 
CH = -CA*tCH + 2.0*DD2*~*RL*F*RIN)*C3) 
CHH = W*lCl + C2*C3) 
· A. A 1 ;,; --oc-r~P cx'fcH;ctrF; 
CH = CA*2.0*DD2*W*RL*F*RX(~) 
CHH = C2*F*RL A A 2 ;;·· DC M P LX< tH;cHFY ________________________________________________ __ 
CH = CA*CB*RX(N) 
CHh = ~*C2 
AA3 = DCMPLjlt~;cH~j 
CH = CB*RlN)*C3*C3 + R(")*CB*CC*Cl*Cl/EV(N,M) 
CH = -CA*Ct1 
CHH = O. 
98 
0210 AA4 = DCMPLX(CH,CHH) 
O_?_<_p ________________ Cti_ --~---~CA*C_a!RJ NJ.~~-3 _____________________________________________________ _ 
023C AA5 = DCMPLX(CH,CH~) 
0240 RETURN 
o 2__5_Q_ ______________ -~ N 0 
--------------------------------------
·-----·--- -------- -----·---·· -·-------· -----------
-----·-----·-··· -----
99 
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